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Robert King Merton was born of Jewish immigrant parents in a South Philadelphia slum, where his father was a carpenter and truck driver. He grew up with a passion for learning and won a scholarship at Temple University. There he received his BA and became interested in sociology while taking an introductory sociology course taught by George E. Simpson. Recalling this experience, Merton has said, “It wasn’t so much the substance of what Simpson said that did it. It was more the joy of discovering that it was possible to examine human behaviour objectively and without using loaded moral preconceptions”.

With the help of a fellowship, Merton received a doctorate from Harvard University, where he was one of Parsons’s earliest and most important graduate students. Looking back over his career at Harvard, Parsons stated that of the significant relations he had with graduate students, “the most important single one was with Robert Merton.” He adds, “For a considerable time, Merton and I came to be known as the leaders of a structural-functional school among American sociologists.”

While at Harvard, Merton was also influenced by Pitirim Sorokin, who was not sympathetic to Parson’s work. Sorokin shared Parsons’s propensity for large-scale theorizing, but he balanced this with an equally strong interest in empirical research and statistical studies. It was Paul K. Lazarsfeld who influenced Merton to become active in empirical research, and Merton was closely associated with him at the Bureau of Applied Social Research at Columbia University until Lazarsfeld’s death in 1976. Parsons saw himself as an “incurable theorist,” but Merton was actively engaged in empirical research beginning in 1941, when he joined the faculty at Columbia.

Merton’s two classic essays on the relationship between sociological theory and empirical research appear as chapters in his best-known book, Social Theory and Social Structure, first published in 1949. Unlike Parsons, Merton did not stop with abstract theory and typology; he formulated empirical hypotheses and often tested them in the real world by gathering data himself and analyzing the results. Please note that most of his writings have been in essay form. An important compilation of these essays is his famous work Social Theory and Social Structure. Among the wide range of areas to which he contributed, the most important ones are related to the nature of sociological theory (middle-range theory), clarification and refocusing of functional analysis, theory of deviance, theory of reference group behaviour, sociology of science, etc. In 1957 the American Sociological Society elected Robert K. Merton as its president.
Theories of the Middle Range

One of the most important ways in which Merton diverged from Parsonian functionalism was in his decision to abandon the quest for an all-encompassing theory. He chose, rather, to take the path of what he calls “middle-range theories” designed to guide empirical inquiry. As Merton himself explained,

At the summit of human thought, some sociologists are seeking a single unified theory - a generalized body of explanations as to what cements society together, how institutions fit into a social framework, how discrepant values arise and work their changes upon a society, and so on. My friend and occasional colleague, Talcott Parsons, is doing just that, and, I think, making useful progress. But for most of our energies to be channeled that way would be decidedly premature. Einstein could not have followed hard on the heels of Kepler, and perhaps we haven’t even had our Kepler yet. Just as it would stifle sociology to spend all its time today on practical problems before developing theory sufficiently, so it would to spend all its time on abstract, all-encompassing theories. Our major task today is to develop special theories, applicable to limited ranges of data - theories, for example, of deviant behaviour, or the flow of power from generation to generation, or the unseen ways in which personal influence is exercised.

Theories of the middle range transcend sheer description of social phenomena. They are theories with limited sets of assumptions, from which specific hypotheses can be derived and tested empirically. In Merton’s view, middle-range views would gradually consolidate into more general theory. What he set out to do was to fill in the blanks between raw empiricism (what is referred to by some sociologists as the “fishing expeditions” of researchers who cross-tabulate data with abandon and with no guiding theoretical framework) and grand or all-inclusive theory of the type Parsons was working on in his general theory of action.

Let me simplify this. Merton argues that a theory is a clearly formulated generalization between specific variables. Further, a theory can be productive when while being a general theory it is specific enough to produce a ‘testable hypothesis’. Please note that a hypothesis is a tentative statement asserting a relationship between certain specific variables. Merton argues that the most important criterion of a testable hypothesis is its potential falsifiability. In other words, it implies that a hypothesis when subjected to empirical enquiry may either be proved or disproved. Parsons’s theory of social system is too general to be falsified.
According to Merton, sociology, at its present stage of development, needs theories of middle range. Such theories should be grounded in empirical data and at the same time should use concepts which are clearly defined and can be operationalised. Middle range theories are so formulated that specific and verifiable hypothesis can be deduced from these theories and can be subjected to empirical verification. Please note that Merton was not against building generalizations. According to Merton, building generalizations is central to any scientific discipline. However, in an attempt to arrive at higher level generalizations, scientific research should not be compromised. Hence, Merton advocated ‘middle-range theories’ which are empirical, thus, ideologically-neutral. Such theories of middle range offer only limited generalizations, thus, not deterministic. Further, these middle-range theories can act as a bridge between macro and micro sociological theories. Merton argues that middle range theories do not remain separate but are consolidated into wider networks of theory. In other words, from various middle range theories, a more general theory (higher level generalization) could be derived.

In his plea for theories of the middle range, Merton was standing on the shoulders of such great sociologists as Durkheim and Weber. He presented two classical examples of middle-range theories: Durkheim’s *Suicide* and Weber’s *The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism*. What Merton advocated is not a new approach but a proliferation of works like these classics. For Merton, both theory and research are integral and inalienable aspects of sociological enquiry.

Dear Candidate, Merton has elaborated on the interrelationship of theory and empirical research in his two essays, viz. ‘The bearing of sociological theory on empirical research’ and ‘The bearing of empirical research on sociological theory’. We have already discussed this earlier under the topic: Fact, Value and Objectivity.
Paradigm of Functional Analysis

Merton devoted considerable attention to what he called the “codification of functional analysis in sociology.” This work displays some important differences from Parsons’s functionalism. For one thing, Merton’s functional paradigm is not open to criticisms of inherent conservatism and teleology (explaining things by their function). At the same time, however, Merton offered fewer specific propositions about the structure of societies than Parsons did.

As we have seen, functionalists in general conceive of society as a system of interrelated parts. This is equally true of Merton, who argued that the central orientation of functionalism is expressed in the practice of interpreting data by establishing their consequences for larger structures in which they are implicated. Merton was also deeply interested in social integration, or equilibrium. Like Durkheim and Parsons, he analyzed society with reference to whether the cultural and social structures are well or badly integrated; was interested in the contributions of customs and institutions to the persistence of societies; and defined functions as those contributions or consequences that “make for the adaption or adjustment of a given system.” Finally, Merton argued that shared values are central in explaining how societies and institutions work, thus sharing the other major distinguishing concern of all functionalist analysis.

However, through his paradigm Merton clarified and refocused some major aspects of functionalist theory. The most important are his emphasis on dysfunctions, his distinction between manifest and latent functions, his concept of functional alternatives, and his insistence on the importance of uncovering and understanding the mechanisms by which functions are fulfilled.

Merton prefers to use the word functional analysis rather than structural-functionalism. Merton makes an attempt to refine and develop functional approach. His basic aim to functional analysis is that to point out fundamental errors in the substance of structural functionalism and its related terminology. For a research strategy, according to him, it is necessary to combine the outlined criticisms of functional structuralism and empirical studies in the functional analysis.

Dear Candidate, Merton’s work must be seen in the context when classical functionalism championed by Durkheim, Radcliffe-Brown and Malinowski was being severely criticized for its conservative teleology and inability to account for conflict and conflict-led change. Merton rejected the core idea of classical functionalism that recurrent social phenomena should be explained by their functions, such as their benefits to society as a whole.
By 1950s the criticism grew stronger and sharper, thus compelling Merton to take up the task of clarifying and correcting certain basic tenets of classical functionalism. Merton begins with the review of the mistakes of the early functionalists particularly Malinowski and Radcliffe Brown. Merton saw functional theorizing as embracing three questionable postulates:

1. Postulate of the Functional Unity of Society
2. Postulate of Universal Functionalism
3. Postulate of Indispensability

Merton has explained: “Substantially, these postulates hold first, that standardized social activities or cultural items are functional for the entire social or cultural system; second, that all such social and cultural items fulfill sociological functions; and third, that these items are consequently indispensable.”

According to Merton, the belief in the above mentioned postulates as self-evident truths rather than tentative propositions by the classical functionalists had been responsible for the ideological coloration which functionalism had come to acquire as a result of which it was criticized as conservative teleology. According to Merton, functional analysis must be seen and understood only as a methodology. The ideological tint of the functional approach can be done away with if one abandons the belief in the above mentioned postulates and does not treat them as self-evident truths. Merton, in fact, establishes three prevailing postulates in functional analysis to point-out the distinctive difficulties of structural functionalism. Merton summarized in these three (rejectable) postulates what he thought was flawed in classical functionalism.

1. **Postulate of the Functional Unity of Society**, the assumption that what matters is the contribution of some social element to the whole system, thus presupposing that there is such a unity. In other words, this postulate presupposes that every social system must have some minimum degree of functional unity for its survival.

   In this context, Merton cites the view of some of the noted sociologists and social anthropologists, such as, Radcliffe-Brown, Malinowski, etc. They had mainly discussed small-scale societies and this assumption has been valid only for such type of societies. The functional unity of society is, therefore, doubtful, argues Merton, particularly for complex and highly differentiated societies. For instance, it would be wrong
to consider that religious ceremonies promoted solidarity throughout the Indian society, but it would be true to say that it contributes to the solidarity of subgroups within it.

According to Merton, functionalists so far have frequently transformed the hypothesis that social system may reveal social integration into necessary integration or need for social survival. While it is difficult to argue that human society does not possess some degree of integration, for otherwise they would not be systems, Merton views the degree of integration in a system as an issue to be empirically determined. To assume that a high degree of functional unity must exist in a social system is to preclude the possibility of its empirical verification. It is due to such a presumption regarding high degree of functional unity that the functional approach has come to acquire a conservative bias and an ideological coloration which can be derived from the works of the functionalists from Durkheim to Talcott Parsons. Thus the degree to which functional unity exists in the social system should be a matter subject to empirical investigation.

Merton argues that functional unity is a matter of observation and investigation. The entire fact of “functional unity” is that it is applicable only to small type of society in which a change in one part of the system will automatically result in a change in other parts. On the other hand, he suggests that a high degree of “functional autonomy” is found in highly differentiated societies, not a functional unity. Thus a change in any part of the system may have little or no effect on others.

2. **Postulate of Universal Functionalism**, the claim that all social or cultural forms have some (positive) function. Nineteenth century anthropologists, for instance, such as Radcliffe-Brown, Malinowski, Rivers, Tylor, Durkheim, assumed that every social and cultural element must have positive functions for the maintenance of the society. But the fact is that not every structure, custom, belief, and so forth has positive functions.

Merton suggests that if an examination of an actually existing system is undertaken, it would be clear that there is a wide range of empirical possibilities. Firstly, items may not be always functional for the whole system or a part of it, but can also be *dysfunctional* for either the part or the whole system. For instance, poverty may not be dysfunctional for society as
a whole but only to the poor. Thus Merton suggests that functionalist should analyse any part of system from the point of view of its functional, dysfunctional or non-functional consequences.

Secondly, some consequences whether functional or dysfunctional are intended and recognized by the system and are thus manifest, whereas other consequences are not intended or recognized and are therefore latent.

Merton suggests that the postulate of universal functionalism should be replaced by “the provisional assumption that persisting cultural forms have a net balance of functional consequences either for the society considered as a unit or subgroups sufficiently powerful to retain these forms intact, by means of direct coercion or indirect persuasion.”

3. **Postulate of Indispensability**, that the function performed by a social or cultural form is an indispensable precondition for the survival of the social system. In other words, this postulate states that certain institutions or social arrangements are indispensable to society. The postulate of indispensability is related to two assertions. Firstly, it is assumed that there are certain functions which are indispensable in the sense that, unless they are performed, the society (or group, or individual) will not persist. This, then, sets forth a concept of functional prerequisites, or preconditions functionally necessary for a society. Secondly, it is assumed that certain cultural or social forms are indispensable for fulfilling each of these functions.

Merton, in fact, raises questions on the assumption of indispensability and rejects it by arguing that: “just as the same item may have multiple functions, so may the same function be diversely fulfilled by alternative items.” To replace the idea of indispensability, Merton suggests the concept of functional alternatives or functional equivalents. According to Merton, “The utility of this concept is not to identify various arrangements with identical consequences, but rather to identify arrangements with identical or similar functions (effectiveness) but reduced dysfunctions (increased efficiency).”
Merton, therefore, accepts the idea that certain function must be met for a society by a range of alternative means rather than the institutions that meet them are indispensable to survive. Furthermore, in looking for such functional alternatives attention is drawn to the questions about the range of the items that could serve as functional equivalents within the existing structural constraints of the social system.

In a nutshell, these postulates are debatable and unnecessary. Merton argues that none of these postulates was empirically justifiable. Merton emphasized that functionalist should examine the situation at empirical level. Merton’s belief that empirical tests are crucial to functional analysis led his to develop his ‘paradigm’ of functional analysis as a guide to the integration of theory and research.

Merton is concerned to deal with the necessity of a paradigm which contains a set of concepts without which the sociologist cannot adequately carry out a functional analysis. Through his paradigm, Merton clarified and refocused some major aspects of functionalist theory. Some of the distinguishing features of his paradigm of functional analysis are discussed below:

Firstly, Merton made it clear that functional analysis focuses on groups, organizations, societies, and cultures. He stated that any object that can be subjected to functional analysis must “represent a standardized (i.e. patterned and repetitive) item.” These items are, according to Merton, “social roles, institutional patterns, social processes, cultural patterns, culturally patterned emotions, social norms, group organizations, social structures, devices for social control, etc.” In addition, Merton argues that any social item which is being subjected to functional analysis must be described in detail on the basis of empirical observation. According to Merton, analysis of sociological data is necessary in functional analysis.

Secondly, unlike Parsons’s assumption of universal needs or functional prerequisites (AGIL), Merton favoured ‘empirical identification of needs.’ In other words, the researcher should empirically identify the needs or functional requirements of the system under investigation and provide a detailed account of the mechanism by which these functional requirements are fulfilled.

Thirdly, after the detailed description of a given social item based on empirical observation, the social scientist should also try to distinguish between the concepts of subjective dispositions and concepts of objective consequences. In other words, the researcher should look for subjective dispositions (motives, purposes, etc.) of the actors involved and also to the objective consequences of the
activity. The researcher must be careful that the subjective dispositions are not confused with the objective consequences.

Let me simplify this. Subjective dispositions may be understood in terms of the meanings that the actors ascribe to a given social item or social condition and the intended consequences (functions) thereof. In Merton’s terminology, it is called as manifest functions. In other words, manifest functions of a social item are the consequences that are intended, or of which the participants are aware.

From the concept of manifest functions follows Merton’s another key contribution to sociology. It is the concept of latent functions. Latent functions are the consequences that are neither intended nor recognized by the social actors. In other words, latent functions are the unintended and unrecognized consequences associated with a given social item or condition.

As can be seen, Merton actually used two criteria, intentionality and awareness, thus opening up a more complex typology, with four types (intended and recognized, intended but not recognized, unintended but recognized later, unintended and not recognized). This distinction opens an interesting area for analysis and empirical study concerning the relationship between intended and unintended consequences, and concerning processes triggered when hitherto latent functions become manifest.

Please note that Parsons tends to emphasize the manifest functions of social behaviour, particularly in terms of those objective consequences which contribute to the adjustment or adaptation of the system and which are intended and recognized by participants in the system. Merton, on the other hand, pays particular attention to the latent functions of things and the increased understanding of society functionalist analysis can bring by uncovering them.

Thus, Merton’s distinction between manifest and latent functions further clarifies functional analysis. However, the notion of latent functions is not a totally new one. Durkheim’s discussion of social cohesion as a consequence of punishment was an analysis of the latent function of punishment (the manifest function being retribution). Similarly the functional analysis of religion as a social integrator is concerned with religion’s latent function. Merton emphasizes both the distinction between manifest and latent and the way analysis of latent functions “precludes the substitutions of naive moral judgments for sociological analysis.” This distinction forces sociologists to go beyond the reasons individuals give for their actions or for the existence of customs and institutions; it makes them look
for other social consequences that allow these practices’ survival and illuminate the way a society works.

As an example of the fruitfulness of such analysis, Merton cites Veblen’s analysis of conspicuous consumption, the latent function being the enhancement of one’s status in the eyes of the world. Merton cites yet another example of the rain-making ceremony of the Native American Hopi tribe to explain this. While the ceremonies are performed by tribe members in the belief that rain will be produced, an unintended consequence, or latent function, is that these ceremonies ‘maintain the Hopi society by reinforcing the feelings of solidarity among its members’. The ceremonies don’t actually produce rain (the manifest function), but they do help strengthen tribal bonds (a latent function).

For Merton, one cannot complete a functional analysis without considering both manifest and latent functions. He argues that this distinction between manifest and latent functions has various advantages for sociological enquiry. In the first place, the distinction aides the sociological interpretation of many social practices even though their manifest purpose is clearly not achieved. Here, Merton advises that sociologists should not dismiss them as mere superstitions or irrationalities and instead should try to look for the latent functions. The rain-making ceremony of the Native American Hopi tribe is an example of such a situation. Further, this distinction serves to direct attention of the sociologists to other fruitful fields of enquiry and opens new vistas of research.

Merton’s own analysis of political machines shows how the distinction between manifest and latent functions can help explain the way institutions work and why they survive and thrive. Please note that by political machines (in USA) Merton implies the local political party organizations in American cites. The manifest function of political machines, especially in the context of ward politics, seems to be personal advancement through corruption as it involves vote buying and similar law breaking. However, because they were so firmly rooted in the local neighborhood, ward politics and political machines were highly functional for such disadvantaged groups as new immigrants. They humanized welfare assistance by providing information about hospitals, marshaling legal aid, and furnishing jobs; thus they kept families together and broke down some of the isolation of immigrant groups. Merton started with the hypothesis that in spite of obvious surface dysfunctions, to survive and be influential the machine must have served important functions for some social groups. By asking “Who benefits?” and uncovering the machine’s latent functions, he created a classic piece of sociological analysis.
Fourthly, regarding the study of objective consequences, Merton suggests that the functionalist should analyse any part of system from the point of view of its functional, dysfunctional or non-functional consequences. Talcott Parsons’s work tends to imply that all existing institutions are inherently good or functional for society, this tendency has been one the major points of attack on functionalism and the one arouses the most emotion among its critics. Merton explicitly dissociates himself from such a position. Instead he emphasizes the existence of “dysfunctions” and encourages sociologists to actively identify them.

Merton’s concept of dysfunctions involves two complementary but distinct ideas:

The first is that something may have consequences that are generally dysfunctional; in his words, an item may have “consequences which lessen the adaptation or adjustment of the system.”

The second is that these consequences may vary according to whom one is talking about; the sociologist must ask the crucial question, “Functional and dysfunctional for whom?” In other words, the researcher must seek to identify the range of units for which the item under study has consequences. Thus, the researcher should look for the consequences of the social item at various levels such as at individual level, at sub-system level (various groups), and at system level (i.e. society).

An excellent example of what Merton means by generally dysfunctional consequences can be found in his own discussion of bureaucracy. On the whole, bureaucracy appears as a functional institution for industrial society in that bureaucratic specialization means better utilization of talent and more effective response to the exigencies of the environment. However, Merton’s understanding of dysfunctions makes him aware of what may happen when adherence to bureaucratic rules becomes an end in itself – a situation he calls “ritualism” in his theory of deviance. Although adherence to the rules is ordinarily a moral and social good and therefore functional for society, but in some cases overemphasis on the adherence to the rules may prove to be dysfunctional for a particular section of society or society as a whole.

Merton’s knowledge of general dysfunction thus makes him aware of the “dark underside” of bureaucracy in a way not generally associated with functionalism. He is close to Weber, who saw bureaucracy as an efficient, rational way of dealing with problems, necessary to a modern state and to the end of feudalism and yet prospectively tyrannical because of its inflexible ritualism, its insistence on rules for everything. Merton is even close to the neo-Marxist conflict
theorist, Habermas, who sees rationalistic bureaucracy as an impressive technical development that threatens human freedom.

Merton’s second point – that an institution need not be generally functional or generally dysfunctional but may instead be functional for some people and groups and dysfunctional for others – is an even clearer shift away from a functionalism that implies approval of the status quo. In some ways it approaches conflict theory. Merton talks in terms of whether institutions and practices are functional or dysfunctional for people, whereas conflict theorists generally refer to people’s interests and the degree to which these are served. However, they share a concern with the differing benefits that various groups obtain from the social order and with the way these benefits explain the origin, persistence, or decline of social institutions.

We can see what Merton means by dysfunctions and why it is important for sociologists to bear them in mind by looking at such supposedly indispensable institutions as marriage and family living. People commonly think of these institutions as crucial to the health of society. Yet marriage and family life may not be functional for some types of individuals at all. They may be happier with such functional alternatives as joining collectives, renting in singles’ apartment complexes, living together as unmarried couples, or living in religious communities. Only by recognizing the dysfunctional aspects of marriage and family living can we explain the development and persistence of these alternatives. Again, as functionalists from Durkheim on have tended to emphasize, an institutionalized and established religion may help to integrate a society by creating common values and identification with the group. However, Merton points out, such a religion is hardly functional for dissidents who are victims of an inquisition, and religious conflicts and wars are dysfunctional for large segments of the societies involved.

In *Social Theory and Social Structure* Merton asks, “What are the consequences, functional and dysfunctional, of positive orientation to the values of a group other than one’s own?” His interest in this phenomenon, labeled *anticipatory socialization*, is exemplified in a recent study by a student of Merton’s Helen Rose Ebaugh. Ebaugh explores the process of role exit – disengagement from a role that is central to one’s self-identity and the reestablishment of an identity in a new role that takes into account one’s ex-role.” Her study concerns a variety of social groups, including ex-convicts, ex-nuns, ex-alcoholics, divorced men and women, mothers without custody, ex-prostitutes, ex-air traffic controllers, and transsexuals.
Anticipatory socialization is functional for both the aspiring individual and for the group he or she eventually enters. This is true when the seeking and weighing of role alternatives is taking place and, especially, as individuals come closer to a final decision to exit a role. Prior identification with a group serves as a kind of bridge to membership in the group. Ebaugh found, for instance, that transsexuals identified with members of the opposite sex by cross-dressing and taking on the mannerisms of the opposite sex long before they underwent sex-change surgery. She states, “In addition to shifts in orientation, attitudes, and values, individuals at this point in the process also began rehearsing the roles they were anticipating.”

Herbert Gans’s analysis of poverty (in his paper “The Positive Functions of Poverty”) demonstrates how a Mertonian functionalist approach can produce analyses that would generally be associated with radical left conflict theory rather than conservative functionalism. Gans points out that when one distinguishes between different groups in a society, one can see that the existence of poverty serves a number of positive functions for different groups. For example, he argues, poverty ensures the existence of a group willing to serve in a peacetime army, provides the upper classes with an outlet for charity and the gratification it brings, creates jobs for people in professions and occupations that serve the poor, and makes it possible for wealthier people to get dirty jobs and personal services performed at a slight cost. These functions, he suggests, help explain why poverty exists in technologically advanced societies: those who benefit from it with the preserve it.

Merton’s concept of dysfunctions is also central to his argument that functionalism is not intrinsically conservative. It appears to be only when functionalists imply that everything is generally functional in its consequences – something his concept of general dysfunctions denies – and when analysts treat society and its members as one and the same thing, a view he sets out to demolish by asking, “Functional for whom?”

At the same time Merton does retain a distinctively functional perspective. Unlike most conflict theorists, Merton believes that institutions and values can be functional (or dysfunctional) for society as a whole, not just for particular groups. He suggests that researchers should start with the hypothesis that persisting cultural forms may have a “net balance of functional consequences” for society as a unit as well as for subgroups. Merton’s emphasis on dysfunctions balances Parson’s concern with social functions.
Fifthly, with the concept of dysfunctions, Merton could also silence the critics to some extent who labeled functional approach as status quoist. Critics, particularly the Marxists, had argued that with its over emphasis on certain postulates, the functional approach manifests conservative bias by overlooking the conflict present in society and hence, fails to account for conflict led change. In other words, critics argued that the functional approach focused on the static aspects of the social structure, and has neglected the study of structural change.

Merton, however, argued that the concept of dysfunctions provides an analytical approach to the study of dynamics or change. As stated earlier, Merton suggests that functionalist should analyse any part of system from the point of view of its functional, dysfunctional or non-functional consequences. Further, consequences should also be understood at both, manifest as well as latent levels. Then, the functionalist should arrive at “net balance of functional consequences.”

Merton writes: “The concept of dysfunction, which implies the concept of strain, stress and tension on the structural level, provides an analytical approach to the study of dynamics and change.” In other words, Merton argues that the dysfunctional consequences generate strain or tension in the system. Thus, Merton demands that the researcher, after observing dysfunctional consequences of an item, should investigate the strain or tension generated by those dysfunctional consequences.

Sixthly, Merton states that if the dysfunctional consequences are more conspicuous for a given social item than its functional alternative or functional equivalent must be explored within the given structural constraints. To replace the idea of indispensability, Merton suggests the concept of functional alternatives or functional equivalents. According to Merton, “The utility of this concept is not to identify various arrangements with identical consequences, but rather to identify arrangements with identical or similar functions (effectiveness) but reduced dysfunctions (increased efficiency).”

Thus, with the concepts of dysfunctions and functional alternatives, Merton armoured the functionalist with the conceptual tools to account for social tension and social change.

Important: Functionalism’s claim of providing specific propositions about how societies work, rather than simply general suggestions about how to set about analyzing and explaining things, rests in large part on its argument that in order to persist a society must have certain characteristics; and correspondingly, all societies will exhibit these characteristics. As we have seen, this argument is central to the work of Parsons who lists such
characteristics in his AGIL schema, and it is also apparent in the work of Durkheim.

In much of Merton’s work functionalism serves more as a way of orienting oneself to one’s material than as a set of propositions about the structure of societies. But Merton does share this central view, and he puts forward the concept of functional prerequisites, or “preconditions functionally necessary for a society.” At the same time, however, he emphasizes that particular, given institutions are not the only ones able to fulfill these functions; therefore, a given social structure is in no way sacrosanct. On the contrary, a wide range of what he terms “functional alternatives,” or substitutes may be able to perform the same task.

Merton’s concept of functional alternatives also clarifies functionalist analysis because it explicitly rejects the idea that existing institutions are necessary and, by implication, good. Therefore, it encourages sociologists using a functionalist approach to question the indispensability of an existing social structure. For example, most functional theorists believe that religion maintains and inculcates certain norms and values central to the group and thus combats the anomie that leads to both social disintegration and personal unhappiness. However this function may be served by structures other than organized religion, and movements that might be interpreted as functional alternatives to religion seem to be cropping up almost yearly in certain parts of America, particularly in California, the birthplace of many occult and therapeutic groups.

Hence the researcher should explore the possibility of functional alternatives or equivalents, which can be substituted for the item under investigation. This focuses attention on the range of possible variations in the items which can serve the same functional requirements. For example, religion may serve the function of promoting social solidarity and regulating social control in simple, homogenous societies but in complex, modern industrial societies it may act as a source of inter-group hostility and conflict, i.e. communal violence. Thus, in modern societies, which are marked by religious diversity, secularism may serve as the functional alternative to religious ideology.

Other functional alternatives can be found among the different types of higher education and vocational training existing in modern industrial societies. All of these sort people into the adult world of work and classify them as qualified for different types of occupations. But the different ways they do so may be more or less functional for different people.
As Burton Clark points out, American society places great emphasis on encouraging people to achieve and on ensuring equal opportunity to do so, and it practices something close to an open-door admission to college. However, in practice, not everyone can become a nuclear physicist, veterinarian, or corporate executive. Colleges impose fairly strict criteria on performance, and many students would, if they entered a four-year college, inevitably encounter standards of performance they could not meet. Using terminology derived directly from Merton’s work on deviance, Clark says there is “dissociation between culturally instilled goals and institutionally provided means of realization; discrepancy between ends and means is seen as a basic social source of individual frustration.”

For students who would fail in a four-year college, the two-year or community college provides a functional alternative. It performs the same function of sorting students for the labour market, and it makes it clear to less academically oriented students that certain careers are not possible for them. It does so at much less personal cost to such students, for whom the straight academic failure of the conventional college might be personally dysfunctional. Clark describes the “cooling-out” function of these colleges, which permit transfer to four-year colleges but also redirect students through testing programs and extensive counseling that serve to reorient students who need to redefine their goals. Although a four-year college is both personally functional for those who succeed scholastically and an appropriate way to train people for some careers, Clark shows how the two-year college can be a functional alternative for others because it provides alternative achievements that alleviate the personal stress caused by failure. It may also function socially by helping to prevent discontentment and deviance and by directing people successfully into other occupations.

In the wake of the contemporary women’s movement, many functional alternatives to traditional marriages have emerged, such as cohabitation and gay and lesbian families. The increasing use of day care facilities and, on a much smaller scale, househusbands are examples of functional alternatives to traditional families where the mother works as housewife at home, but not in the public sphere for a wage. Other examples of functional alternatives to traditional marriages are commuting relationships, equal parenting, and greater husband participation in household work.
Merton’s notion of functional alternatives is thus important because it alerts sociologists to the similar functions different institutions may perform, and it further reduces the tendency of functionalism to imply approval of the status quo. However, Merton makes little progress in specifying what the functional prerequisites are that can be served in a variety of ways. Merton apparently does not consider Parsons’s schema to be the definitive statement on the subject, but neither does he provide any concrete alternative list of his own. He recognizes the idea of functional requirements as an essential part of any functional analysis, and he refers frequently in his analysis to the degree to which society is well or poorly adjusted. But he fails to define the functional requirements for such integration. Instead he refers to them as “one of the cloudiest and empirically most debatable concepts in functional theory”.

As might be expected from his remarks on middle-range theory, in general, Merton’s achievement is to provide an excellent clarification of the requirements of functionalist theory and to show how a general functionalist orientation can be used fruitfully in empirical analysis, rather than to provide further general propositions about social structure and equilibrium.

S Seventhly, Merton argues that functional analysis must recognize the interdependence of the elements of the social structure as well as the limited range of variation in the items which can fulfill designated functions in the social system. As Merton puts it, “Failure to recognize the relevance of interdependence and attendant structural constraints leads to utopian thought in which it is tacitly assumed that certain elements of a social system can be eliminated without affecting the rest of that system.” In other words, the researcher must take into account the **structural constraints** of a given social system. The interdependence of the elements of a social system limits the possibilities of the suitable functional alternatives.

**Eighthly,** Merton emphasizes on the problem of the validation of various functional assumptions, postulates, imputations and observations. Merton writes: “This requires, above all, a rigorous statement of the sociological procedures of analysis which most nearly approximate the logic of experimentation. It requires a systematic review of the possibilities and limitations of comparative (cross-cultural and cross-group) analysis.” In other words, such a functional analysis should be repeatedly subjected to validation, through comparative studies.

**Last but not the least,** Merton asserts that functional analysis itself has no intrinsic commitment to any ideological position.
Functional analysis of Merton, in fact, provides a new direction to mode of sociological interpretation that tries to find out the central problems of structural functionalism and its conceptual confusion by establishing some of the essential concepts. In this connection, Merton has identified three postulates of the functional approach and provides a detailed analysis of paradigm to remove the conceptual confusion.

Consequently, structural functionalism in the form Merton gave it became a conceptual framework and a set of guidelines to be used in empirical research, rather than a theory with general explanatory claims. As such, it became a very useful tool, and it is much easier to use in conducting empirical research than general and abstract theory of Parsons.

Critical evaluation of Merton’s Functional Paradigm

Merton, through his modification, gave a new lease of life to functional analysis. Now, it could be applied to the analysis of modern industrial societies because it could now account for conflict and change.

However, critics argue that the conservative bias persists in functional analysis even now. For example, when Merton says that we should not have naïve moral judgments, then he should have substituted it with more sophisticated moral judgments. But, in the name of doing away with naïve moral judgments, he has totally done away with the idea of moral judgement. He became morally neutral. If you are morally neutral, then it implies that you are indirectly supporting status quo.

Critics also argue that Merton commits the same mistake for which classical functionalism was criticized i.e. conservative bias. For example, Malinowski’s universal functionalism implies that every cultural item has some function for the sustenance of society. Merton too tends to justify the political machine in America on similar lines. Just because political machine exists, Merton digs out its latent functions and justifies its existence. Given the manifest dysfunctions of the political machine, Merton should have suggested or explored functional alternative to it.

Further, when Merton talks about ‘net balance of consequences’, he doesn’t suggest any criteria or concrete methodology to arrive at it. For example, how to quantify or compare the functional or dysfunctional consequences of any item empirically?
Critics argue that when Merton talks about ‘dysfunctional consequences’, he doesn’t explain why do things become dysfunctional in the process. Merton’s theory does not account for the processual dimension adequately. That is, things which were once functional, are no longer functional today. Why? Only in the retrospect when there is a conflict in the society, we can look for dysfunctions or dysfunctional items. In other words, we could not anticipate conflict. Merton’s theory falls short of the explanation of the process or factors that may lead to dysfunctional consequences. For example, what circumstances may generate conflict and in what intensity? Merton’s theory is silent on this aspect.

Some scholars suggest that instead of the term ‘functional alternative’, Merton should have used the term ‘structural alternative’. Functional alternatives are actually structural alternatives because they are alternative parts that Merton is looking for. Parts are components of structure, consequences of parts are functions.

Last but not the least, Merton himself never applied his methodology to arrive at any middle range theory. Only in his theory of ‘reference group behaviour’, Merton partly applied his functional paradigm.
Theory of Reference Group

As stated earlier, it was only in his theory of ‘reference group behaviour’ that Merton had partly applied his functional paradigm.

The concept of reference group was introduced by the American social psychologist Herbert Hyman.

“A reference group is any collectivity, real or imaginary, envied or despised, whose perspective is assumed by the actor.”

– Shibutani

So, this concept of reference group tries to look at human behaviour in terms of **subjectively significant factors** (that is, whatever is important and meaningful from the subjective point of view of the actor). For example, peer group. If the perspective of peer group is assumed by the actor, then, the peer group is subjectively significant for the actor.

Please note that reference group could be any group or individual. Also note those whom you hate (despise), also shape your behaviour because you do just the opposite of what the despised ones do (for example, the members of the despised/hated group are non-vegetarian, but you are vegetarian).

According to **Newcomb**, a reference group may either be positive or negative. The positive reference group is the one that you admire, while the negative reference group is the one that you despise or dislike.

Merton argues that a positive reference group is one, which one likes and takes seriously in order to shape one’s behaviour and evaluate one’s achievements and performance. A negative reference group is the one which one dislikes and rejects and which, instead of providing norms to follow, provokes one to create counter-norms. As Merton says, “the positive type involves motivated assimilation of the norms of the group or the standards of the group as a basis for self-appraisal; the negative type involves motivated rejection, i.e., not merely non-acceptance of norms but the formation of counter-norms”.

**Kelley** talks about two types of reference groups: normative and comparative reference group. A normative reference group is the one that you emulate, whose norms and values you try to adopt. On the other hand, a comparative reference group is used for self-evaluation. For example, whether we are privileged or deprived, we take somebody as a yardstick for comparison and that is the basis for self-evaluation.
That is how the concept of ‘reference group’ developed in social psychology before Merton. And at the same time there was another concept that developed in sociology immediately after World War II. This was the concept of ‘relative deprivation’.

American Defence Department had appointed a research team headed by Samuel A. Stouffer to study the moral of American soldiers during the war. After the war, Stouffer et al. published the book called ‘The American Soldier’ in which they came with a very interesting finding, something that goes against common sense observation.

The study suggested that if your objective conditions improve, it does not necessarily mean that it would give you greater satisfaction. So, the sense of being satisfied or deprived is relative. It does not necessarily depend on objective conditions.

For example – during freedom movement – Ambedkar, the most privileged dalit (well-educated and employed) – protested the most against the injustices of caste system – because his reference group was the egalitarian western society. Similarly, it is largely the urban educated middle class women who aggressively advocate feminism – not the illiterate rural women – because the reference group of urban women is their male counterparts in industry who occupy higher positions and are better paid – while the rural women tend to take the existing gender relations for granted – because their reference group is other rural women, who are more or less similarly placed in society (normative reference group).

So, the sense of deprivation (negative emotions) is relative – not necessarily dependent on objective conditions.

That is what Stouffer et al. found in their study. “Comparing himself with his unmarried associates in the Army, the married man could feel that induction demanded greater sacrifice from him than from them; and comparing himself with his married civilian friends, he could feel that he had been called on for sacrifices which they were escaping altogether”. Herein we find the kernel of what Merton called relative deprivation. This is not surprising. Happiness or deprivation are not absolutes, they depend on the scale of measure as well as on the frame of reference. The married soldier is not asking, what he gets and what other married soldiers like him get. Instead, he is asking what he is deprived of. Now his unmarried associates in the army are relatively free. They don’t have wives and children, so they are free from the responsibility from which married soldiers cannot escape. In other words, married soldiers are deprived of the kind of freedom that their unmarried associates are enjoying. Likewise, the married soldier feels
deprived when he compares himself with his civilian married friend. Because the civilian friend can live with his wife and children and fulfil his responsibility. The married soldier, therefore, feels deprived that by virtue of being a soldier he cannot afford to enjoy the normal, day to day family life of a civilian. It is precisely because of the kind of reference group with which the married soldier compares his lot that he feels deprived.

Further, it was found that those soldiers who were placed in a very comfortable situation, they complained the most. For example, those who were living in the cantonment base camps, they were complaining and were found to be dissatisfied. But those American soldiers, who were at the battle front, living in the trenches and fighting the war, were most satisfied and found to have a high moral.

So, the objective conditions do not directly shape your subjective disposition with regard to deprivation or negative emotions. So, Stouffer introduced the concept of relative deprivation, that, deprivation is always relative and it does not depend always on objective conditions.

Dear Candidate, these conceptual developments comprise the background against which we should try to understand the contributions of Merton. Merton connected the two concepts of ‘reference group’ and ‘relative deprivation’. Deprivation is relative and it is relative to reference group.

From an earlier example, why urban educated middle class women tend to be strong advocates of feminism? Because their reference group is their male counterparts who happen to occupy higher positions with more responsibility, authority and better pay at workplace despite similar credentials and work experience. These women, then, would feel being discriminated against men. While for rural women, their reference group is just other similar rural women, such as their mother-in-laws, sister-in-laws, etc. Hence they tend to take such discriminatory attitude in society as given (for granted). It is often stated that educated people protest the most because with education and awareness they tend to develop new reference groups.

According to Merton, the deprivation is relative to reference group. Merton explains that those who were in the base camps were highly educated and their reference group was their friends (civilians) back home. While those who were at the battle front, they were the one who had joined army by choice and their reference group was their industrial or other colleagues who could not make it to army. So, because of the different reference groups, their sense of deprivation differs. Merton further argues that this reference group may be either your membership group or your non-membership group.
So, Merton tries to look at the determinants and consequences of reference group behaviour. In other words, what are the factors that determine the choice of the reference group of people – choice between either membership group or non-membership group as their reference group behaviour. And what consequences follow as a result of reference group behaviour

**Membership group** is the one where your frequency of interaction is highest, with which the individual identifies, which the individual uses to define his social identity. Other groups are **non-membership groups**.

So, what are the factors that determine the choice of the reference group? That is, when are you likely to take your membership group as your reference group and non-membership group as reference group?

1. **degree of engagement** – that is, how deeply one is involved in the group activity – deeper the involvement, greater the chances for choosing membership group as the reference group – peripheral members (loosely integrated members) are likely to take non-membership group as their reference group.

2. **degree of distinctiveness of the membership group** – the more distinctive or unique is the membership group, greater is the likelihood of choosing membership group as a reference group. On the other hand, if the membership group has no distinctive characteristics, then an individual is likely to choose non-membership group as a reference group.

3. **degree of closure** – some groups are closed groups, some are open groups. Suppose the group is a closed one i.e. membership is only by birth, something you can’t change by choice e.g. caste – in closed groups, there is a greater possibility for membership group to be chosen as a reference group. In open groups, members may have non-membership group as their reference group.

4. **degree of duration of membership** – longer the duration of membership, greater is the possibility that membership group will be chosen as reference group. In case of new entrants, there is a greater chance for choosing non-membership group as reference group.
5. **degree of social mobility** – if high, then, non-membership group likely to become reference group. If low, then membership group as reference group.

6. **degree of advantages conferred** – if the non-membership group confers any advantages, then it may be chosen as reference group. For example, American society – high income, better career growth and lifestyle, etc.

What are the consequences of reference group behaviour?
(at society level, at sub-system level (group level), at individual level)

A. **When society is closed** (i.e., the norms of the society prohibit its members to change their group. For example, the traditional caste system in Indian society)

   (i) **If reference group is the membership group**

   for society – functional to society – leads to greater social integration
   for group – functional for membership group – it is strengthened when all its members adhere to group norms and values, i.e., they identify with their group – non-functional to non-membership group
   for individual – functional for the individual – individual’s integration in his group is enhanced

   (ii) **If reference group is the non-membership group**

   for society – dysfunctional for society – going against the norms of society
   for group – dysfunctional for membership group – members start deserting the group – group disintegrates – but functional for non-membership group – its prestige is enhanced – its norms and values would be more respected
   for individual – dysfunctional for individual – when individual leaves his group but society is closed, the non-membership group does not allow entry – then, individual is nowhere – becomes a “marginal man”
B. When society is open (i.e., encourages social mobility – encourages its members to change their groups)

(i) **If reference group is the membership group**

for society – dysfunctional to society e.g. casteism – today India is an open society – we don’t want people to be divided on caste lines – but when people become conscious of their caste group and identify themselves only with their caste group, it’s called casteism – divides society on caste lines

for group – functional to membership group – non-functional to non-membership group

for individual – partly functional, partly dysfunctional (individual gets integrated with membership group, so group integration and group identification remain high for the individual – but, conflict in society increases – casteism – further, chances of mobility are lost – individual can’t jump to higher groups – society encourages mobility and values only those individuals who jump to higher status groups – that is the norm of open society

(ii) **If reference group is the non-membership group**

for society – functional for society

for group – dysfunctional for membership group, functional for non-membership group

for individual – partly functional – in terms of mobility – partly dysfunctional –in terms of integration, highly mobile people are poorly integrated in their group
Merton’s Theory of Deviance

In everyday language to deviate means to stray from an accepted path. Many sociological definitions of deviance simply elaborate upon this idea. Thus deviance consists of those acts which do not follow the norms and expectations of a particular social group. Deviance may be positively sanctioned (rewarded), negatively sanctioned (punished), or simply accepted without reward or punishment. In terms of the above definition of deviance, the soldier on the battlefield who risks his life above and beyond the normal call of duty may be termed deviant, as may the physicist who breaks the rules of his discipline and develops a new theory. Their deviance may be positively sanctioned: the soldier might be rewarded with a medal, the physicist with a Nobel Prize. In one sense, though, neither is deviant since both conform to the values of society, the soldier to the value of courage, they physicist to the value of academic progress. By comparison, a murderer not only deviates from society’s norms and expectations but also from its values, in particular the value placed on human life. His deviance generally results in widespread disapproval and punishment. A third form of deviance consists of acts which depart from the norms and expectations of a particular society but are generally tolerated and accepted. The little old lady with a house full of cats or the old gentleman with an obsession for collecting clocks would fall into this category. Usually their eccentricities are neither rewarded nor punished by others. They are simply defined as a ‘bit odd’ but harmless, and therefore tolerated.

In practice, the field of study covered by the sociology of deviance is usually limited to deviance which results in negative sanctions. In fact the American sociologist Marshall B. Clinard has suggested that the term deviance should be reserved for ‘those situations in which behaviour is in a disapproved direction and of a sufficient degree to exceed the tolerance limit of the community’. Though not all sociologists would accept this definition, it does describe the area usually covered by studies of deviance. In terms of Clinard’s definition, crime and delinquency are the most obvious forms of deviance. Crime refers to those activities which break the law of the land and are subject to official punishment; delinquency refers to the criminal activities of young people. However, many disapproved deviant acts are not defined as criminal. For example, alcoholism and attempted suicide are not illegal in Britain today. In practice sociologists have tended to focus their attention on the following types of deviance which generally fall within Clinard’s definition: crime and delinquency, illegal drug use, prostitution, mental illness, suicide, alcoholism and homosexuality.
Deviance is relative. This means that there is no absolute way of defining a deviant act. Deviance can only be defined in relation to a particular standard and no standards are fixed or absolute. As such deviance varies from time to time and place and place. In a particular society an act which is considered deviant today may be defined as normal in the future. An act defined as deviant in one society may be seen as perfectly normal in another. Put another way, deviance is culturally determined and cultures change over time and vary from society to society. The following examples will serve to illustrate the above points. At certain times in Western society it has been considered deviant for women to smoke, use make-up and consume alcoholic drinks in public. Today this is no longer the case. In the same way definitions of crime changes over time. Homosexuality was formerly a criminal offence in Britain. Since 1969, however, homosexual acts conducted between consenting adults in private are no longer illegal.

So far, the concept of deviance suggested is fairly simple. Deviance refers to those activates which do not conform to the norms and expectations of members of a particular society. As studied by sociologists it usually refers to those activities which bring general disapproval from members of society. Deviance is a relative concept. Actions are only deviant in relation to the standards of a particular society at a particular time in its history. This view of deviance will become more complex as our discussion proceeds. First, however, some early research on deviance will be considered. The main concern of earlier research was to explain why certain individuals engage in deviant behaviour. It asked straightforward questions such as, ‘Why do some people commit suicide?’ and ‘Why do some individuals steal?’ Often the answers were similarly straightforward being based on the following line of reasoning. Deviant behaviour is different from normal behaviour. Therefore deviants are different from normal people. Deviant behaviour is social problem since it has a disruptive effect on social life. Therefore deviants are a social problem. Since they are both different and a problem there must be something wrong with deviants. They must have some kind of pathology, some form of ‘sickness’. The answer to the question ‘Why deviance?’ therefore lies in diagnosing the illness from which the deviant is presumed to be suffering. Much of this reasoning had strong moral overtones since it was assumed that any normal person would have no desire to stray from the straight and narrow. The two main diagnoses of the deviant were physiological and psychological. The first argued that deviants had some organic defect or pathology which they were born with and which influenced or caused their behaviour. The second argued that deviants were psychologically unbalanced due to some emotional disturbance in their past. This imbalance influenced or caused their deviant behaviour. Let’s briefly discuss these approaches.
Physiological and psychological theories of deviance

Physiological or biological explanations of deviance argue that particular individuals are more prone to deviance than others because of their genetic make-up. Genetically inherited characteristics either directly cause or predispose them towards deviance. Such theories are similar to ‘common-sense’ notions contained in phrases such as ‘the born criminal’ and ‘he can’t help it because he’s made that way’. An early version of physiological theories is given by Cesare Lombroso, an Italian army doctor, in his book *L’Uomo Delinquente*, published in 1876. Lombroso argued that criminals were throwbacks to an earlier and more primitive form of man. He claimed to have identified a number of genetically determined characteristics which were often found in criminals. These included large jaws, high cheek bones, large ears, extra nipples, toes and fingers and an insensitivity to pain. These were some of the outward signs of an inborn criminal nature. Later research found no support for Lombroso’s picture of the criminal as a primitive biological freak.

Despite these crude beginnings, there is still support for physiological theories of deviance. Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck claim to have found a causal relationship between physical build and delinquent activity. They argue that stocky, rounded individuals, a body type known as mesomorph, tend to be more active and aggressive than those with other builds. Their research has shown that delinquent behaviour is associated with mesomorphs. The British psychologist Hans Eysenck argues that there is a link between genetically based personality characteristics and deviant behaviour. He maintains that there is a connection between personality traits such as extraversion and criminal behaviour (the extravert ‘craves excitement, takes chances, often sticks his neck out, acts on the spur of the moment, and is generally an impulsive individual’). The modern supporters of genetic theories of deviance are more cautious than their predecessors. They do not suggest that an individual is a total prisoner of his genes. Instead they argue that genetically based characteristics predispose an individual to deviant behaviour. Thus Eysenck states that ‘heredity is a very strong predisposing factor as far as committing crimes is concerned’.

Sociologists tend to dismiss biological theories of deviance, arguing that any association between physical and personality characteristics and deviant behaviour can be explained in other ways. For example, Taylor, Walton and Young provide an alternative explanation for the link between mesomorphism and delinquency. They suggest that, ‘It may well be that lower working-class children, who are more likely to be found in the criminal statistics, are also by virtue of diet, continual manual labour, physical fitness and strength, more likely to be mesomorphic’. Similarly, an alternative explanation may be provided for Eysenck’s association of
extravert personality traits with criminal behaviour. Eysenck’s description of extravert characteristics is very similar to the ‘subterranean values’ which, according to Matza and Sykes, direct delinquent behaviour. Values are learned rather than being genetically determined. Matza and Sykes views will be discussed later). Finally, a major difficulty with all biological theories is the problem of showing that particular behaviour is genetically based. It is not yet possible to isolate a gene or a combination of genes and to show conclusively that they influence particular actions.

Psychological theories of deviance share certain similarities with biological theories. First, they see the deviant as different from the population as a whole. Second, he is abnormal in a normal population. Third, his abnormality predisposes him to deviance. However, psychological theories differ in their claim that the deviant’s abnormality is learned rather than genetically determined. They see abnormal experience rather than abnormal genes as the basis for deviance. This experience produces ‘character defects’ and ‘maladjusted personalities’ which in turn produce deviance. Often psychological theories argue that something has gone wrong in the socialization process, usually in the mother-child relationship. This ‘defective socialization’ involves emotional disturbance which leads to the formation of maladjusted personality traits. Early childhood experience, it is claimed, can have a lasting effect upon adolescent and adult behaviour.

John Bowlby’s Forty-four Juvenile Thieves is a pioneering work in the psychology of deviance. He argued that a child has certain basic needs, the most important being emotional security, which can be provided most effectively by a close, intimate relationship with its mother. If the child is deprived of maternal love, particularly during its early years, a psychopathic personality can develop. Psychopaths tend to act impulsively with little regard for the consequences of their actions. They rarely feel guilt and show little response to punishment or treatment. Bowlby claimed that those delinquents who were ‘chronic recidivists’ that is they constantly broke the law with little regard for the possible consequences, had suffered from ‘maternal deprivation’ during their early years. They revealed psychopathic traits, had often been raised in institutions such as orphanages, and so been deprived of an intimate relationship with a mother figure.

Other studies have argued that a boy’s relationship with his father, particularly during the early years of his adolescence, can have important effects upon his behaviour. Robert G. Andry, claimed that boys who had hostile and unsatisfactory relationships with their fathers projected this hostility and acted it out in their relationships with other boys and authority figures. Such unsatisfactory relationships between boys and their fathers produced a ‘chip on the shoulder’ mentality rather than the more severe psychological disturbances described by
Bowlby. Andry claims that the ‘character defects’ which resulted were an important factor in accounting for delinquency.

As with biological theories, sociologists tend to dismiss psychological explanations of deviance. Firstly they argue that such theories tend to ignore social and cultural factors in the explanation of deviance. Such factors form the basis of the sociological theories which will be examined shortly. Secondly, they argue that the methodology of the studies is suspect. There is little agreement among psychologists about what constitutes mental health and on how to measure personality characteristics. Thirdly, many sociologists reject the priority given to childhood experience. They dismiss the view that the individual is a prisoner of his early experience which he simply acts out in later life. This approach ignores the influence of a vast number of social factors which influence behaviour during an individual’s life. Marshall B. Clinard rather scornfully likens psychological theories of deviance to the older notion of possession by devils. The devil has been replaced by the character defect, exorcism by the priest has been replaced with treatment by the psychiatrist.

Despite their rejection by many sociologists, biological and particularly psychological theories are still widespread and often accepted as valid by the various agents of social control. Both theories have serious implications for the treatment of deviance. Put simply, if deviants are ‘sick’, they must be treated and cured. This view has resulted in treatment ranging from the use of drugs, electric shock treatment, various forms of psychotherapy, to lobotomy - the removal of portion of the frontal region of the brain. Carried to its extreme, the implications of such treatment are frightening, particularly in the hands of a powerful ruling elite. Soviet ‘dissidents’ have been defined as mentally ill, confined to institutions and piled with a variety of dangerous drugs in order to ‘cure’ their ‘sickness’. Aldous Huxley’s *Brave New World* would no longer be a work of fiction if one New York psychiatrist had his way. In 1970 he proposed that psychological tests be given to the nation’s six-year olds to uncover any criminal tendencies. He advocated psychiatric treatment for those who revealed such tendencies. Apparently this scheme was seriously considered by the American government, but not put into practice.

The remainder of the chapter examines sociological theories of deviance. The criticisms of the above theories from a sociological perspective will become clearer as the chapter develops.
Deviance – a functionalist perspective

The functions of deviance

Rather than starting with the individual, a functionalist analysis of deviance begins with society as a whole. It looks for the source of deviance in the nature of society rather than in the biological or psychological nature of the individual. At first sight it seems strange that some functionalists should argue that deviance is a necessary part of all societies, that it performs positive functions for social systems. Deviance breaks social norms and values. With the functionalist emphasis on the importance of shared norms and values as the basis for social order, it would appear that deviance is a threat to order and should therefore be seen as dysfunctional for society. All functionalists agree that social control mechanisms are necessary to keep deviance in check and so protect social order. However, many argue that a certain amount of deviance has positive functions that it contributes to the maintenance and well-being of society.

Emile Durkheim develops this argument with discussion of crime in *The Rules of Sociological Method*. He argues that crime is an inevitable and normal aspect of social life; it is ‘an integral part of all healthy societies’. It is inevitable because not every member of society can be equally committed to the ‘collective sentiments’, the shared values and moral beliefs of society. Since individuals are exposed to different influences and circumstances, it is ‘impossible for all to be alike’. Therefore not everybody shares the same restraints about breakings the law.

Crime is not only inevitable, it can also be functional. Durkheim argues that it only becomes dysfunctional when ‘its rate is unusually high’. He argues that all social change begins with some form of deviance. In order for change to occur, yesterday’s deviance must become today’s normality. Since a certain amount of change is healthy for society, so it can progress rather than stagnate, so is deviance. For change to occur the collective sentiments must not be too strong, too hostile to change; they must have only ‘moderate energy’. If they were too strong they would crush all originality, both the originality of the criminal and the originality of the genius. In Durkheim’s words, ‘to make progress, individual originality must be able to express itself’. In order that the originality of the idealist whose dreams transcend this century may find expression, it is necessary that the originality of the criminal, who is below the level of his time, shall also be possible. One does not occur without the other’. Thus the collective sentiments must not be sufficiently powerful to block the expression of people like Jesus, William Wilberforce, Martin Luther King and Mother Teresa. Durkheim regarded some crime as ‘an anticipation of the morality of the future’. Thus heretics who were
denounced by both the state and the established church may represent the collective sentiments of the future. In the same way terrorists or freedom fighters may represent a future established order.

If crime is inevitable, what is the function of punishment? Durkheim argues that its function is not to remove crime in society. Rather it is to maintain the collective sentiments at their necessary level of strength. In Durkheim’s words, punishment ‘serves to heal the wounds done to the collective sentiments’. Without punishment the collective sentiments would lose their force to control behaviour and the crime rate would reach the point where it became dysfunctional. Thus in Durkheim’s view, a healthy society requires both crime and punishment; both are inevitable, both are functional.

Durkheim’s views of the positive functions of deviance have been developed by a number of sociologists. Albert K. Cohen analyses several possible functions of deviance. Firstly, deviance can function as a safety valve, providing a relatively harmless expression of discontent. In this way social order is protected. For example, Cohen suggests that ‘prostitution performs such a safety valve function without threatening the institution of the family’. It can provide a release from the stress and pressure of family life without undermining family stability, since the relationship between a prostitute and her client usually avoids strong emotional attachment. Secondly, Cohen suggests that certain deviant acts may provide a useful warning device to indicate that an aspect of society is malfunctioning. They may draw attention to the problem and lead to measures to solve it. Thus truants from school, deserters from the army or runaways from Borstal institutions may ‘reveal’ unsuspected causes of discontent, and lead to changes that enhance efficiency and morale.

Durkheim and Cohen have moved away from the picture of the deviant as psychologically or biologically abnormal. Durkheim suggests that society itself generates deviance for its own well-being. Cohen argues that certain forms of deviance are a normal and natural response to particular circumstances. Yet apart from his work on suicide Durkheim does not explain why particular individuals or groups appear to be more prone to deviance than others. Nor does he explain why certain forms of deviance appear to be associated with particular groups in the population. It was not until Robert K. Merton’s famous work in the 1930s that answers to these questions were provided within a functionalist’s framework.
Robert K. Merton – *Social Structure and Anomie*

Merton argues that deviance results not from ‘pathological personalities’ but from the culture and structure of society itself. He begins from the standard functionalist position of value consensus, that is, all members of society share the same values. However, since members of society are placed in different positions in the social structure, for example, they differ in terms of class position, they do not have the same opportunity of realizing the shared values. This situation can generate deviance. In Merton’s words, ‘the social and cultural structure generates pressure for socially deviant behaviour upon people variously located in that structure’.

Using the USA as an example, Merton outlines his theory as follows. Members of American society share the major values of American culture. In particular they share the goal of success, for which they all strive and which is largely measured in terms of wealth and material possessions. The ‘American Dream’ states that all members of society have an equal opportunity of achieving success, of owning a Cadillac, a Beverley Hills Mansion and a substantial bank balance. In all societies there are institutionalized means of reaching culturally defined goals. In America, the accepted ways of achieving success are through educational qualifications, talent, hard work, drive, determination and ambition. In a balanced society an equal emphasis is placed upon both cultural goals and institutionalized means, and members are satisfied with both. But in America great importance is attached to success and relatively less importance is given to the accepted ways of achieving success. As such, American society is unstable, unbalanced. There is a tendency to reject the ‘rules of the game’ and to strive for success by any available means. The situation becomes like a game of cards in which winning becomes so important that the rules are abandoned by some of the players. When rules cease to operate a situation of normlessness or ‘anomie’ results. In a situation of ‘anything goes’, norms no longer direct behaviour and deviance is encouraged. However, individuals will respond to a situation of anomie in different ways. In particular, their reaction will be shaped by their position in the social structure.

Dear Candidate, please read the last two paragraphs once again before proceeding further.

Let us recall that Durkheim’s general definition of *anomie* was a lack of regulation, or normlessness. Merton’s definition differs somewhat; for him, anomie is a discontinuity between cultural goals and the legitimate means available for reaching them. He applies this analysis to the United States, where the goal of monetary success is heavily emphasized but there is no corresponding emphasis on
the “legitimate avenues to march towards this goal.” The resulting anomie is, Merton argues, dysfunctional for American society in general and especially dysfunctional for those groups within the country who lack the means to the goal of monetary success. Thus it is a source of strain for the system, in the Parsonian sense, and it leads to a considerable amount of deviance.

In depicting his model graphically Merton chose to use a plus sign (+) to indicate acceptance of the goal of monetary success or the means to the goal, and he used a minus sign (−) to indicate the rejection (or unavailability) of the goal or means to it. He thus arrives at five modes of adaptation, or types of deviance.

![Figure: Goals, Means, and Adaptations: Merton on Deviance](image)

Merton outlines five possible ways in which members of American society can respond to success goals. The first and most common response is ‘conformity’. Members of society conform both to success goals and the normative means of reaching them. They strive for success by means of accepted channels. A second response is ‘innovation’. This response rejects normative means of achieving success and turns to deviant means, in particular, crime. Merton argues that members of the lower social strata are most likely to select this route to success. They are least likely to succeed via conventional channels, thus there is greater pressure upon them to deviate. Their educations qualifications are usually low, their jobs provide little opportunity for advancement. In Merton’s words, they have ‘little access to conventional and legitimate means for becoming successful’. Since their way is blocked, they innovate, turning to crime which promises greater rewards than legitimate means. Merton stresses that membership of the lower strata is not, in itself, sufficient to produce deviance. In some more traditional European societies those at the bottom of the social structure are more likely to accept their position since they have not internalized mainstream success.
goals. Instead they have developed distinctive subcultures which define success in terms which differ from those of the wider society. Only in societies such as the USA, where all members share the same success goals, does the pressure to innovate operate forcefully on the lower classes. Finally Merton argues that those who innovate have been ‘imperfectly socialized so that they abandon institutional means while retaining success aspirations’.

Merton uses the term ‘ritualism’ to describe the third possible response. Those who select this alternative are deviant because they have largely abandoned the commonly held success goals. The pressure to adopt this alternative is greatest for members of the lower middle class. Their occupations provide less opportunity for success than those of other members of the middle class. However, compared to members of the working class, they have been strongly socialized to conform to social norms. This prevents them from turning to crime. Unable to innovate and with jobs that offer little opportunity for advancement, their only solution is to scale down or abandon their success goals. Merton paints the following picture of a typical lower middle class ritualism. He is a low grade, bureaucrat, ultra-respectable but stuck in a rut. He is a stickler for the rules, follows the book to the letter, clings to red tape, conforms to all the outward standards of middle-class respectability, but has given up striving for success. The ritualist is deviant because he has rejected the success goals held by most members of society.

Merton terms the fourth, and least common response, ‘retreatism’. It applies to ‘psychotics, autists, pariahs, outcaste, vagrants, vagabonds, tramps, chronic drunkards and drug addicts’. They have strongly internationalized both the culture goals and the institutionalized means yet are unable to achieve success. They resolve the conflict of their situation by abandoning both the goals and the means of reaching them. They are unable to cope and ‘drop out’ of society, defeated and resigned to their failure. They are deviant in two ways; they have rejected both the cultural goals and the institutionalized means. Merton does not relate retreatism to social class position.

‘Rebellion’ forms the fifth and final response. It is a rejection of both the success goals and the institutionalized means and their replacement by different goals and means. Those who adopt this alternative wish to create a new society. Thus urban guerillas in Western European capitalist societies adopt deviant means – terrorism – to reach deviant goals such as a communist society. Merton argues that ‘it is typically members of a rising class rather than the most depressed strata who organize the resentful and rebellious into a revolutionary group’.

To summarize, Merton claims that his analysis shows how the culture and structure of society generates deviance. The overemphasis upon cultural goals in
American society at the expense of institutionalized means creates a tendency towards anomie. This tendency exerts pressure for deviance, a pressure which varies depending on a person’s position in the class structure. The way a person responds to this pressure will also depend upon his position in the class structure. Merton thus presents a sociological theory of deviance. He explains deviance in terms of the nature of society rather than the nature of the individuals.

Merton’s prediction for the United States, where monetary success is highly valued and the legitimate means to it are unavailable for many, is that such society should have a lot of deviance and that it should most likely occur among the lower classes, who experience the structural blockages most keenly. In general his model is not clear, however, about when the various types will emerge or in what degree. Although Merton did not test his hypotheses on deviance himself, they were stated empirically enough to guide other researchers, and it has been said that the publication of this essay on deviance in 1938 in the *American Sociological Review* established Merton “once and for all as a major figure in sociology”.

In concluding this section on Merton, we can see that in general he alerts functionalists to question and to evaluate critically the contributions of various social institutions. He also raises questions of inequality when he asks who benefits from certain structures, thus leading to a more critical view than Parsons.

Since its publication, Merton’s theory has been frequently modified and criticized. This response will be examined as the chapter develops.
Structural and sub-cultural theories of deviance

Structural theories of deviance are similar to Merton’s theory. They explain the origins of deviance in terms of the position of individuals or groups in the social structure. Subculture theories explain deviance in terms of the subculture of a social group. They argue that certain groups develop distinctive norms and values which deviate from the mainstream culture of society. Often structural and subculture explanations are combined as in Albert Cohen’s analysis of delinquency.

Albert K. Cohen

Cohen’s work is a modification and development of Merton’s position. From his studies of delinquency, he makes two major criticisms of Merton’s views of working-class deviance. **Firstly, he argues that delinquency is a collective rather than an individual response.** Whereas Merton sees the individual responding to his position in the class structure, Cohen sees individuals joining together in a collective response. Secondly, Cohen argues that Merton fails to account for ‘non-utilitarian crime’ such as vandalism and joy-riding which do not produce monetary reward. Cohen questions whether such forms of delinquency are directly motivated by the success goals of the mainstream culture. He agrees however that Merton’s theory is highly plausible as an explanation for adult professional crime and for the property delinquency of some older and professional thieves.

Cohen begins in a similar vein to Merton. Lower working-class boys hold the success goals of the mainstream culture, but due largely to educational failure and the dead-end jobs which result from this, they have little opportunity to attain them. This failure can be explained by their position in the social structure. Cohen supports the view that ‘cultural deprivation’ account for the lack of educational success of members of the lower working class. Stuck at the bottom of the stratification system with avenues to success blocked, many lower working-class boys suffer from ‘status frustration’. They are frustrated and dissatisfied with their low status in society. They resolve their frustration not by running to criminal paths to success, as Merton suggested, but by rejecting the success goals of the mainstream culture. They replace them with an alternative set of norms and values in terms of which they can achieve success and gain prestige. The result is a delinquent subculture. It can be seen as a collective solution to the common problems of lower working-class adolescents.

The delinquent subculture not only rejects the mainstream culture, it reverses it. In Cohen’s words, ‘the delinquent subculture takes its norms from the larger
culture but turns them upside down’. Thus a high value is placed on activities such as stealing, vandalism and truancy which are condemned in the wider society. Cohen describes the delinquent subculture in the following way. ‘Throughout there is a kind of malice apparent, an enjoyment of the discomfiture of others, a delight in the defiance of taboos’. He illustrates this theme with the example of defecating on the teacher’s desk. But the delinquent subculture is more than an act of defiance, a negative reaction to a society which has denied opportunity to some of its members. It offers positive rewards. Those who perform successfully in terms of the values of the subculture gain recognition and prestige in the eyes of their peers. Thus stealing becomes, according to Cohen, not so much a means of achieving success in terms of mainstream goals, but ‘a valued activity to which attaches glory, prowess and profound satisfaction’. Cohen argues that in this way lower working-class boys solve the problem of ‘status frustration’. They reject mainstream values which offer them little chance of success and substitute deviant values in terms of which they can be successful. Cohen thus provides an explanation for delinquent acts which do not appear to be motivated by monetary reward.

Like Merton, Cohen begins from a structural perspective. Because there is unequal access to opportunity, there is greater pressure on certain groups within the social structure to deviate. However, he parts company from Merton when he sees some delinquency as being a collective response directed by subcultural values. In this way he shows how pressure from the social structure to deviate is reinforced by pressure from the deviant subculture.

**Walter B. Miller**

Miller parts company from both Merton and Cohen in his explanation of lower class delinquency. Firstly, he rejects Merton’s view that it represents an alternative means of achieving mainstream goals. Secondly, he rejects Cohen’s argument that it results from a delinquent subculture which is a reaction to failure to attain mainstream goals. Instead he sees lower class delinquency as simply resulting from **lower class subculture**. Miller argues that, ‘Following cultural practices, which comprise essential elements of the total life pattern of lower class culture, automatically violates certain legal norms’. Miller develops his argument in the following way.

There is a ‘distinctive culture system’ which may be termed ‘lower class’. It includes a number of ‘focal concerns’, that is major areas of interest and involvement. Included in these focal concerns are ‘toughness’ ‘smartness’ and excitement’. Toughness involves a concern for masculinity and finds expression in courage in the face of physical threat and a rejection of timidity and weakness.
In practice this can lead to assault and battery in order to maintain a reputation for toughness. Smartness involves the ‘capacity to outsmart, outfox, outwit, dupe, “take”, “con” another’. It is expressed in the repertoire of the hustler, the con man, the card sharp, the pimp, the pickpocket and the petty thief. Excitement involves the search for thrills, for emotional stimulus. In practice it is sought in gambling, sexual adventures and alcohol, all of which can be combined in a night out on the town. This ‘heady mixture’ can result in damage to limb, life and property.

Two factors tend to emphasize and exaggerate the focal concerns of lower class subculture in the lives of adolescents: firstly, their tendency to belong to a peer group which demands close conformity to group norms; secondly, the concern of young people with status which is largely achieved in terms of peer group norms. Thus the status of a lower working class youth can depend on his reputation for toughness and smartness in the eyes of his friends.

Miller concludes that delinquency is simply the acting out, albeit in a somewhat exaggerated manner, of the focal concerns of lower class subculture. It results from socialization into a subculture with ‘a distinctive tradition, many centuries old with an integrity of its own’. Although this subculture has a life of its own, Miller does give reasons for its origin and maintenance. It stems from and is partly sustained by the necessity for a pool of low-skilled labour. Low skilled workers require the ability to endure routine, repetitive and boring activity and to tolerate recurrent unemployment. Lower class subculture provides the means to live with this situation. Its focal concerns provide satisfactions outside of work and help to deal with the dissatisfaction produced by work: the emphasis on excitement compensates for the boredom of work.

Miller presents a picture of members of the lower class living in a world of their own, totally insulated from the rest of society. They appear to pursue their focal concerns with no reference to the mainstream culture. Many sociologists would disagree with this view. Thus David Bordua, in his criticism of Miller states, ‘Miller seems to be saying that the involvements in lower class culture are so deep and exclusive that contacts with the agents of middle-class dominated institutions, especially the schools, have no impact’. Unlike Miller, most sociologists who use the concept of subculture to explain deviance, see it as secondary to a structural explanation. The final part of the section returns to this position.

Richard A. Cloward and Lloyd E. Ohlin

In Delinquency and Opportunity the American sociologists Cloward and Ohlin combine and develop many of the insights of Merton and Cohen. While largely accepting Merton’s view of working-class criminal deviance, they argue
that he has failed to explain the different forms that deviance takes. For example, why do some delinquent gangs concentrate on theft while others appear preoccupied with vandalism and violence? Cloward and Ohlin argue that Merton has only dealt with half the picture. He has explained deviance in terms of the ‘legitimate opportunity structure’ but failed to consider the ‘illegitimate opportunity structure’. Thus, just as opportunity to be successful by legitimate means varies, so does opportunity for success by illegitimate means. For example, in one area there may be a thriving adult criminal subculture which may provide access for adolescents, in another area this subculture may not exist. Thus, in the first area, the adolescent has more opportunity to become a successful criminal. By examining access and opportunity for entry into illegitimate opportunity structures, Cloward and Ohlin provide an explanation for different forms of deviance.

Cloward and Ohlin present one of the most sophisticated analyses of lower class delinquency from a structural and subcultural viewpoint. They provide an explanation for various forms of delinquency by adding the notion of the illegitimate opportunity structure to Merton’s scheme and by pacing Cohen’s views in a wider context. However, despite the virtues of the various structural and subculture approaches, they are open to damaging criticism. This will be considered in later sections.

The ecology of deviance – ‘the Chicago school’

During the 1920s, a group of sociologists based in Chicago, who later became known as the ‘Chicago school’, developed an ecological approach to the study of social life. Ecology refers to the relationship between organisms and their environment. Members of the Chicago school applied this concept to the growth of cities and argued that behaviour could be explained in terms of the urban environment. In particular, they argued that the growth of cities produced distinctive neighborhoods, each with its own characteristic style of life. Clifford Shaw and Henry McKay applied this perspective to the study of deviance.

Shaw and McKay divided the city of Chicago into five zones, drawn at two-mile intervals, and radiating outwards in concentric circles from the central business district. They examined the rate of crime for each of these zones. Using statistics on male delinquency from the Juvenile Court, they discovered that the delinquency rate steadily decreased from zone I, the area surrounding the central business district, to zone V on the outskirts of the city. The delinquency rates shown on the map indicate the proportion of delinquents as a percentage of the total male population aged from ten to sixteen living in each zone. Thus, for the
five-year period 1927 to 1933, 9.8% of boys in zone I were charged with criminal offences. Shaw and McKay found that similar pattern applied in Chicago from 1900 to 1906 and from 1917 to 1923. Their method was applied to a number of American cities and produced similar results.

Shaw and McKay explain their results in the following way. Zone I is a ‘zone of transition’, it has a relatively high rate of population turnover. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, rural migrants to the city usually begin their urban life in zone I. They often have little money and zone I provides the cheapest accommodation; it is the typical inner city slum. In Chicago it houses mainly low-income White and Black migrants from the southern states. Many migrants move out to higher income areas once they have become established, so making room for new arrivals. The expansion of the central business district into the zone of transition provides the second reason for high population turnover. This produces population movement as the business district ‘invades’ former residential areas. Shaw and McKay argue that these processes of city growth explain the high concentration of crime and delinquency in the zone of transition.

**Figure:** Map of Chicago showing zone rates of male juvenile delinquents from 1927 to 1933
A high rate of population turnover prevents the formation of a stable community and results in ‘social disorganization’. Indications of social disorganization include delinquency, prostitution, gambling, illegal drug use, a high consumption of alcohol, violence and broken families, behaviour which is characteristic of the zone of transition. Such behaviour can flourish because, in an area of shifting population, social controls are weak. Controls such as gossip, public opinion, public surveillance and parental control are not sufficiently strong to prevent the development of deviant norms and values.

Bernard Lander applied the methods of the Chicago school in his study of Baltimore. His study confirmed the conclusions of Shaw and McKay. In his study he too found that in areas with ‘shifting populations, social disorganization was widespread and the rate of crime and delinquency was high. Lander argues that social disorganization provides the key to explaining criminal deviance. He concludes that in an unstable community, ‘the breakdown of social cohesion frees the individual from the pressure of public opinion and the informal social controls which, in more solidary groups, operate to secure conformity to the norms of conventional behaviour’.

The perspective of the Chicago school has the virtue of linking structural and subcultural theories with theories of community. Shaw and McKay note that the rate of delinquency corresponds closely to economic factors. Income rises steadily from zone I to zone V. Delinquency rates decline steadily from the inner city slums to the tree-lined suburbs. A part of their explanation echoes Merton’s views. Shaw and McKay argue that crime in low-income areas ‘may be regarded as one of the means employed by people to acquire, or attempt to acquire, the economic and social values generally idealized in our culture, which persons in other circumstances acquire by conventional means’. Their views also echo those of the subcultural theorists. Referring to delinquency, Shaw and McKay state that, ‘year after year, decade after decade, the same areas have been characterized by these concentrations’. This is due in part to the development of deviant norms and values which are transmitted from one generation to the next but structural and subcultural theories fail to provide sufficient explanation of criminal deviance. Before crime can flourish, the community must be sufficiently disorganized to provide the freedom for deviant norms and values to develop. This freedom is greatest in the zone of transition.

Several criticisms have been made of the Chicago school. Firstly, the emphasis on social disorganization tends to underplay the degree of organization of criminal and delinquent subcultures. Secondly, there is a tendency for the theory to be tautological, that is saying the same thing twice over in different words. Since crime and delinquency are evidence of social disorganization, social
disorganization cannot be used to explain them. Thirdly, the theory tends to see man simply reacting to forces outside him and beyond his control. The ‘natural’ growth of cities shaped his behaviour and he has little say in the matter. Many sociologists reject this positivist approach which tends to see man simply reacting to external stimuli. They see man playing a more active role in shaping his situation rather than being simply shaped by it.

David Matza – a cautionary note on delinquency

Three sociological theories, the structural, the subcultural and the ecological, which claim to explain the origins of deviance in general and delinquency in particular, have been examined. All tend to see the deviant produced and directed by forces beyond his control. He is pressured by his position in the social structure, by his membership of a deviant subculture or his presence in an area of social disorganization to stray from the path of convention. In a series of writings during the 1960s, the American sociologist David Matza provides a timely warning about the implications of the above theories. Firstly, he suggests that they make the deviant appear more distinctive than he really is. Secondly, he argues that they present an over-deterministic view of the origins of deviance. Determinism is the doctrine that man has little or no freedom to direct his actions since they are controlled by external forces. Thus trapped by circumstances, the individual is automatically propelled down the path of deviance. Matza argues that this view ignores the choices and alternatives which are always available for human action.

In paper written with Gresham Sykes entitled, Techniques of Neutralization: A Theory of Delinquency, Matza emphasizes the similarities between delinquents and other young people. He rejects Albert Cohen’s notion that delinquency is directed by a delinquent subculture which reverses the norms and values of mainstream society. He does not see delinquents as being committed to deviant values. Matza argues that since many delinquents express ‘guilt and shame’ about their criminal activities, they must be ‘at least partially committed to the dominant social order’. Deviant behaviour is possible, not because of an outright rejection of mainstream norms and values, but by the employment of a set of excuses, justifications and rationalizations for deviance, which Matza terms, ‘techniques of neutralization’. The use of such techniques makes deviance acceptable by neutralizing much of the blame and disapproval associated with deviant activities. Techniques of neutralization include denial of responsibility for a deviant act - the delinquent may remove responsibility from himself by blaming his parents or the area in which he lives; denial of injury resulting from the act - for example the delinquent may argue that joyriding does not harm anyone, it is just a bit of mischief and that he was borrowing rather than stealing the car; denial that the act
was basically wrong - for example an assault on a homosexual or a robbery from an extortionate store owner can be presented as a form of ‘rough justice’; condemnation of those who enforce the rules - for example the police may be seen as corrupt, teachers as unjust and hypocritical; ‘appeal to higher loyalties’ - the delinquent may argue that he broke the law not out of self interest but to help his family or friends.

Matza argues that the use of techniques of neutralization throws serious doubt on the idea of deviant subcultures. Firstly, they are evidence of guilt and shame which indicate at least a partial acceptance of mainstream norms and values. If there really were a delinquent subculture, there would be no need to resort to techniques of neutralization, since there would be no guilt to neutralize. Secondly, techniques of neutralization often employ one set of mainstream norms to justify breaking others. Thus assaulting homosexuals is justified as support for mainstream norms of sexual behaviour. Again, this shows some degree of commitment to mainstream culture.

In a later paper entitled, *Juvenile Delinquency and Subterranean Values*, Matza and Sykes again emphasize the similarity between delinquents and young people in general. Again they reject the notion of a fully fledged delinquent subculture. They argue that so-called delinquent values ‘are closely akin to those embodied in the leisure activities of the dominant society’. Thus the search for excitement and adventure and the emphasis on verbal and physical aggression as a means of demonstrating toughness and masculinity are found in leisure pursuits throughout society. In mainstream society, however, these values are expressed only in particular situations, such as the bar, the bowling alley and the football field. Matza and Sykes refer to them as ‘subterranean values’. They exist side by side with other values, but are expressed only in limited contexts. They argue that subterranean values often direct and motivate delinquent activity. If this view is correct, then at least some delinquency is not a product of a deviant subculture.

Matza and Sykes argue that the main difference between delinquents and the population as a whole is simply the degree of emphasis placed on subterranean values. Young people attach greater importance to subterranean values simply because they have the freedom to become more involved in leisure, a freedom which allows such values to flourish. Matza and Sykes argue that ‘All adolescents at all class levels are to some extent members of a leisure class, for they move in a limbo between earlier parental domination and future integration with the social structure through the bonds of work and marriage’. If subterranean values do direct delinquent behaviour, Matza and Sykes’s theory is able to explain middle-class delinquency. The structural and subcultural theories are limited to an explanation of working-class delinquency.
Again Matza and Sykes cast doubt on theories which attribute distinctive norms and values to deviant behaviour. Firstly, they see little difference between delinquents and young people in general. Secondly, the subterranean values of young people are found throughout society. The only difference is one of emphasis.

In *Delinquency and Drift*, David Matza develops some of the themes outlined above. He rejects the deterministic perspectives of structural and subcultural theories and emphasizes the choices and alternatives available for human action. He suggests that many young people simply ‘drift’ into delinquent activities. They have no real commitment to delinquency and simply ‘flirt’ with deviant behaviour. Their delinquency is not a full time ‘career’, but rather a sporadic and episodic activity, an occasional alternative to conventional behaviour. This view helps to explain why many delinquents find their deviant activities fairly easy to give up. The idea of a delinquent subculture makes it difficult to explain the ease with which many abandon delinquency, since it suggests a commitment to deviant norms and values. Thus Matza argues that many delinquents casually adopt the occasional deviant alternative rather than being impelled upon a deviant carrier by powerful social forces. Again the picture of the deviant draws closer to the non-deviant member of society.

The theories of deviance so far presented have moved steadily away from the view of the deviant as distinct from the non-deviant. Physiological theories locate the origin of deviance in the genetic make-up of the individual. He is born abnormal in a normal population Psychological theories place the origin of deviance in early childhood experience. They begin with a normal individual who early in life is shunted off the straight and narrow. Abnormal personality characteristics develop which find expression in deviant behaviour and distinguish the individual from the non-deviant population. Structural, subcultural and ecological theories of deviance all begin with a normal individual or group. They locate deviance in the social structure and in processes of community development. They see deviance as the response of normal people to their social situation, not as an expression of a genetic peculiarity or an abnormal personally trait. However, in responding to their position in society, deviants tend to become distinct from the non-deviant population. They may, for example, develop a deviant subculture. Finally, Matza presents a picture of the deviant which differs only in superficial respects from the population as a whole. This developing theme of the deviant as ‘normal’ will be continued in later sections.
Deviance and official statistics

Many theories of deviance are based in part on official statistics provided by the police, the courts, and various government departments. Such statistics provide evidence of the extent of deviance and information about the social characteristics of the deviant, for example his class position. But official statistics cannot be taken at face value and therefore nor can theories which are based on their use. This section examines the reasons why official statistics must be handled with caution.

There is increasing evidence to suggest that there is a systematic bias in favour of the powerful in the application of the law. As a general rule, if an individual has committed a criminal act, the higher he is in the stratification system the less likely he is to be arrested, if arrested to be prosecuted, if prosecuted to be found guilty, and if found guilty, to be imprisoned. For example, various studies have shown that middle-class delinquents are less likely to be arrested and prosecuted than their working class counterparts. If this is so, then the assumption that many forms of criminal deviance are largely working-class phenomena may be incorrect and theories which attempt to explain deviance as a response of individuals or groups to their position in the stratification system may also be incorrect.

There is evidence of even greater bias in the application of laws which apply directly to the activities of individuals in the upper levels of the stratification system. Edwin H. Sutherland was the first sociologist to systematically study what has come to be known as ‘white-collar crime’. Southerland defines white-collar crime as ‘crimes committed by persons of respectability and high social status in the course of their occupations’. Such crimes include bribery and corruption in business and politics, misconduct by professionals such as doctors and lawyers, the breaking of trade regulations, food and drug laws and safety regulations in factories, the misuse of patents and trademarks, and misrepresentation in advertising. There is evidence to suggest that such offenses are not only widespread, but are often accepted practice in business and political life.

A number of factors combine to reduce the apparent extent and seriousness of white-collar crime. It is difficult to detect. Many white-collar crimes are ‘crimes without victims’. In cases of bribery and corruption, both parties involved may see themselves as gaining from the arrangement, both are liable to prosecution, therefore neither is likely to report the offence. In cases where the victim is the public at large, such as misrepresentation in advertising, few members of the public have the expertise to realize that they are being misled or a knowledge of the legal procedure to redress the wrong. In such cases detection and prosecution is
often left to a government agency. Such agencies rarely have the manpower or finance to do other than bring a few cases to court in the hope of deterring the practice. Many white-collar crimes if detected, are rarely prosecuted.

The sociological study of white-collar crime provides some support for the view that there is one law for the rich and another for the poor. Edwin Sutherland argues that there is a consistent bias ‘involved in the administration of criminal justice under laws which apply to business and the professions and which therefore involve only the upper socio-economic group’.

Official statistics probably underestimate the extent of white-collar crime to a far greater degree than they underestimate the extent of crime in general. As a result official statistics portray crime as predominantly working-class behaviour. Many sociological theories of crime and delinquency have tended to accept this portrayal. As a result they have seen social class as the key to explaining criminal deviance. This conclusion may not be justified in view of the nature of official statistics.

This section has examined some of the problems associated with the use of official statistics on deviance. It has shown that such statistics cannot be assumed to represent either the extent of deviance or the social characteristics of the deviant. Many theories of deviance are based on an examination of ‘officially classified deviants’, on the selection of those characteristics which appear to distinguish them from the non-deviant population and on the assumption that such distinguishing characteristics are the cause of deviant behaviour. Thus deviants have particular biological characteristics, distinctive childhood experiences, a particular place in the social structure and so on. Given the nature of official statistics it can be argued that explanations of the cause of deviance cannot be approached until a representative sample of deviants has been obtained. However, many sociologists argue that more important problems than this arise from a consideration of the nature of official statistics. These problems cannot be solved by obtaining more reliable data, by better statistics based upon better samples. They demand new ways of looking at deviance, new questions about deviance and perspectives which differ radically from those so far considered.
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Deviance – an interactionist perspective

The interactionist perspective differs from previous approaches in two ways. Firstly, it views deviance from a different theoretical perspective. Secondly, it examines aspects of deviance which have been largely ignored by previous approaches. It directs attention away from the deviant as such and the motivations, pressures and social forces which are supposed to direct his behaviour. Instead it focuses upon the interaction between the deviant and those who define him as deviant. The interactionist perspective examines how and why particular individuals and groups are defined as deviant and the effects of such a definition upon their future actions. For example, the interaction between the deviant and various agents of social control such as parents, teachers, doctors, police, judges and probation officers may be analyzed. The effects upon the individual of being defined as a criminal or delinquent, as mentally ill, as an alcoholic, prostitute or homosexual may be examined. The interactionist approach emphasizes the importance of the meanings the various actors bring to and develop within the interaction situation. Thus it may examine the picture of the ‘typical delinquent’ held by the police and note how this results in a tendency to define lower class rather than middle-class lawbreakers as delinquents. Meanings are not, however, fixed and clear cut. They are modified and developed in the interaction process. Thus, from an interactionist perspective, the definition of deviance is negotiated in the interaction situation by the actors involved. For example, whether or not a person is defined as mentally ill will depend on a series of negotiations between him and a psychiatrist. With this emphasis on negotiated meaning, the interactionist perspective comes closer to a phenomenological view of man. The approaches so far considered, with their emphasis on the deviant simply reacting to forces which are external to himself and largely beyond his control, are closer to a positivist position.

Howard S. Becker – labelling theory

One of the most influential statements on deviance is contained in the following quotation from Howard S. Becker, one of the early exponents of the interactionist approach. Becker argues that ‘social groups create deviance by making the rules whose infraction constitutes deviance, and by applying those rules to particular people and labeling them as outsiders. From this point of view, deviance is not a quality of the act the person commits, but rather a consequence of the application by others of the rules and sanctions to an “offender”. The deviant is one to whom the label has successfully been applied; deviant behaviour is behaviour that people so label’. Becker is suggesting that in one sense there is no such thing as a deviant act. An act only becomes deviant when others perceive and define it as such. The act of nudity in Western society provides an illustration.
Nudity in the bedroom, where the actors involved are husband and wife, is generally interpreted as normal behaviour. Should a stranger enter, however, nudity in his presence would usually be considered deviant. Yet, in particular contexts, such as nudist camps or certain holiday beaches, nudity in the presence of strangers would be seen as perfectly normal by the participants. A spectator at a cricket match who ‘streaked’ across the pitch may be viewed as ‘a bit of a lad’ but if he stood and exposed himself to the crowd, he might be regarded as ‘some kind of pervert’. Thus there is nothing intrinsically normal or deviant about the act of nudity. It only becomes deviant when others label it as such. Whether or not the label is applied will depend on how the act is interpreted by the audience. This in turn will depend on who commits the act, when and where it is committed, who observes the act, and the negotiations between the various actors involved in the interaction situation.

Becker illustrates his views with the example of brawl involving young people. In a low income neighborhood, it may be defined by the police as evidence of delinquency, in a wealthy neighbourhood as evidence of youthful high spirits. The acts are the same but the meanings given to them by the audience differ. In the same way those who commit the act may view it in one way, those who observe it may define it in another. The brawl in the low-income area may involve a gang fighting to defend its “turf” (territory). In Becker’s words, they are only doing what they consider ‘necessary and right, but teachers, social workers and police see it differently’. If the agents of social control define the boys as delinquents and they are convicted for breaking the law, those boys then become deviant. They have been labeled as such by those who have the power to make the labels stick. Thus Becker argues, ‘Deviance is not a quality that lies in behaviour itself, but in the interaction between the potential deviant and the agents of social control.

Becker then examines the possible effects upon an individual of being publicly labeled as deviant. A label defines an individual as a particular kind of person. A label is not neutral, it contains an evaluation of the person to whom it is applied. It is a ‘master status’ in the sense that it colours all the other statuses possessed by an individual. If a person is labeled as criminal, mentally ill or homosexual, such labels largely override his status as father, worker, neighbour and friend. Others see him and respond to him in terms of the label and tend to assume he has the negative characteristics normally associated with such labels. Since an individual’s self-concept is largely derived from the responses of others, he tends to see himself in terms of the label. This may produce a self-fulfilling prophecy whereby ‘the deviant identification becomes the controlling one’. Becker outlines a number of possible stages in this process.
Initially the individual is publicly labeled as deviant. This may lead to his rejection from many social groups. Regarded as a ‘junkie’, a ‘queer’, a ‘mutter’, a ‘wino’ or a ‘tearaway’, he may be rejected by family and friends, lose his job and be forced out of the neighborhood. This may encourage further deviance. For example, the drug addict may turn to crime to support his habit since ‘respectable employers’ refuse to give him a job. The official treatment of deviance may have similar effects. The ex-convict may have difficulty finding employment and be forced to return to crime for his livelihood. Becker argues that, ‘the treatment of deviants denies them the ordinary means of carrying on the routines of everyday life open to most people. Because of this denial, the deviant must of necessity develop illegitimate routines’. The ‘deviant carrier’ is completed when the individual joins ‘an organized deviant group’. In this context he confirms and accepts his deviant identity. He is surrounded by others in a similar situation who provide him with support and understanding. Within the group a deviant subculture develops. The subculture often includes beliefs and values which rationalize, justify and support deviant identities and activities. For example, Becker states that organized homosexual groups provide the individual with a rationale for his deviance, ‘explaining to him why he is the way he is, that other people have also been that way, and why it is all right for him to be that way’. The subculture also provides ways of avoiding trouble with conventional society. Thus the young thief, socialized into a criminal subculture, can learn various ways of avoiding arrest from older and more experienced members of the group. Becker argues that once an individual joins an organized deviant group, he is more likely than before to see himself as a deviant and to act in terms of this self-concept. In this context the deviant identification tends to become ‘the controlling one’.

Becker argues that the process described above is by no means inevitable. Ex-convicts do get jobs and go ‘straight’, drug addicts to give up their habit and re-enter conventional society. However, once labeled, ‘societal reaction’ to the deviant places pressure upon him to follow the route which leads to the organized deviant group. Becker’s analysis of deviance begins where previous approaches tend to stop. It locates the origin of deviance within the interaction process between the potential deviant and the agents of social control. It sees the development and reinforcement of deviance resulting from the reaction of members of society to the individual who has been labeled as deviant.

Edwin M. Lemert – societal reaction – the ‘cause’ of deviance

Like Becker, Edwin M. Lemert emphasizes the importance of societal reaction – the reaction of others to the deviant – in the explanation of deviance. Lemert distinguishes between ‘primary’ and ‘secondary deviation’. Primary deviation consists of deviant acts before they are publicly labeled. There are
probably any number of causes of primary deviation and it is largely a fruitless exercise to inquire into them for the following reasons. Firstly, samples of deviants are based upon those who have been labeled and are therefore unrepresentative. For example, it makes little sense to delve into the background of convicted criminals to find the cause of their deviance without examining criminals who have not been caught. Secondly, many so-called deviant acts may be so widespread as to be normal in statistical terms. Thus most males may at some time commit a homosexual act, engage in delinquent activities and so on. In fact, Lemert suggests that the only thing ‘known’ deviants probably have in common is the fact that they have been publicly labeled as such. Not only is the search for the cause of primary deviation largely fruitless, primary deviation itself is relatively unimportant. Lemert argues that it ‘has only marginal implications for the status and the psychic structure of the person concerned’. Thus Lemert suggest that the odd deviant act has little effect on the individual’s self-concept, on his status in the community, and does not prevent him from continuing a normal and conventional life.

The important factor in ‘producing’ deviance is societal reaction, the public identification of the deviant and the consequences of this for the individual concerned. Secondary deviation is the response of the individual or the group to societal reaction. Lemert argues that studies of deviance should focus on secondary deviation which has major consequences for the individual’s self concept, his status in the community and his future actions. In comparison, primary deviation has little significance. Lemert argue that, ‘In effect the original “causes” of the deviation recede and give way to the central importance of the disapproving, degradational, and isolating reactions of society’. Thus, Lemert claims that societal reaction can be seen as the major ‘cause’ of deviance. This view, he argues, ‘gives a proper place to social control as a dynamic factor or “cause” of deviance’. In this way Lemert neatly reverses traditional views of deviance. The blame for deviance lies with the agents of social control rather than with the deviant.

Aaron V. Cicourel – the negotiation of justice

So far, the interactionist studies of deviance have been largely concerned with societal reaction to the deviant once he has been labeled. Aaron V. Cicourel’s important study entitled The Social Organization of Juvenile Justice looks at the actual process of defining deviance. It examines the interaction between the potential deviant and the agents of social control to discover exactly how and why the label deviant is applied to particular individuals. Cicourel’s research is based on an investigation of the treatment of delinquency in two Californian cities.

The process of defining a young person as a delinquent is not simple, clear cut and unproblematic. It is complex, involving a series of interactions, based on
sets of meanings held by the participants, meanings which can be modified during the interaction, so that each stage in the process is negotiable. The first stage is the decision by the police to stop and interrogate an individual. This decision is based on meanings held by the police of what is ‘suspicious’, ‘strange’, ‘unusual’, ‘wrong’. Such meanings are related to particular geographical areas. Inner city, low-income areas are seen as ‘bad areas’ with a high crime rate, consequently behaviour in such areas is more likely to be viewed as suspicious. Interrogation need not lead to arrest. The process is negotiable but depends largely on the picture held by the police of the ‘typical delinquent’. If the appearance, language and demeanour of the young person fits this picture, he is more likely to be arrested.

Once arrested, the young person is handed over to a juvenile officer (probation officer). Like the police, he too has a picture of the ‘typical delinquent’. If the boy’s background corresponds to this picture, he is more likely to be charged with an offence. Factors assumed to be associated with delinquency include, ‘coming from broken homes, exhibiting “bad attitudes” toward authority, poor school performance, ethnic group membership, low-income families and the like’. It is not therefore surprising that Cicourel found a close relationship between social class and delinquency. Most young people convicted of offences had fathers who were manual workers. On a seven-class occupational scale, Cicourel found that one third come from class 7. He explains the preponderance of working-class delinquents by reference to the meanings held by the police and juvenile officers and the interactions between them and the juveniles. When a middle-class juvenile was arrested, there was less likelihood of his being charged with an offence. His background did not fit the standard picture of the delinquent. His parents were better able to negotiate successfully on his behalf. Middle-class parents can present themselves as respectable and reasonable people from a nice neighbourhood, who look forward to a rosy future for their child. They promise cooperation with the juvenile officer, assuring him that their offspring is suitably remorseful. As a result, the middle-class juvenile is often defined as ill rather than criminal, as accidentally straying from the path of righteousness rather than committed to wrongdoing, as cooperative rather than recalcitrant, as having a real chance of reforming rather than being a ‘born loser’. He is typically ‘counselled, warned and released’. Thus in Cicourel’s words, ‘what ends up being called justice is negotiable’.

Cicourel based his research on two Californian cities, each with a population of around 100000. The socio-economic characteristics of the two populations were similar. In terms of structural theories, the numbers of delinquents produced by the pressures of the social structure should be similar in each city. However, Cicourel found a significant difference in the numbers of delinquents arrested and charged. He argues that this difference can only be accounted for by the size, organization,
policies and practices of the juvenile and police bureaus. For example, the city with the highest rate of delinquency employed more juvenile officers and kept more detailed records on offenders. In the second city, the delinquency rate fluctuated sharply. Cicourel argues that in this city the response of the police to delinquency ‘tends to be quite variable depending on publicity given to the case by the local paper, or the pressure generated by the mayor or chief or Captain of Detectives’. Thus societal reaction can be seen to directly affect the rate of delinquency.

Cicourel argues that delinquents are produced by the agencies of social control. Certain individuals are selected, processed and rebelled as deviant. Justice is the result of negotiation in the interaction process. In view of these observations Cicourel questions structural and subcultural theories of deviance which see deviance as a product of pressure from the social structure. He concludes, ‘The study challenges the conventional view which assumes “delinquents” are “natural” social types distributed in some ordered fashion and produced by a set of abstract “pressures” from the “social structure”’.

**Erving Goffman – deviance and the institution**

In general, interactionists view the various institutions for the treatment of deviance – the prisons, mental hospitals and reform schools – as a further set of links in a long chain of interactions which confirm the label of deviance both for the individual so labeled and for society as a whole. In a series of trend setting essays, Erving Goffman examined the treatment of mental patients in institutions. He argues that although the stated aim of such institutions is to cure and rehabilitate, a close examination of interaction patterns within the institution reveals a very different picture.

Goffman is particularly concerned with how, via a series of interactions, pressure is placed upon the inmate to accept the institution’s definition of himself. Upon entry, ‘he begins a series of abasements, degradations, humiliations, and profanities of self. His self is systematically, if often unintentionally, mortified’. This ‘mortification process’ strips the inmate of the various supports which helped to maintain his former self-concept. Often his clothes, an important symbol of identity are removed. His possessions, a further symbol of identity, may be taken away and stored for the duration of his stay. He may be washed, disinfected and his hair cut. He may then be issued with a new ‘identity kit’ such as regulation clothes and toilet articles. Such standardized items tend to remove individuality and define the inmate simply as a member of a uniform mass.

Once the entry phase is over, the inmate settles down to an endless round of ‘mortifying experiences’. Each day is strictly timetabled into a set of compulsory
activities controlled by the staff. The patient is allowed little freedom of movement, few opportunities to show initiative or take decisions. Throughout his stay, his actions are scrutinized and assessed by the staff in terms of the rules and standards which they have set. Many of these regulations can be degrading. For example, in some mental hospitals, a spoon is the only utensil provided for the patients to eat with. Goffman summarized what mental hospitals in particular and treatment institutions in general ‘say’ to the inmate about himself, ‘In the mental hospital, the setting and the house rules press home to the patient that he is, after all, a mental case who has suffered from some kind of social collapse on the outside, having failed in some over-all way, and that here he is of little social weight, being hardly capable of acting like a fully-fledged person at all’.

Not surprisingly, inmates in treatment institutions become anxious as their day of release approaches. At best they have not been prepared for life on the outside, at worst they have accepted the institution’s definition of themselves as hopeless, hapless deviants. A small minority become ‘institutionalized’ – they believe themselves unable to function in the outside world, cling to the security of the institution and go to great lengths to remain inside. Despite this Goffman argues that the effects of the institution upon the majority of inmates are not usually lasting. There is a period of temporary ‘disculturation’, which means that the former inmate must re-learn some of the basic recipes for living in the outside world. However, the most lasting and important consequence is the label ‘ex-mental patient’ or ‘ex-convict’. This, rather than the experience of being inside, makes re-entry into conventional society difficult.

Goffman reaches the rather pessimistic conclusion that many treatment institutions, ‘seem to function merely as storage dumps for inmates’. Like societal reaction in general, treatment institutions serves to reinforce rather than reduce deviance.

**Deviance and the interactionist perspective – criticisms**

The interactionist view of deviance has provoked strong criticism. Firstly, its critics argue that interactionism fails to explain the origin of deviant acts. In starting with the label, it provides no way of explaining the actions of the individual before he was labeled deviant. Even accepting that labeling and societal reaction are important factors in an explanation of deviance, critics argue that deviant activity is not simply created by the label. Why, for example, do certain individuals smoke marihuana in the first place, and others do not? From an interactionist perspective there seems to be no pressure on particular individuals to deviate; there is no indication of the motivation for their deviance.
Thus David Bordua states, ‘The process of developing deviance seems all societal response and no deviant stimulus’.

The interactionist approach tends to picture the deviant as having no awareness that his actions could be seen as deviant until he is stopped in his tracks by a label. But many deviants are aware that their behaviour is regarded by others as deviant. As Taylor, Walton and Young argue, ‘whilst marihuana smokers might regard their smoking as acceptable, normal behaviour in the company they move in, they are fully aware that this behaviour is regarded as deviant by the wider society’. Thus they actively make decisions to break the law. They are not passive, blinkered creatures, suddenly woken from blissful ignorance as a label is slapped upon them. Indeed, many individuals are not only aware of their deviance, they are proud of it and cultivate it. Thus urban guerillas have labeled themselves as deviant long before the agents of social control ever get their hands on them.

Finally, it is argued that the interactionists fail to fully explain societal reaction to deviance. Why, for example, do the police and juvenile officers in Cicourel’s study have particular meanings and definitions of deviance which lead them to label some individuals and not others? Why are some activities regarded as deviant in a particular society and not others? Why, for example, is marihuana smoking against the law? To answer such questions it is important to know who makes the rules and for what purpose. This involves an analysis of the distribution of power and the nature of decision making in society. Such questions form the major focus of the next section.
Deviance and power

This section examines the following questions: Who makes the rules? For whose benefit are they made? How are the rules enforced? These questions involved a consideration of the nature and distribution of power in society, and link the study of deviance directly to the study of power and politics. The section is mainly concerned with Marxian perspectives on deviance and power, but will first consider functionalist and interactionist approaches.

Deviance and power – a functionalist perspective

Functionalists begin their analysis of the relationship between deviance and power by assuming that there is a value consensus in society. This consensus represents an agreement by members of society on deeply held values. From a functionalist perspective deviance consists of those acts which depart from shared values. Thus Durkheim defines crime as acts which ‘offend strong and definite states of the collective conscience’. The law is therefore a reflection of society’s value consensus, a translation of shared values into legal statutes. Those who execute the law, the police and the judges, are therefore translating shared values into action. Their power is therefore seen as legitimate authority, as just, right and proper because it is based on the value consensus of members of society. The operation of the law benefits society as a whole since deviance must be kept in check and shared values must be maintained. As noted in previous section, Durkheim argues that punishment under the law ‘serves to heal the wounds done to the collective sentiments’. It restores shared values to their required strength, and therefore contributes to the maintenance and well-doing of society.

Many functionalists adopt a version of the pluralist view of the nature and distribution of power in advanced capitalist society. Interest groups and political parties are seen to represent the interests of various groups in society. Political decisions and legal statutes take account of and compromise between these interests. The state does not confidently favour particular groups but represents society as a whole. William Chambliss summarizes the pluralist view of the relationship of power and the law as follow, ‘The law represents the interests of society at large by mediating between competing interest groups’.

The above views have provoked strong criticism, especially from a Marxian perspective. Critics have argued that the functionalists have ignored laws which clearly serve the interests of the powerful, that they have disregarded the systematic bias in favour of the powerful in the execution of the law. Laurie Taylor makes these points nicely in his criticism of Merton. He writes, ‘It is as though individuals in society are playing a gigantic fruit machine, but the
machine is rigged and only some players are consistently rewarded. The deprived ones either resort to using foreign coins or magnets to increase their chances of winning (innovation), or play on mindlessly (ritualism), give up the game (retreatism) or propose a new game altogether (rebellion). But in the analysis nobody appeared to ask who put the game there in the first place and who takes the profits’. Thus Taylor criticizes Merton for not carrying his analysis far enough, for failing to consider who makes the laws and who benefits from the laws. To continue Taylor’s analogy, the whole game may have been rigged by the powerful with rules which guarantee their success. These rules may be the laws of society. Such a possibility will result in very different explanations of deviance from those put forward by the functionalist.

**Deviance and power – an interactionist perspective**

The interactionists have made to important contributions to an understanding of the relationship between deviance and power. Firstly, they have questioned the functionalist view of value consensus by suggesting that there is no general agreement about what constitutes deviance. Secondly, they have shown that definitions of deviance are related to the power of the actors involved in the interaction situation. However, their concentration on the interaction process itself largely prevents an analysis of the nature and distribution of power in society as a whole. In fact when they consider the general relationship between power and deviance, writers such as Becker and Lemert move away from an interactionist perspective.

In this criticism of Merton, Edwin Lemert rejects the idea of value consensus. He describes various situations in which definitions of deviance do not reflect the consensus of society as a whole but rather the views of the powerful. This is particularly obvious in colonial situations where a ruling elite applies its own laws to a conquered majority. Such laws often contradict the norms and values of the native population, which can result in individuals being defined as criminal simply by following their traditional norms. Lemert makes a similar point about multi-cultural societies, such as the USA, which contain a large number of ethnic groups each with its own subculture. Simply by acting in terms of the norms and values of their particular subculture, members of ethnic groups can be defined as criminals in terms of American law. Thus Lemert rejects the idea of value consensus in multi-cultural societies such as the USA and suggests that definitions of crime and deviance will reflect the views of the powerful.

Like Lemert, Becker questions the idea of value consensus. He claims that, ‘people are in fact always forcing their rules on others, applying them more or less against the will and without the consent of those others’. In particular, he suggests
that in the West the old make rules for the young, men for women, Whites for Blacks, Anglo-Saxon Protestants for ethnic minorities, the middle class for the working class. In place of value consensus, Becker argues that rules reflect power. He states that, ‘Those groups whose social position gives them weapons and power are best able to enforce their rules’. Such groups have the power to impose their definitions of crime and deviance on the less powerful.

The interactionists raise the question of the relationship between power and deviance but do not really answer it. They provide interesting suggestions, but stop short of a detailed analysis of the nature of power and deviance in society as a whole. In practice they have concentrated on the actual ‘drama of interaction’. They have tended to deal with particular agencies of social control such as the courts, the police and the juvenile bureau and examined the creation of deviance in these contexts. But as Jock Young argues, ‘it is not the criminal nor even the administration of crime but, in the final analysis, the system itself that must be investigated’. Thus the relationship between deviance and power must be examined in the context of the social system as a whole.

Deviance and power – a Marxian perspective

Sociologists such as William Chambliss, Milton Mankoff, Frank Pearce and Jock Young argue that only Marxian perspectives can deal adequately with the relationship between power and deviance in society. From this viewpoint, power is held by those who own and control the forces of production. The superstructure reflects the relationship between the powerful and the relatively powerless, the ruling and subject classes. As part of the superstructure, the state, the agencies of social control, the law and definitions of deviance in general, reflect and serve ruling class interests. As an instrument of the ruling class, the state passes laws which support ruling class interests, maintain its power and coerce and control the subject class. Laws are not an expression of value consensus but a reflection of ruling class ideology. They serve to legitimize the use of ruling class power. Thus, a general commitment to laws by members of society as a whole is an aspect of false class consciousness since, in practice, laws benefit only the ruling minority.

From a Marxian perspective laws are made by the state which represents the interests of the ruling class. Marxists such as William Chambliss argue that crime is widespread in every social stratum in capitalist society. The impression given by official statistics that crime is largely a working-class phenomenon is simply due to the selective application of the law. In Crimes of the Powerful, Frank Pearce examines the illegal activities of large American business corporations. Measured in monetary terms, Pearce claims that the criminal activities of the working class are a drop in the ocean compared with the huge sums illegally pocketed by private
enterprise. Despite the apparent widespread nature of corporation crime, companies are rarely prosecuted under the anti-trust laws.

Many Marxists see crime as a natural outgrowth of capitalist society. They argue that a capitalist economic system generates crime for the following reasons. The economic infrastructure is the major influence upon social relationships, beliefs and values. The capitalist mode of production emphasizes the maximization of profits and the accumulation of wealth. Economic self-interest rather than publicity duty motivates behaviour. Capitalism is based on the private ownership of property. Personal gain rather than collective well-being is encouraged. Capitalism is a competitive system. Mutual aid and cooperation for the betterment of all are discourages in favour of individual achievement at the expense of others. Competition breeds aggression, hostility, and particularly for the losers, frustration. William Chambliss argues that the greed, self-interest and hostility generated by the capitalist system motivates many crimes on all levels of society. Members of each stratum use whatever means and opportunities their class position provides to commit crime.

From a Marxian perspective the basis of crime is the private ownership of the forces of production and all that that entails. Thus a socialist society, in which the forces of production are communally owned, should result in a large reduction of many forms of crime. In theory, individual gain and self-interest should be largely replaced by collective responsibility and concern. There is some evidence to suggest that societies which have moved further along the road to socialism than the USA, have a lower crime rate. The evidence is shaky though and the arguments speculative. For example, according to Milton Mankoff, the crime rate in Western Europe is lower than that of the USA. The difference in the crime rate is due in part to the following factors. Firstly, the welfare benefits provided for the poor in Western Europe are considerably more extensive than those available in America. Secondly, compared to the USA, there is a higher working class involvement in trade unions in Europe. Working-class interests are also represented by socialist political parties in practically every advanced capitalist industrial society with the exception of the USA. Such organizations provide means for constructively channeling working-class protest. In America, crime provides one of the few means of expression for such protest. Thus Mankoff suggests that in the USA working-class crime ‘represents a primitive pre-political form of protest against powerlessness, alienation, and class society’. If Mankoff’s arguments are correct, the solution to crime lies on the road to socialism.

The application of Marxian theory to the study of deviance became increasingly popular during the 1970s. It promised to provide a more comprehensive explanation than previous approaches. Thus it offered explanations
not only for the origins of crime and deviance but also for the nature of law and law enforcement and definitions of non-criminal deviance. In particular, Marxism provided an explanation of the relationship between deviance and the nature and distribution of power in the society. However, its claim that all forms of deviance can be ultimately accounted for in terms of the economic infrastructure is questionable. Even if Marxian theory proved sufficiently flexible and Marxists sufficiently ingenious to explain all forms of deviance in Western society in terms of the capitalist system, problems would still remain. There is ample evidence of crime and deviance in communist society ranging from petty theft to political and religious dissidence. To suggest that such activities are hangovers from a previous era and will disappear once the dictatorship of the proletariat has established a truly socialist society is stretching credulity. Marxian theory fails to provide an adequate explanation for deviance in societies where the forces of production are communally owned.
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Q. How, according to Merton, are deviant subcultures generated? (2019/20)

Q. What, according to Merton, is the difference between ‘unanticipated consequences’ and ‘latent functions’? Give examples to elaborate. (2019/10)

Q. What is the difference between anomie in Merton and Durkheim? Explain. (2018/10)

Q. Analyze the manifest and latent functions of ‘security of the tenure of bureaucrats’ in the light of Merton’s theory. (2016/20)

Q. “Anomie is rooted in social structure.” Explain with reference to R.K. Merton’s contribution. (2015/10)

Q. Using Merton’s concepts of ‘manifest’ and ‘latent’ functions, explain the persistence of corruption in Indian society. (2014/10)

Q. How could one use Merton’s concept of deviance to understand the traffic problem in urban India? (2014/10)

Q. How can we use reference group theory to understand fashion in society? (2014/10)

Q. To Robert Merton, deviant behavior is a result of anomie. Analyze his sociological theory of deviant behavior, with a special reference to his formulation of types of deviance. (2009/60)

Q. What is Merton’s view of relationship between social structure and deviance? In what sense is a deviant also a conformist? (2008/60)

Q. Write short note: Robert Merton’s view on manifest & latent functions (2007/20)

Q. What are the reactions of Robert Merton to the functionalism pioneered by social anthropologists? Indicate the limitations of his idea of latent functions. (2006/60)

Q. Write short note: Primary and reference groups (2003/20)

Q. Critically analyse the concept of Anomie. Elaborate, with suitable examples, the theoretical relationship between nature of Anomie and types of Social Deviations as have been formulated by R.K. Merton. (2003/60)

Q. Write short note: Manifest and latent functions (2001/20)

Q. How does social structure produce a strain toward anomie and deviant behavior? Examine it with reference to Robert K. Merton’s contribution to this field of study. (2000/60)

Q. Write short note: Relative Deprivation (2000/20)

Q. Write short note: Social structure and Anomie (1999/20)
Q. Write short note: Pattern variables (1998/20)

Q. Write short note: Middle-range theories (1995/20)

Q. Bring out the strength and the weakness of Robert Merton’s advancement over the classical functionalism. (1995/60)
Q. In modern structural-functionalism, Merton’s effort to develop a “Paradigm” for functional analysis is the most significant one. Evaluate this statement. (1994/60)

Q. What is the importance of Merton’s ‘Middle Range Theory’ in sociology? Discuss critically. (1991/60)

Q. What does R. K. Merton mean when he admits that not everything works out for the best of everyone in society? What is his improvement on functional theory? (1990/60)

Q. Write short note: Conformity and deviance. (1990/20)

Q. Discuss the relation between social structure and anomie as presented by R. K. Merton. Attempt a critical appraisal of this analysis. (1988/60)

Q. Critically assess R. K. Merton’s views on the contributions of research to the development of sociological theory. (1986/60)
SOCIOLICAL THEORY

ROBERT K. MERTON

ABSTRACT

The phrase "sociological theory" has been used to refer to at least six types of analysis which differ significantly in their bearings on empirical research. These are methodology, general orientations, conceptual analysis, post factum interpretations, empirical generalizations, and sociological theory. The distinctive limits and functions of each are described and illustrated. A typical case of the incorporation of an empirical generalization into a theoretic system is briefly considered. The conventions of formal derivation and codification are suggested as devices for aiding the integration of theory and empirical research.

The recent history of sociological theory can in large measure be written in terms of an alternation between two contrasting emphases. On the one hand, we observe those sociologists who seek above all to generalize, to find their way as rapidly as possible to the formulation of sociological laws. Tending to assess the significance of sociological work in terms of the scope rather than the demonstrability of generalizations, they eschew the "triviality" of detailed, small-scale observation and seek the grandeur of global summaries. At the other extreme stands a hardy band who do not hunt too closely the implications of their research but who remain confident and assured that what they report is so. To be sure, their reports of facts are verifiable and often verified, but they are somewhat at a loss to relate these facts to one another or even to explain why these, rather than other, observations have been made. For the first group the identifying motto would at times seem to be: "We do not know whether what we say is true, but it is at least significant." And for the radical empiricist the motto may read: "This is demonstrably so, but we cannot indicate its significance."

Whatever the bases of adherence to the one or the other of these camps—different but not necessarily contradictory accountings would be provided by psychologists, sociologists of knowledge, and historians of science—it is abundantly clear that there is no logical basis for their being ranged against each other. Generalizations can be tempered, if not with mercy, at least with disciplined observation; close, detailed observations need not be rendered trivial by avoidance of their theoretical pertinence and implications.

With all this there will doubtless be widespread if, indeed, not unanimous agreement. But this very unanimity suggests that these remarks are platitudinous. If, however, one function of theory is to explore the implications of the seemingly self-evident, it may not be amiss to look into what is entailed by such programmatic statements about the relations of sociological theory and empirical research. In doing so, every effort should be made to avoid dwelling upon illustrations drawn from the "more mature" sciences—such as physics and biology—not because these do not exhibit the logical problems involved but because their very maturity permits these disciplines to deal fruitfully with abstractions of a high order to a degree which, it is submitted, is not yet the case with sociology. An indefinitely large number of discussions of scientific method have set forth the logical prerequisites of scientific theory, but, it would seem, they have often done so on such a high level of abstraction that the prospect of translating these precepts into current sociological research becomes utopian. Ultimately, sociological research must meet the canons of scientific method; immediately, the task is so to express these requirements that they may have more direct bearing on the analytical work which is at present feasible.

The term "sociological theory" has been widely used to refer to the products of sev-
eral related but distinct activities carried on by members of a professional group called sociologists. But since these several types of activity have significantly different bearings upon empirical social research—since they differ in their scientific functions—they should be distinguished for purposes of discussion. Moreover, such discriminations provide a basis for assessing the contributions and limitations characteristic of each of the following six types of work which are often lumped together as comprising sociological theory: (1) methodology; (2) general sociological orientations; (3) analysis of sociological concepts; (4) post factum sociological interpretations; (5) empirical generalizations in sociology; and (6) sociological theory.

METHODOLOGY

At the outset we should distinguish clearly between sociological theory, which has for its subject matter certain aspects of the interaction of men and is hence substantive, and methodology, or the logic of scientific procedure. The problems of methodology transcend those found in any one discipline, dealing either with those common to groups of disciplines or, in more generalized form, with those common to all scientific inquiry. Methodology is not peculiarly bound up with sociological problems, and, though there is a plenitude of methodological discussions in books and journals of sociology, they are not thereby rendered sociological in character. Sociologists, in company with all others who essay scientific work, must be methodologically wise; they must be aware of the design of investigation, the nature of inference, the requirements of a theoretic system. But such knowledge does not contain or imply the particular content of sociological theory. There is, in short, a clear and decisive difference between knowing how to test a battery of hypotheses and knowing the theory from which to derive hypotheses to be tested. It is my impression that current sociological training is more largely designed to make students understand the first than the second.

As Poincaré observed a half-century ago, sociologists have long been hierophants of methodology, thus, perhaps, diverting talents and energies from the task of building substantive theory. This focus of attention upon the logics of procedure has its patent scientific function, since such inventories serve a critical purpose in guiding and assessing both theoretical and empirical inquiries. It also reflects the growing-pains of an immature discipline. Just as the apprentice who acquires new skills self-consciously examines each element of these skills, in contrast to the master who habitually practices them with seeming indifference to their explicit formulation, so the exponents of a discipline haltingly moving toward scientific status laboriously spell out the logical grounds of their procedure. The slim books on methodology which proliferate in the fields of sociology, economics, and psychology do not find many counterparts among the technical works in the sciences which have long since come of age. Whatever their intellectual function, these methodological writings imply the perspectives of a fledgling discipline, anxiously presenting its credentials for full status in the fraternity of the sciences. But, significantly enough, the instances of adequate scientific method utilized by sociologists for illustrative or expository methods are usually drawn from disciplines other than sociology itself. Twen-
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1 In recent years there have been several volumes which set forth methodological concerns of sociology: Florian Znaniecki, The Method of Sociology (New York: Farrar & Rinehart, 1934); R. M. MacIver, Social Causation (Boston: Ginn & Co., 1942); G. A. Lundberg, Foundations of Sociology (New York: Macmillan Co., 1939); Felix Kaufmann, Methodology of the Social Sciences (New York: Oxford University Press, 1944).

2 However, it should be noted not only that instruments and procedures used in sociological (or other scientific) inquiry must meet methodological criteria but that they also logically presuppose substantive theories. As Pierre Duhem observed in this connection, the instruments as well as the experimental results obtained in science are shot through with specific assumptions and theories of a substantive order (La Théorie physique [Paris: Chevalier et Riviere, 1906], p. 278).
tieth-century, not sixteenth-century, physics and chemistry are taken as methodological prototypes or exemplars for twentieth-century sociology, with little explicit recognition that between sociology and these other sciences is a difference of millions of man-hours of sustained scientific research. These comparisons are inevitably programmatic rather than realistic. More appropriate methodological demands would result in a gap between methodological aspiration and actual sociological attainment at once less conspicuous and less invidious.

GENERAL SOCIOLOGICAL ORIENTATIONS

Much of what is described in textbooks as sociological theory consists of general orientations toward substantive materials. Such orientations involve broad postulates which indicate types of variables which are somehow to be taken into account rather than specifying determinate relationships between particular variables. Indispensable though these orientations are, they provide only the broadest framework for empirical inquiry. This is the case with Durkheim’s generic hypothesis, which holds that the “determining cause of a social fact should be sought among the social facts preceding it” and identifies the “social” factor as institutional norms toward which behavior is oriented.3 Or, again, it is said that “to a certain approximation it is useful to regard society as an integrated system of mutually interrelated and functionally interdependent parts.”4 So, too, the importance of the “humanistic coefficient” in cultural data as expounded by Znaniecki and Sorokin, among others, belongs to this category. Such general orientations may be paraphrased as saying in effect that the investigator ignores this order of fact at his peril. They do not set forth specific hypotheses.

The chief function of these orientations is to provide a general context for inquiry; they facilitate the process of arriving at determinate hypotheses. To take a case in point: Malinowski was led to re-examine the Freudian notion of the Oedipus complex on the basis of a general sociological orientation, which viewed sentiment formation as patterned by social structure. This generic view clearly underlay his exploration of a specific “psychological” complex in its relation to a system of status relationships in a society differing in structure from that of western Europe. The specific hypotheses which he utilized in this inquiry were all congruent with the generic orientation but were not prescribed by it. Otherwise put, the general orientation indicated the relevance of some structural variables, but there still remained the task of ferreting out the particular variables to be included.

Though such general theoretic outlooks have a more inclusive and profound effect on the development of scientific inquiry than do specific hypotheses—they constitute the matrix from which, in the words of Maurice Arthus, “new hypotheses follow one another in breathless succession and a harvest of facts follow closely the blossoming of these hypotheses”—though this is the case, they constitute only the point of departure for the theorist. It is his task to develop specific, interrelated hypotheses by reformulating empirical generalizations in the light of these generic orientations.

It should be noted, furthermore, that the growing contributions of sociological theory to its sister-disciplines lie more in the realm of general sociological orientations than in that of specific confirmed hypotheses. The development of “social history,” of institutional economics, and the importation of sociological perspectives into psychoanalytic theory involve recognition of the sociological dimensions of the data rather than incorporation of specific confirmed theories. Social scientists have been led to detect sociological gaps in the application

---


of their theory to concrete social behavior. They do not so often exhibit "sociological naïveté" in their interpretations. The economist, the political scientist, and the psychologist have increasingly come to recognize that what they have systematically taken as given, as data, may be sociologically problematical. But this receptivity to a sociological outlook is often dissipated by the paucity of adequately tested specific theories of, say, the determinants of human wants or of the social processes involved in the distribution and exercise of social power. Pressures deriving from the respective theoretical gaps of the several social sciences may serve, in time, to bring about an increasing formulation of specific and systematic sociological theories appropriate to the problems implied by these gaps. General orientations do not suffice. Presumably this is the context for the complaint voiced by an economist:

[The economist always seeks to refer his analysis of a problem back to some "datum," that is to say, to something which is extraneous. This something may be apparently very remote from the problem which was first taken up, for the chains of economic causation are often very long. But he always wants to hand over the problem in the end to some sociologist or other—if there is a sociologist waiting for him. Very often there isn't.]

ANALYSIS OF SOCIOCOLOGICAL CONCEPTS

It is at times held that theory is comprised of concepts, an assertion which, being incomplete, is neither true nor false but vague. To be sure, "conceptual analysis," which is confined to the specification and clarification of key concepts, is an indispensable phase of theoretic work. But an array of concepts—status, role, Gemeinschaft, social interaction, social distance, anomie—does not constitute theory, though it may enter into a theoretic system. It may be conjectured that, in so far as an antitheoretic bias occurs among sociologists, it is in protest against those who identify theory with

clarification of definitions, who mistakenly take the part for the whole of theoretic analysis. It is only when such concepts are interrelated in the form of a scheme that a theory begins to emerge. Concepts, then, constitute the definitions (or prescriptions) of what is to be observed; they are the variables between which empirical relationships are to be sought. When propositions stating such relationships are logically interrelated, a theory has been instituted.

The choice of concepts guiding the collection and analysis of data is, of course, crucial to empirical inquiry. For, to state an important truism, if concepts are selected such that no relationships between them obtain, the research will be sterile, no matter how meticulous the subsequent observations and inferences. The importance of this truism lies in its implication that truly trial-and-error procedures in empirical inquiry are likely to be comparatively unfruitful, since the number of variables which are not significantly connected is indefinitely large.

It is, then, one function of conceptual clarification to make explicit the character of the data subsumed under a given concept. It thus serves to reduce the likelihood of spurious empirical findings couched in terms of the given concepts. Thus, Sutherland's re-examination of the received concept of "crime" provides an instructive instance of how such clarification induces a revision of hypotheses concerning the data organized

6 As Schumpeter remarks about the role of "analytic apparatus": "If we are to speak about price levels and to devise methods of measuring them, we must know what a price level is. If we are to observe demand, we must have a precise concept of its elasticity. If we speak about productivity of labor, we must know what propositions hold true about total product per man-hour and what other propositions hold true about the partial differential coefficient of total product with respect to man-hours. No hypotheses enter into such concepts, which simply embody methods of description and measurement, nor into the propositions defining their relations (so-called theorems), and yet their framing is the chief task of theory, in economics as elsewhere. This is what we mean by tools of analysis." (Joseph A. Schumpeter, Business Cycles [New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1939], I, 31.)
in terms of the concept.\textsuperscript{7} He demonstrates an equivocation implicit in criminological theories which seek to account for the fact that there is a much higher rate of crime, as "officially measured," in the lower than in the upper social classes. These crime "data" (organized in terms of a particular operational concept or measure of crime) have led to a series of hypotheses which view poverty, "slum conditions," feeble-mindedness, and other characteristics held to be highly associated with low-class status as the "causes" of criminal behavior. Once the concept of crime is clarified to refer to the violation of criminal law and is thus extended to include "white-collar criminality" in business and the professions—violations which are less often reflected in official crime statistics than are lower-class violations—the presumptive high association between low social status and crime may no longer obtain. We need not pursue Sutherland's analysis further to detect the function of conceptual clarification in this instance. It provides for a reconstruction of data by indicating more precisely just what they include and what they exclude. In doing so, it leads to a liquidation of hypotheses set up to account for spurious data by questioning the assumptions on which the initial statistical data were based. By hanging a question mark on an implicit assumption underlying the research definition of crime—the assumption that violations of the criminal code by members of the several social classes are representatively registered in the official statistics—this conceptual clarification had direct implications for a nucleus of theories.

In similar fashion conceptual analysis may often resolve apparent antinomies in empirical findings by indicating that such contradictions are more apparent than real. This familiar phrase refers, in part, to the fact that initially crudely defined concepts have tacitly included significantly different elements so that data organized in terms of these concepts differ materially and thus exhibit apparently contradictory tendencies.\textsuperscript{8} The function of conceptual analysis in this instance is to maximize the likelihood of the comparability, in significant respects, of data which are to be included in a research.

The instance drawn from Sutherland merely illustrates the more general fact that in research, as in less disciplined activities, our conceptual language tends to fix our perceptions and, derivatively, our thought and behavior. The concept defines the situation, and the research worker responds accordingly. Explicit conceptual analysis aids him to recognize to what he is responding and which (possibly significant) elements he is ignoring. The findings of Whorf on this matter are, with appropriate modifications, applicable to empirical research.\textsuperscript{9} He found that behavior was oriented toward linguistic or conceptual meanings connoted by the terms applied to a given situation. Thus, in the presence of objects which are conceptually described as "gasoline drums," behavior will tend modal toward a given type: great care will be exercised. But when people are confronted with what are called "empty gasoline drums," behavior is different: it is careless, with little control over smoking and the disposition of cigarette stubs. Yet the "empty" drums are the more hazardous, since they contain explosive vapor. Response is not to the physical but to the conceptualized situation. The concept "empty" is here used equivocally: as a synonym for "null and void, negative, inert," and as a term applied to physical situations without regard to such "irrelevancies" as vapor and liquid vestiges in the container. The situation is conceptualized in the second

\textsuperscript{7} Edwin H. Sutherland, "White-Collar Criminality," \textit{American Sociological Review}, V (1940), 1–12.

\textsuperscript{8} Elaborate formulations of this type of analysis are to be found in Corrado Gini, \textit{Prime linee di patologia economica} (Milan: Giuffre, 1935); for a brief discussion see C. Gini, "Un tentativo di armonizzare teorie disparate e osservazioni contrastanti nel campo dei fenomeni sociali," \textit{Rivista di politica economica}, XII (1935), 1–23.

sense, and the concept is then responded to in the first sense, with the result that “empty” gasoline drums become the occasion for fires. Clarification of just what “empty” means in the given universe of discourse would have a profound effect on behavior. This case may serve as a paradigm of the functional effect of conceptual clarification upon research behavior: it makes clear just what the research worker is doing when he deals with conceptualized data. He draws different consequences for empirical research as his conceptual apparatus changes.

A further task of conceptual analysis is to institute observable indices of the social data with which empirical research is concerned. Early efforts in this direction were manifest in the works of Durkheim (and constitute one of his most significant contributions to sociology). Though his formalized conceptions along these lines do not approach the sophistication of more recent formulations, he was patently utilizing “intervening variables,” as lately described by Tolman and Hull, and seeking to establish indices for these variables. The problem, as far as it need be stated for our immediate purposes, consists in devising indices of unobservable or symbolic constructs (e.g., social cohesion)—indices which are theoretically supportable. Conceptual analysis thus enters as one basis for an initial and periodic critical appraisal of the extent to which assumed signs and symbols are an adequate index of the social substratum. Such analysis suggests clues for determining whether in fact the index (or measuring instrument) proves adequate to the occasion.10

"POST FACTUM" SOCIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS

It is often the case in empirical social research that data are collected and then subjected to interpretative comment. This procedure in which the observations are at hand and the interpretations are subsequently applied to the data has the logical structure of clinical inquiry. The observations may be case-history or statistical in character. The defining characteristic of this procedure is the introduction of an interpretation after the observations have been made rather than the empirical testing of a predesignated hypothesis. The implicit assumption is that a body of generalized propositions has been so fully established that it can be appropriately applied to the data in hand.

Such post factum explanations, designed to “explain” given observations, differ in logical function from speciously similar procedures where the observational materials are utilized in order to derive fresh hypotheses to be confirmed by new observations.

A disarming characteristic of this procedure is that the explanations are indeed consistent with the given set of observations. This is scarcely surprising, inasmuch as only those post factum hypotheses are selected which do accord with these observations. If the basic assumption holds—namely, that the post factum interpretation utilizes abundantly confirmed theories—then this type of explanation indeed “shoots arrowy light into the dark chaos of materials.” But if, as is more often the case in sociological inter-
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10 Durkheim’s basic formulation, variously repeated in each of his monographs, reads as follows: “It is necessary . . . to substitute for the internal fact which escapes us an external fact that symbolizes it and to study the former through the latter” (see his Rules of Sociological Method, chap. ii; Le Suicide [Paris: F. Alcan, 1930], p. 356; and Division du travail social [Paris: F. Alcan, 1932], pp. 22 ff.). Most detailed consideration of Durkheim’s views on social indices is provided by Harry Alpert, Émile Durkheim and His Sociology (New York: Columbia University Press, 1939), pp. 120 ff. On the general problem see C. L. Hull, “The Problem of Intervening Variables in Molar Behavior Theory,” Psychological Review, L (1943), 273–91.

11 Among the many functions of conceptual analysis at this point is that of instituting inquiry into the question of whether or not the index is “neutral” to its environment. By searching out the assumptions underlying the selection (and validation for a given population) of observables as indices (e.g., religious affiliation, an attitude scale), conceptual analysis initiates appropriate tests of the possibility that the “index” has become dissociated from its substratum. For a clear statement of this point see Louis Gutman, “A Basis for Scaling Qualitative Data,” American Sociological Review, IX (1944), 139–50, esp. 149–50.
pretation, the *post factum* hypotheses are also *ad hoc* or, at the least, have but a slight degree of prior confirmation, then such “precocious explanations,” as H. S. Sullivan called them, produce a spurious sense of adequacy at the expense of instigating further inquiry.

*Post factum* explanations remain at the level of *plausibility* (low evidential value) rather than leading to “compelling evidence” (a high degree of confirmation). Plausibility, in distinction to compelling evidence, is found when an interpretation is consistent with one set of data (which typically has, indeed, given rise to the decision to utilize one, rather than another, interpretation). It also implies that alternative interpretations equally consistent with these data have not been systematically explored and that inferences drawn from the interpretation have not been tested by new observations.

The logical fallacy underlying the *post factum* explanation rests in the fact that there is available a variety of crude hypotheses, each with some measure of confirmation but designed to account for quite contradictory sets of affairs. The method of *post factum* explanation does not lend itself to nullifiability, if only because it is so completely flexible. For example, it may be reported that “the unemployed tend to read fewer books than they did previously.” This is “explained” by the hypothesis that anxiety increases as a consequence of unemployment and, therefore, that any activity requiring concentration, such as reading, becomes difficult. This type of accounting is plausible, since there is some evidence that increased anxiety may occur in such situations and since a state of morbid preoccupation does interfere with organized activity. If, however, it is now reported that the original data were erroneous and it is a fact that “the unemployed read more than previously” a new *post factum* explanation can at once be invoked. The explanation now holds that the unemployed have more leisure or that they engage in activity intended to increase their personal skills. Consequently, they read more than previously. Thus, whatever the observations, a new interpretation can be found to “fit the facts.” This example may be sufficient to indicate that such reconstructions serve only as illustrations and not as tests. It is this logical inadequacy of the *post factum* construction which led Peirce to observe:

It is of the essence of induction that the consequence of the theory should be drawn first in regard to the unknown, or virtually unknown, result of experiment; and that this should virtually be only ascertained afterward. For if we look over the phenomena to find agreements with the theory, it is a mere question of ingenuity and industry how many we shall find.

These reconstructions typically by-pass an explicit formulation of the conditions under which the hypotheses will be found to hold true. In order to meet this logical requirement, such interpretations would necessarily be predictive rather than postdictive.

As a case in point, we may note the frequency with which Blumer asserts that the Thomas-Znaniecki analyses of documents “merely seem to be plausible.” The basis for “plausibility” rests in the consistency between the interpretation and the data; the absence of compelling evidence stems from the failure to provide distinctive tests of the interpretations apart from their consistency with the initial observations. The analysis is fitted to the facts, and there is no indication of just which data would be taken to contravene the interpretations. As a consequence, the documentary evidence
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merely illustrates rather than tests the theory.\(^{15}\)

**EMPIRICAL GENERALIZATIONS IN SOCIOLOGY**

Not infrequently it is said that the object of sociological theory is to arrive at statements of social uniformities. This is an elliptical assertion and hence requires clarification. For there are two types of statements of sociological uniformities which differ significantly in their bearing on theory. The first of these is the empirical generalization: an isolated proposition summarizing observed uniformities of relationships between two or more variables.\(^{16}\) The sociological literature abounds with such generalizations which have not been assimilated to sociological theory. Thus, Engel’s “laws” of consumption may be cited as examples. So, too, the Halbwachs finding that laborers spend more per adult unit for food than white-collar employees of the same income class.\(^{17}\) Such generalizations may be of greater or less precision, but this does not affect their logical place in the structure of inquiry. The Groves-Ogburn finding, for a sample of American cities, that “cities with a larger percentage engaged in manufacturing also have, on the average, slightly larger percentages of young persons married” has been expressed in an equation indicating the degree of this relationship. Although propositions of this order are essential in empirical social research, a miscellany of such propositions only provides the raw materials for sociology as a discipline. The theoretic task, and the orientation of empirical research toward theory, first begins when the bearing of such uniformities on a set of interrelated propositions is tentatively established. The notion of directed research implies that, in part,\(^{18}\) empirical inquiry is so organized that if and when empirical uniformities are discovered, they have direct consequences for a theoretic system. In so far as the research is directed, the rationale of findings is set forth before the findings are obtained.

**SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY**

The second type of sociological generalization, the so-called “scientific law,” differs from the foregoing inasmuch as it is a statement of invariance derivable from a theory. The paucity of such laws in the sociological field perhaps reflects the prevailing bifurcation of theory and empirical research. Despite the many volumes dealing with the history of sociological theory and despite

\(^{15}\) It is difficult to see on what grounds Blumer asserts that these interpretations cannot be mere cases of illustration of a theory. His comment that the materials “acquire significance and understanding that they did not have” would apply to post factum explanations generally.

\(^{16}\) This usage of the term “empirical” is common, as Dewey notes. In this context, “empirical means that the subject-matter of a given proposition which has existential inference, represents merely a set of uniform conjunctions of traits repeatedly observed to exist, without any understanding of why the conjunction occurs; without a theory which states its rationale” (John Dewey, *Logic: The Theory of Inquiry* [New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1938], p. 193).


\(^{18}\) “In part,” if only because it stultifies the possibilities of obtaining fertile new findings to confine researches wholly to the test of predetermined hypotheses. “Hunches” originating in the course of the inquiry which may not have immediately obvious implications for a broader theoretic system may eventuate in the discovery of empirical uniformities which can later be incorporated into a theory. For example, in the sociology of political behavior, it has been recently established that the larger the number of social cross-pressures to which voters are subjected, the less interest they exhibit in a presidential election (P. F. Lazarsfeld, Bernard Berelson, and Hazel Gaudet, *The People's Choice* [New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1944], pp. 56–64). This finding, which was wholly unanticipated when the research was first formulated, may well initiate new lines of systematic inquiry into political behavior, even though it is not yet integrated into a generalized theory. Fruitful empirical research not only tests theoretically derived hypotheses; it also generates new hypotheses. This might be termed the “serendipity” component of research, i.e., the discovery, by chance or sagacity, of valid results which were not sought for.
the plethora of empirical investigations, sociologists (including the writer) may discuss the logical criteria of sociological laws without citing a single instance which fully satisfies these criteria.\textsuperscript{19}

Approximations to these criteria are not entirely wanting. To exhibit the relations of empirical generalizations to theory and to set forth the functions of theory, it may be useful to examine a familiar case in which such generalizations were incorporated into a body of substantive theory. Thus, it has long been established as a statistical uniformity that in a variety of populations, Catholics had a lower suicide rate than Protestants.\textsuperscript{20} In this form the uniformity posed a theoretical problem. It merely constituted an empirical regularity which would become significant for theory only if it could be derived from a set of other propositions, a task which Durkheim set himself. If we restate his theoretic assumptions in formal fashion, the paradigm of his theoretic analysis becomes clear:

1. Social cohesion provides psychic support to group members subjected to acute stresses and anxieties.
2. Suicide rates are functions of unrelieved anxieties and stresses to which persons are subjected.
3. Catholics have greater social cohesion than Protestants.
4. Therefore, lower suicide rates should be anticipated among Catholics than among Protestants.\textsuperscript{21}

This case serves to locate the place of empirical generalizations in relation to theory and to illustrate the several functions of theory.

1. It indicates that theoretic pertinence is not inherently present or absent in empirical generalizations but appears when the generalization is conceptualized in abstractions of higher order (Catholicism—social cohesion—relieved anxieties—suicide rate) which are embodied in more general statements of relationships.\textsuperscript{22} What was initially taken as an isolated uniformity is restated as a relation, not between religious affiliation and behavior, but between groups with certain conceptualized attributes (social cohesion) and the behavior. The scope of the original empirical finding is considerably extended, and several seemingly disparate uniformities are seen to be interrelated (thus differentials in suicide rates between married and single persons can be derived from the same theory).

2. Once having established the theoretic pertinence of a uniformity by deriving it from a set of interrelated propositions, we provide for the \textit{cumulation} both of theory and of research findings. The differentials in suicide-rate uniformities add confirmation to the set of propositions from which they—and other uniformities—have been interpreted; (2) the supplementary theoretic analysis which would take these premises not as given but as problematic; (3) the grounds on which the potentially infinite regression of theoretic interpretations is halted at one rather than another point; (4) the problems involved in the introduction of such intervening variables as social cohesion which are not directly measured; (5) the extent to which the premises have been empirically confirmed; (6) the comparatively low order of abstraction represented by this illustration; and (7) the fact that Durkheim derived several empirical generalizations from this same set of hypotheses.

\textsuperscript{19} E.g., see the discussion by George A. Lundberg, "The Concept of Law in the Social Sciences," \textit{Philosophy of Science}, V (1938), 189–203, which affirms the possibility of such laws without including any case in point. The book by K. D. Har, \textit{Social Laws} (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1930), does not fulfill the promise implicit in the title. A panel of social scientists discussing the possibility of obtaining social laws finds it difficult to instance cases (Blumer, \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 142–50).

\textsuperscript{20} It need hardly be said that this statement assumes that education, income, nationality, rural-urban residence, and other factors which might render this finding spurious have been held constant.

\textsuperscript{21} We need not examine further aspects of this illustration, e.g., (1) the extent to which we have adequately stated the premises implicit in Durkheim's interpretation; (2) the supplementary theoretic analysis which would take these premises not as given but as problematic; (3) the grounds on which the potentially infinite regression of theoretic interpretations is halted at one rather than another point; (4) the problems involved in the introduction of such intervening variables as social cohesion which are not directly measured; (5) the extent to which the premises have been empirically confirmed; (6) the comparatively low order of abstraction represented by this illustration; and (7) the fact that Durkheim derived several empirical generalizations from this same set of hypotheses.

\textsuperscript{22} Thorstein Veblen has put this with typical cogency: "All this may seem like taking pains about trivialities. But the data with which any scientific inquiry has to do are trivialities in some other bearing than that one in which they are of account" (\textit{The Place of Science in Modern Civilization} [New York: Viking Press, 1932], p. 42).
derived. This is a major function of systematic theory.

3. Whereas the empirical uniformity did not lend itself to the drawing of diverse consequences, the reformulation gives rise to various consequences in fields of conduct quite remote from that of suicidal behavior. For example, inquiries into obsessive behavior, morbid preoccupations, and other maladaptive behavior have found these to be related to inadequacies of group cohesion.23 The conversion of empirical uniformities into theoretic statements thus increases the fruitfulness of research through the successive exploration of implications.

4. By providing a rationale, the theory introduces a ground for prediction which is more secure than mere empirical extrapolation from previously observed trends. Thus, should independent measures indicate a decrease of social cohesion among Catholics, the theorist would predict a tendency toward increased rates of suicide in this group. The atheoretic empiricist would have no alternative, however, but to predict on the basis of extrapolation.

5. The foregoing list of functions presupposes one further attribute of theory which is not altogether true of the Durkheim formulation and which gives rise to a general problem that has peculiarly beset sociological theory, at least, up to the present. If theory is to be productive, it must be sufficiently precise to be determinate. Precision is an integral element of the criterion of testability. The prevailing pressure toward the utilization of statistical data in sociology, whenever possible, to control and test theoretic inferences has a justifiable basis, when we consider the logical place of precision in disciplined inquiry.

The more precise the inferences (predictions) which can be drawn from a theory,

the less the likelihood of alternative hypotheses which will be adequate to these predictions. In other words, precise predictions and data serve to reduce the empirical bearing upon research of the logical fallacy of affirming the consequent.24 It is well known that verified predictions derived from a theory do not "prove" or "demonstrate" that theory; they merely supply a measure of confirmation, for it is always possible that alternative hypotheses drawn from different theoretic systems can also account for the predicted phenomena.25 But those theories which admit of precise predictions confirmed by observation take on strategic importance since they provide an initial basis for choice between competing hypotheses. In other words, precision enhances the likelihood of approximating a "crucial" observation or experiment.

The internal coherence of a theory has much the same function, for if a variety of empirically confirmed consequences are drawn from one theoretic system, this reduces the likelihood that competing theories can adequately account for the same data. The integrated theory sustains a larger measure of confirmation than is the case with distinct and unrelated hypotheses, thus accumulating a greater weight of evidence.

23 See, e.g., Elton Mayo, *Human Problems of an Industrial Civilization* (New York: Macmillan Co., 1933), p. 113 et passim. The theoretical framework utilized in the studies of industrial morale by Whitehead, Roethlisberger, and Dickson stemmed appreciably from the Durkheim formulations, as the authors testify.

24 The paradigm of "proof through prediction" is, of course, logically fallacious:

If $A$ (hypothesis), then $B$ (prediction).
$B$ is observed.
Therefore, $A$ is true.

This is not overdisturbing for scientific research, inasmuch as other than formal criteria are involved.

25 As a case in point, consider that different theorists had predicted war and internecine conflict on a large scale at the present time. Sorokin and some Marxists, for example, set forth this prediction on the basis of quite distinct theoretic systems. The actual outbreak of large-scale conflicts does not in itself enable us to choose between these schemes of analysis, if only because the observed fact is consistent with both. Only if the predictions had been so specified, had been so precise, that the actual occurrences coincided with the one prediction and not with the other, would a determinate test have been instituted.
Both pressures—toward precision and logical coherence—can lead to unproductive activity, particularly in the social sciences. Any procedure can be abused as well as used. A premature insistence on precision at all costs may sterilize imaginative hypotheses. It may lead to a reformulation of the scientific problem in order to permit measurement with, at times, the result that the subsequent materials do not bear on the initial problem in hand. In the search for precision, care must be taken to see that significant problems are not thus inadvertently blotted from view. Similarly, the pressure for logical consistency has at times invited logomachy and sterile “theorizing,” inasmuch as the assumptions contained in the system of analysis are so far removed from empirical referents or involve such high abstractions as not to permit of empirical inquiry. But the warrant for these criteria of inquiry is not vitiated by such abuses.

FORMAL DERIVATIONS AND CODIFICATION

This inevitably superficial account has, at the very least, pointed to the need for a closer connection between theory and empirical research. The prevailing division of the two is manifested in marked discontinuities of empirical research, on the one hand, and systematic theorizing unsustained by empirical test, on the other. There are conspicuously few instances of consecutive research which have cumulatively investigated a succession of hypotheses derived from a given theory. Rather, there tends to be a marked dispersion of empirical inquiries, oriented toward a concrete field of human behavior, but lacking a central theoretic orientation. The plethora of discrete empirical generalizations and of post factum interpretations reflect this pattern of research. The large bulk of general orientations and conceptual analyses, as distinct from sets of interrelated hypotheses, in turn reflect the tendency to separate “theoretic activity” from empirical research. It is a commonplace that continuity, rather than dispersion, can be achieved only if our empirical studies are theory-oriented and if our theory is empirically confirmable. However, it is possible to go beyond such affirmations and to suggest certain conventions for sociological research which might well facilitate this process. These conventions may be termed “formalized derivation” and “codification.”

Both in the design and in the reporting of empirical research, it might be made a definite convention that hypotheses and, whenever possible, the theoretic grounds (assumptions and postulates) of these hypotheses be explicitly set forth. The report of data would be in terms of their immediate pertinence for the hypotheses and, derivatively, the underlying theory. Attention should be called specifically to the introduction of interpretative variables other than those entailed in the original formulation of hypotheses and the bearing of these upon the theory should be indicated. Post factum interpretations which will inevitably arise when new and unexpected relationships are discovered should be so stated that the direction of further probative research becomes evident. The conclusions of the research might well include not only a statement of the findings with respect to the initial hypotheses but, when this is in point, an indication of the order of observations needed to test anew the further implications of the investigation. Formal derivation of this character has had a salutary effect in psychology and economics, leading, in the

26 Stuart A. Rice comments on this tendency in public opinion research (see Eleven Twenty-six: A Decade of Social Science Research, ed. Louis Wirth [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1940], p. 167).

27 It is this practice to which E. Ronald Walker refers, in the field of economics, as “theoretic blight” (From Economic Theory to Policy [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1943], chap. iv).

28 To be sure, these conventions are deduction and induction, respectively. Our sole interest at this point is to translate these logical procedures into terms appropriate to current sociological theory and research.
one case, to sequential experiments and, in the other, to an articulated series of investigations. One consequence of such formalization is that it serves as a control over the introduction of unrelated, undisciplined, and diffuse interpretations. It does not impose upon the reader the task of ferreting out the relations between the interpretations embodied in the text. Above all, it prepares the way for consecutive and cumulative research rather than a buckshot array of dispersed investigations.

The correlative process which seems called for is that which Lazarsfeld terms "codification." Whereas formal derivation focuses our attention upon the implications of a theory, codification seeks to systematize available empirical generalizations in apparently different spheres of behavior. Rather than permitting such "separate" empirical findings to lie fallow or to be referred to distinctive areas of behavior, the deliberate attempt to institute relevant provisional hypotheses promises to extend existing theory, subject to further empirical inquiry. Thus, an abundance of empirical findings in such fields as propaganda and public opinion, reactions to unemployment, and family responses to crises suggest that when persons are confronted with an "objective stimulus-pattern" which would be expected to elicit responses counter to their "initial predispositions," their actual behavior can be more successfully predicted on the basis of predispositions than of the stimulus-pattern. This is implied by "boomerang effects" in propaganda, by findings on adjustive and maladjustive responses to unemployment, and by research on the stability of families confronted with severe reductions in income. A codified formulation, even as crude as this, gives rise to theoretic problems which would be readily overlooked if the several empirical findings were not re-examined within a single context. It is submitted that codification, as a procedure complementing the formal derivation of hypotheses to be tested, will facilitate the co-development of viable sociological theory and pertinent empirical research.

Columbia University

The work of Clark Hull and associates is pre-eminent in this respect (see, e.g., Hull, Principles of Behavior [New York: D. Appleton—Century Co., 1943]). See also comparable efforts toward formalization in the writings of Kurt Lewin (e.g., Kurt Lewin, Ronald Lippitt, and S. K. Escalona, Studies in Topological and Vector Psychology I ["University of Iowa Studies in Child Welfare," Vol. XVI (Iowa City, 1940)], pp. 9-42).

A book such as John Dollard's Caste and Class in a Southern Town teems with suggestiveness, but it is an enormous task for the reader to work out explicitly the theoretic problems which are being attacked, the interpretive variables, and the implicit assumptions of the interpretations. Yet all this needs to be done if a sequence of studies building upon Dollard's work is proposed.

20 The work of Clark Hull and associates is pre-eminent in this respect (see, e.g., Hull, Principles of Behavior [New York: D. Appleton—Century Co., 1943]). See also comparable efforts toward formalization in the writings of Kurt Lewin (e.g., Kurt Lewin, Ronald Lippitt, and S. K. Escalona, Studies in Topological and Vector Psychology I ["University of Iowa Studies in Child Welfare," Vol. XVI (Iowa City, 1940)], pp. 9-42).

21 A book such as John Dollard's Caste and Class in a Southern Town teems with suggestiveness, but it is an enormous task for the reader to work out explicitly the theoretic problems which are being attacked, the interpretive variables, and the implicit assumptions of the interpretations. Yet all this needs to be done if a sequence of studies building upon Dollard's work is proposed.
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THE BEARING OF EMPIRICAL RESEARCH UPON THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL THEORY*

ROBERT K. MERTON
Columbia University

History has a certain gift for outmoding stereotypes. This can be seen, for example, in the historical development of sociology. The stereotype of the social theorist high in the empyrean of pure ideas uncontaminated by mundane facts is fast becoming no less outmoded than the stereotype of the social researcher equipped with questionnaire and pencil and hot on the chase of the isolated and meaningless statistic. For in building the mansion of sociology during the last decades, theorist and empiricist have learned to work together. What is more, they have learned to talk to one another in the process. At times, this means only that a sociologist has learned to talk to himself since increasingly the same man has taken up both theory and research. Specialization and integration have developed hand in hand. All this has led not only to the realization that theory and empirical research should interact but to the result that they do interact.

As a consequence, there is decreasing need for accounts of the relations between theory and research to be wholly programmatic in character. A growing body of theoretically oriented research makes it progressively possible to discuss with profit the actual relations between the two. And, as we all know, there has been no scarcity of such discussions. Journals abound with them. They generally center on the role of theory in research, setting forth, often with admirable lucidity, the functions of theory in the initiation, design and prosecution of empirical inquiry. But since this is not a one-way relationship, since the two interact, it may be useful to examine the other direction of the relationship: the role of empirical research in the development of social theory. That is the purpose of this paper.

THE THEORETIC FUNCTIONS OF RESEARCH

With a few conspicuous exceptions, recent sociological discussions have assigned but one major function to empirical research: "testing" or "verification" of hypotheses. The model for the proper way of performing this function is as familiar as it is clear. The investigator begins with a hunch or hypothesis, from this he draws various in-
ferences and these, in turn, are subjected to empirical test which confirms or refutes the hypothesis. But this is a logical model, and so fails, of course, to describe much of what actually occurs in fruitful investigation. It presents a set of logical norms, not a description of the research experience. And, as logicians are well aware, in purifying the experience, the logical model may also distort it. Like other such models, it abstracts from the temporal sequence of events. It exaggerates the creative role of explicit theory just as it minimizes the creative role of observation. For research is not merely logic tempered with observation. It has its psychological as well as its logical dimensions, although one would scarcely suspect this from the logically rigorous sequence in which research is usually reported. It is both the psychological and logical pressures of research upon social theory which we seek to trace.

It is my central thesis that empirical research goes far beyond the passive role of verifying and testing theory: it does more than confirm or refute hypotheses. Research plays as active role: it performs at least four major functions which help shape the development of theory. It initiates, it reformulates, it deflects and clarifies theory.

1. The Serendipity Pattern
(The unanticipated, anomalous and strategic datum exerts a pressure for initiating theory.)

Under certain conditions, a research finding gives rise to social theory. In a previous paper, this was all too briefly expressed as follows: "Fruitful empirical research not only tests theoretically derived hypotheses; it also originates new hypotheses. This might be termed the 'serendipity' component of research, i.e., the discovery, by chance or sagacity, of valid results which were not sought for."

The serendipity pattern refers to the fairly common experience of observing an unanticipated, anomalous and strategic datum which becomes the occasion for developing a new theory or for extending an existing theory. Each of these elements of the pattern can be readily described. The datum is, first of all, unanticipated. A research directed toward the test of one hypothesis yields a fortuitous by-product, an unexpected observation which bears upon theories not in question when the research was begun.

Secondly, the observation is anomalous, surprising, either because it seems inconsistent with prevailing theory or with other established facts. In either case, the seeming inconsistency provokes curiosity; it stimulates the investigator to "make sense of the datum," to fit it into a broader frame of knowledge. He explores further. He makes fresh observations. He draws inferences from the observations, inferences depending largely, of course, upon his general theoretic orientation. The more he is steeped in the data, the greater the likelihood that he will hit upon a fruitful direction of inquiry. In the fortunate circumstance that

1 See, for example, the procedural review of Stouffer's "Theory of intervening opportunities" by G. A. Lundberg, "What are Sociological Problems?", American Sociological Review, VI (1941), 357-359.


3 The fourth function, clarification, will be elaborated in a complementary paper by Paul F. Lazarsfeld.

4 R. K. Merton, "Sociological Theory," American Journal of Sociology, L (1945), 460n. Interestingly enough, the same outlandish term 'serendipity' which has had little currency since it was coined by Horace Walpole in 1754 has also been used to refer to this component of research by the physiologist Walter B. Cannon. See his The Way of an Investigator, New York: W. W. Norton, 1945, Chap. VI, in which he sets forth numerous instances of serendipity in several fields of science.

5 Charles Sanders Pierce had long before noticed the strategic role of the "surprising fact" in his account of what he called "abduction," that is, the initiation and entailing of a hypothesis as a step in inference. See his Collected Papers, Harvard University Press, 1931-35, VI, 522-528.
his new hunch proves justified, the anomalous datum leads ultimately to a new or extended theory. The curiosity stimulated by the anomalous datum is temporarily appeased.

And thirdly, in noting that the unexpected fact must be "strategic," i.e., that it must permit of implications which bear upon generalized theory, we are, of course, referring rather to what the observer brings to the datum than to the datum itself. For it obviously requires a theoretically sensitized observer to detect the universal in the particular. After all, men had for centuries noticed such "trivial" occurrences as slips of the tongue, slips of the pen, typographical errors, and lapses of memory, but it required the theoretic sensitivity of a Freud to see these as strategic data through which he could extend his theory of repression and symptomatic acts.

The serendipity pattern, then, involves the unanticipated, anomalous and strategic datum which exerts pressure upon the investigator for a new direction of inquiry which extends theory. Instances of serendipity have occurred in many disciplines, but I should like to draw upon a current sociological research for illustration. In the course of our research into the social organization of Craftown, a suburban housing community of some 700 families, largely of working class status, we observed that a large proportion of residents were affiliated with more civic, political and other voluntary organizations than had been the case in their previous places of residence. Quite incidentally, we noted further that this increase in group participation had occurred also among the parents of infants and young children. This finding was rather inconsistent with commonsense knowledge. For it is well known that, particularly on the lower economic levels, youngsters usually tie parents down and preclude their taking active part in organized group life outside the home. But Craftown parents themselves readily explained their behavior. "Oh, there's no real problem about getting out in the evenings," said one mother who belonged to several organizations. "It's easy to find teen-agers around here to take care of the kids. There are so many more teen-agers around here than where I used to live."

The explanation appears adequate enough and would have quieted the investigator's curiosity, had it not been for one disturbing datum: like most new housing communities, Craftown actually has a very small proportion of adolescents—only 3.7%, for example, in the 15-19 year age group. What is more, the majority of the adults, 63%, are under 34 years of age, so that their children include an exceptionally large proportion of infants and youngsters. Thus, far from there being many adolescents to look after the younger children in Craftown, quite the contrary is true: the ratio of adolescents to children under ten years of age is 1:10, whereas in the communities of origin, the ratio hovers about 1:1.5.

We were at once confronted, then, by an anomalous fact which was certainly no part of our original program of observation. This should be emphasized. We manifestly did not enter and indeed could not have entered upon the field research in Craftown with a hypothesis bearing an illusory belief in the abundance of teen-age supervisors of children. Here was an observation both unanticipated and anomalous. Was it also strategic? We did not prejudge its "intrinsic" importance. It seemed no more and no less trivial than Freud's observation during the last war (in which he had two sons at the front) that he had mis-read a newspaper headline, "Die Feinde vor Görz" (The Enemy before Görz), as "Der Friede von Görz" (The Peace of Görz). Freud took a trivial incident and converted it into a strategic fact. Unless the observed discrepancy between the subjective impressions of Craft-

---

1 Essential the same discrepancies in age distribution between Craftown and communities of origin are found if we compare proportions of children under ten with those between 10 and 19. If we make children under five the basis for comparison, the disproportions are even more marked.

---

*Drawn from continuing studies in the Sociology and Social Psychology of Housing, under a grant from the Lavanburg Foundation.*
town residents and the objective facts could undergo a somewhat similar transformation it had best be ignored, for it plainly had little “social significance.”

What first made this illusion a peculiarly intriguing instance of a general theoretic problem was the difficulty of explaining it as merely the calculated handiwork of vested-interests engaged in spreading a contrary-to-fact belief. Generally, when the sociologist with a conceptual scheme stemming from utilitarian theory observes a patently untrue social belief, he will look for special groups in whose interest it is to invent and spread this belief. The cry of “propaganda!” is often mistaken for a theoretically sound analysis. But this is clearly out of the question in the present instance: there are plainly no special-interest groups seeking to misrepresent the age-distribution of Craftown. What, then, was the source of this social illusion?

Various other theories suggested points of departure. There was Marx’s postulate that it is men’s “social existence which determines their consciousness.” There was Durkheim’s theorem that social images (“collective representations”) in some fashion reflect a social reality although “it does not follow that the reality which is its foundation conforms objectively to the idea which believers have of it.” There was Sherif’s thesis that “social factors” provide a framework for selective perceptions and judgments in relatively unstructured situations. There was the prevailing view in the sociology of knowledge that social location determines the perspectives entering into perception, beliefs and ideas. But suggestive as these general orientations were, they did not directly suggest which features of “social existence,” which aspects of the “social reality,” which “social factors,” which “social location” may have determined this seemingly fallacious belief.

The clue was inadvertently provided by further interviews with residents. In the words of an active participant in Craftown affairs, herself the mother of two children under six years of age:

“My husband and I get out together much more. You see, there are more people around to mind the children. You feel more confident about having some thirteen-or-fourteen-year-old in here when you know most of the people. If you’re in a big city, you don’t feel so easy about having someone who’s almost a stranger come in.”

This clearly suggests that the sociological roots of the “illusion” are to be found in the structure of community relations in which Craftown residents are enmeshed. The belief is an unwitting reflection, not of the statistical reality, but of the community cohesion. It is not that there are objectively more adolescents in Craftown, but more who are intimately known and who, therefore, exist socially for parents seeking aid in child supervision. Most Craftown residents having lately come from an urban setting now find themselves in a community in which proximity has developed into reciprocal intimacies. The illusion expresses the perspective of people for whom adolescents as potential child-care aides “exist” only if they are well-known and therefore merit confidence. In short, perception was a function of confidence and confidence, in turn, was a function of social cohesion.

From the sociological viewpoint, then, this unanticipated finding fits into and extends the theory that “social perception”

---

9To be sure, vested-interests often do spread untrue propaganda and this may reinforce mass illusions. But the vested-interest or priestly-lie theories of fallacious folk beliefs do not always constitute the most productive point of departure nor do they go far toward explaining the bases of acceptance or rejection of the beliefs. The present case in point, trivial though it is in any practical sense, is theoretically significant in showing anew the limitations of a utilitarian scheme of analysis.

For the differences between “theory” and “general orientations,” see Merton, “Sociological theory,” op. cit., 464.

10Schedule data from the study provide corroborative evidence. In view of the exceptionally high proportion of young children, it is striking that 54 per cent of their parents affirm that it is “easier in Craftown to get people to look after our children when we want to go out” than it was in other places where they have lived; only 21 per cent say it is harder and the remaining 25 per cent feel there is no difference. Those who come from the larger urban communities are more likely to report
is the product of a social framework. It develops further the "psychology of social norms," for it is not merely an instance of individuals assimilating particular norms, judgments, and standards from other members of the community. The social perception is, rather, a by-product, a derivative, of the structure of human relations.

This is perhaps sufficient to illustrate the operation of the serendipity pattern: an unexpected and anomalous finding elicited the investigator's curiosity, and conducted him along an unpremeditated by-path which led to a fresh hypothesis.

2. The Recasting of Theory

(Not data exert pressure for the elaboration of a conceptual scheme.)

But it is not only through the anomalous fact that empirical research invites the extension of theory. It does so also through the repeated observation of hitherto neglected facts. When an existing conceptual scheme commonly applied to a given subject-matter does not adequately take these facts into account, research presses insistently for its reformulation. It leads to the introduction of variables which have not been systematically included in the scheme of analysis. Here, be it noted, it is not that the data are anomalous or unexpected or incompatible with existing theory; it is merely that they have not been considered pertinent. Whereas the serendipity pattern centers in an apparent inconsistency which presses for resolution, the reformulation pattern centers in the hitherto neglected but relevant fact which presses for an extension of the conceptual scheme.

Examples of this in the history of social science are far from limited. Thus it was a series of fresh empirical facts which led Malinowski to incorporate new elements into a theory of magic. It was his Trobrianders, of course, who gave him the clue to the distinctive feature of his theory. When these islanders fished in the inner lagoon by the reliable method of poisoning, an abundant catch was assured and danger was absent. Neither uncertainty nor uncontrollable hazards were involved. And here, Malinowski noted, magic was not practiced. But in the open-sea fishing, with the uncertain yield and its often grave dangers, the rituals of magic flourished. Stemming from these pregnant observations was his theory that magical belief arises to bridge the uncertainties in man's practical pursuits, to fortify confidence, to reduce anxieties, to open up avenues of escape from the seeming impasse. Magic was construed as a supplementary technique for reaching practical objectives. It was these empirical facts which suggested the incorporation of new dimensions into earlier theories of magic—particularly the relations of magic to the fortuitous, the dangerous and the uncontrollable. It was not that these facts were inconsistent with previous theories; it was simply that these conceptual schemes had not taken them adequately into account. Nor was Malinowski testing a preconceived hypothesis—he was developing an enlarged and improved theory on the basis of suggestive empirical data.

For another example of this pressure of empirical data for the recasting of a specific theory we turn closer home. The investigation dealt with a single dramatic instance of mass persuasion: broadcasting at repeated intervals over a span of eighteen hours, Kate Smith, a radio star, sold large quantities of war-bonds in the course of the day. It is not my intention to report fully on the dynamics of this case of mass persuasion; for present purposes, we are con-

---

11 Muzaffer Sherif's book by this title should be cited as basic in the field, although it tends to have a somewhat limited conception of "social factors," _The Psychology of Social Norms_, New York, 1936.

cerned only with the implications of two facts which emerged from the study.

First of all, in the course of intensive interviews many of our informants—New Yorkers who had pledged a bond to Smith—expressed a thorough disenchantment with the world of advertising, commercials and propaganda. They felt themselves the object of manipulation—and resented it. They objected to being the target for advertising which cajoles, insists and terrorizes. They objected to being engulfed in waves of propaganda proposing opinions and actions not in their own best interests. They expressed dismay over what is in effect a pattern of \textit{pseudo-Gemeinschaft}—subtle methods of salesmanship in which there is the feigning of personal concern with the client in order to manipulate him the better. As one small businessman phrased it, “In my own business, I can see how a lot of people in their business deals will make some kind of gesture of friendliness, sincerity and so forth, most of which is phony.” Drawn from a highly competitive, segmented metropolitan society, our informants were describing a climate of reciprocal distrust, of \textit{anomie}, in which common values have been submerged in the welter of private interests. Society was experienced as an arena for rival frauds. There was small belief in the disinterestedness of conduct.

In contrast to all this was the second fact: we found that the persuasiveness of the Smith bond-drive among these same informants largely rested upon their firm belief in the integrity and sincerity of Smith. And much the same was found to be true in a polling interview with a larger cross-section sample of almost a thousand New Yorkers. Fully 80\% asserted that in her all-day marathon drives, Smith was \textit{exclusively} concerned with promoting the sale of war bonds, whereas only 17\% felt that she was \textit{also} interested in publicity for herself, and a negligible 3\% believed she was \textit{primarily} concerned with the resulting publicity.

This emphasis on her sincerity is all the more striking as a problem for research in the molding of reputations because she herself appeared on at least six commercially spon-
sored radio programs each week. But although she is engaged in apparently the same promotional activities as others, she was viewed by the majority of our informants as the direct antithesis of all that these other announcers and stars represent. In the words of one devotee, “She’s sincere and \textit{she really means anything} she ever says. It isn’t just sittin’ up there and talkin’ and gettin’ paid for it. She’s different from what other people are.”

Why this overwhelming belief in Smith’s sincerity? To be sure, the same society which produces a sense of alienation and estrangement generates in many a craving for reassurance, an acute will to believe, a flight into faith. But why does Smith become the object of this faith for so many otherwise distrustful people? Why is she seen as genuine by those who seek redemption from the spurious? Why are her motives believed to rise above avarice, and ambition and pride of class? What are the social-psychological sources of this image of Smith as sincerity incarnate?

Among the several sources, we wish to examine here the one which bears most directly upon a theory of mass persuasion. The clue is provided by the fact that a larger proportion of those who heard the Smith marathon war-bond drive are convinced of her disinterested patriotism than of those who did not. This appears to indicate that the marathon bond-drive enhanced public belief in her sincerity. But we must recognize the possibility that her devoted fans, for whom her sincerity was unquestioned, would be more likely to have heard the marathon broadcasts. Therefore, to determine whether the marathon did in fact extend this belief, we must compare regular listeners to her programs with those who are not her fans. Within each group, a significantly larger proportion of people who heard the marathon are convinced of Smith’s exclusive concern with patriotic purpose. This is as true for her devoted fans as for those who did not listen to her regular programs at all. In other words, we have caught for a moment, as with a candid camera, a snapshot of Smith’s reputation of sincerity in the process of being even further enhanced. We have
frozen in mid-course the process of building a reputation.

But if the marathon increased the belief in Smith's sincerity, how did this come about? It is at this point that our intensive interviews, with their often ingenuous and revealing details, permit us to interpret the statistical results of the poll. The marathon had all the atmosphere of determined, resolute endeavor under tremendous difficulties. Some could detect signs of strain—and courageous persistence. "Her voice was not quite so strong later, but she stuck it out like a good soldier," says a discerning housewife. Others projected themselves into the vividly imagined situation of fatigue and brave exertion. Solicitous reports by her coadjutor, Ted Collins, reinforced the empathic concern for the strain to which Smith was subjecting herself. "I felt, I can't stand this any longer," recalls one informant. "Mr. Collins' statement about her being exhausted affected me so much that I just couldn't bear it." The marathon took on the attributes of a sacrificial ritual.

In short, it was not so much what Smith said as what she did which served to validate her sincerity. It was the presumed stress and strain of an eighteen-hour series of broadcasts, it was the deed not the word which furnished the indubitable proof. Listeners might question whether she were not unduly dramatizing herself, but they could not escape the incontrovertible evidence that she was devoting the entire day to the task. Appraising the direct testimony of Smith's behavior, another informant explains that "she was on all day and the others weren't. So it seemed that she was sacrificing more and was more sincere." Viewed as a process of persuasion, the marathon converted initial feelings of scepticism and distrust among listeners into at first a reluctant, and later, a full-fledged acceptance of Smith's integrity. The successive broadcasts served as a fulfillment in action of a promise in words. The words were reinforced by things she has actually done. The currency of talk was accepted because it is backed by the gold of conduct. The gold reserve, moreover, need not even approximate the amount of currency it can support.

This empirical study suggests that propaganda-of-the-deed may be effective among the very people who are distrustful of propaganda-of-the-word. Where there is social disorganization, anomie, conflicting values, we find propaganditis reaching epidemic proportions. Any statement of value is likely to be discounted as "mere propaganda." Exhortations are suspect. But the propaganda of the deed elicits more confidence. Members of the audience are largely permitted to draw their conclusions from the action—they are less likely to feel manipulated. When the propagandist's deed and his words symbolically coincide, it stimulates belief in his sincerity. Further research must determine whether this propaganda pattern is significantly more effective in societies suffering from anomie than in those which are more fully integrated. But not unlike the Malinowski case-in-point, this may illustrate the role of research in suggesting new variables to be incorporated into a specific theory.

3. The Re-Focussing of Theoretic Interest

(New methods of empirical research exert pressure for new foci of theoretic interest.)

To this point we have considered the impact of research upon the development of particular theories. But empirical research also affects more general trends in the development of theory. This occurs chiefly through the invention of research procedures which tend to shift the foci of theoretic interest to the growing points of research.

The reasons for this are on the whole evident. After all, sound theory thrives only on a rich diet of pertinent facts and newly invented procedures help provide the ingredients of this diet. The new, and often previously unavailable, data stimulate fresh hypotheses. Moreover, theorists find that their hypotheses can be put to immediate test in those spheres where appropriate research techniques have been designed. It is no longer necessary for them to wait upon data as they happen to turn up—researches directed to the verification of hypotheses can be instituted at once. The flow of relevant data thus increases the tempo of advance in certain spheres of theory whereas in others,
theory stagnates for want of adequate observations. Attention shifts accordingly.

In noting that new centers of theoretic interest have followed upon the invention of research procedures, we do not imply that these alone played a decisive role. The growing interest in the theory of propaganda as an instrument of social control, for example, is in large part a response to the changing historical situation, with its conflict of major ideological systems; new technologies of mass communication which have opened up new avenues for propaganda; and the rich research treasuries provided by business and government interested in this new weapon of war, both declared and undeclared. But this shift is also a by-product of accumulated facts made available through such newly developed, and confessedly crude, procedures as content-analysis, the panel technique and the focussed interview.

Examples of this impact in the recent history of social theory are numerous but we have time to mention only a few. Thus, the increasing concern with the theory of character and personality formation in relation to social structure became marked after the introduction of new projective methods; the Rorschach test, the thematic apperception test, play techniques and story completions being among the most familiar. So, too, the sociometric techniques of Moreno and others, and fresh advances in the technique of the "passive interview" have revived interest in the theory of interpersonal relations. Stemming from such techniques as well is the trend toward what might be called the "rediscovery of the primary group," particularly in the shape of theoretic concern with informal social structures as mediating between the individual and large formal organizations. This interest has found expression in an entire literature on the role and structure of the informal group, for example, in factory social systems, bureaucracy and political organizations. Similarly, we may anticipate that the recent introduction of the panel technique—the repeated interviewing of the same group of informants—will in due course more sharply focus the attention of social psychologists upon the theory of attitude formation, decisions among alternative choices, factors in political participation and determinants of behavior in cases of conflicting role demands, to mention a few types of problems to which this technique is especially adapted.

Perhaps the most direct impact of research procedures upon theory has resulted from the creation of sociological statistics organized in terms of theoretically pertinent categories. Talcott Parsons has observed that numerical data are scientifically important only when they can be fitted into analytical categories and that "a great deal of current research is producing facts in a form which cannot be utilized by any current generalized analytical scheme." These well-deserved strictures of a scant decade ago are proving progressively less applicable. In the past, the sociologist has largely had to deal with pre-collected series of statistics usually assembled for nonsociological purposes and, therefore, not set forth in categories directly pertinent to any given theoretical system. As a result, at least so far as quantitative facts are concerned, the theorist was compelled to work with makeshift data bearing only a tangential relevance to his problems. This not only left a wide margin for error—consider the crude indexes of social cohesion upon which Durkheim had to rely—but it also meant that theory had to wait upon the incidental and, at times, almost accidental availability of relevant data. It could not march rapidly ahead. This picture has now begun to change.

No longer does the theorist depend almost exclusively upon the consensus of administrative boards or social welfare agencies for his quantitative data. Tarde's programmatic
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"It is perhaps needless to add that these procedures, instruments and apparatus are in turn dependent upon prior theory. But this does not alter their stimulating effect upon the further development of theory. Cf. Merton, "Sociological Theory," 462n.

Talcott Parsons, "The Role of Theory in Social Research," American Sociological Review, III (1938), 19; cf. his Structure of Social Action, New York, 1937, pp. 328-329n. "... in the social field most available statistical information is on a level which cannot be made to fit directly into the categories of analytical theory."
sketch a half century ago of the need for statistics in social psychology, particularly those dealing with attitudes, opinions and sentiments, has become a half-fulfilled promise. So, too, investigators of community organization are creating statistics on class structure, associational behavior, and clique formations, and this has left its mark on theoretic interests. Ethnic studies are beginning to provide quantitative data which are re-orienting the theorist. It is safe to suppose that the enormous accumulation of sociological materials during the war—notably by the Research Branch of the Information and Education Division of the War Department—materials which are in part the result of new research techniques, will intensify interest in the theory of group morale, propaganda and leadership. But it is perhaps needless to multiply examples.

What we have said does not mean that the piling up of statistics of itself advances theory; it does mean that theoretic interest tends to shift to those areas in which there is an abundance of pertinent statistical data. Moreover, we are merely calling attention to this shift of focus, not evaluating it. It may very well be that it sometimes deflects attention to problems which, in a theoretic or humanistic sense, are “unimportant”; it may divert attention from problems with larger implications onto those for which there is the promise of immediate solutions. Failing a detailed study, it is difficult to come to any overall assessment of this point. But the pattern itself seems clear enough in sociology as in other disciplines: as new and previously unobtainable data become available through the use of new techniques, theorists turn their analytical eye upon the implications of these data and bring about new directions of inquiry.

4. The Clarification of Concepts

(Empirical research exerts pressure for clear concepts.)

A good part of the work called “theorizing” is taken up with the clarification of concepts—and rightly so. It is in this matter of clearly defined concepts that social science research is not infrequently defective. Research activated by a major interest in methodology may be centered on the design of establishing causal relations without due regard for analyzing the variables involved in the inquiry. This methodological empiricism, as the design of inquiry without correlative concern with the clarification of substantive variables may be called, characterizes a large part of current research. Thus, in a series of effectively designed experiments, Chapin finds that “the rehousing of slum families in a public housing project results in improvement of the living conditions and the social life of these families.” Or through controlled experiments, psychologists search out the effects of foster home placement upon children’s performances in intelligence tests. Or, again through experimental inquiry, researchers seek to determine whether a propaganda film has achieved its purpose of improving attitudes toward the British. These several cases, and they are representative of a large amount of research which has advanced social science method, have in common the fact that the empirical variables are not analyzed in terms of their conceptual elements. As Rebecca West, with her characteristic lucidity, put this general problem of methodological empiricism, one might “know that A and B and C were linked by certain causal connexions, but he would never apprehend with any exactitude the nature of A or B or C.” In consequences, these researches further the procedures of inquiry,


[17] However crude they may be, procedures such as the focused interview are expressly designed as aids for detecting possibly relevant variables in an initially undifferentiated situation. See R. K. Merton and P. L. Kendall, “The Focused Interview,” American Journal of Sociology, LI (1946), 541-57.

but their findings do not enter into the repository of cumulative social science theory.

But in general, the clarification of concepts, commonly considered a province peculiar to the theorist, is a frequent result of empirical research. Research sensitive to its own needs cannot avoid this pressure for conceptual clarification. For a basic requirement of research is that the concepts, the variables, be defined with sufficient clarity to enable the research to proceed, a requirement easily and unwittingly not met in the kind of discursive exposition which is often miscalled "sociological theory."

The clarification of concepts ordinarily enters into empirical research in the shape of establishing indices of the variables under consideration. In non-research speculations, it is possible to talk loosely about "morale" or "social cohesion" without any clear conceptions of what is entailed by these terms, but they must be clarified if the researcher is to go about his business of systematically observing instances of low and high morale, of social cohesion or cleavage. If he is not to be blocked at the outset, he must devise indices which are observable, fairly precise and meticulously clear. The entire movement of thought which was christened "operationalism" is only one conspicuous case of the researcher demanding that concepts be defined clearly enough for him to go to work.

This has been typically recognized by those sociologists who combine a theoretic orientation with systematic empirical research. Durkheim, for example, despite the fact that his terminology and indices now appear crude and debatable, clearly perceived the need for devising indices of his concepts. Repeatedly, he asserted that "it is necessary...to substitute for the internal fact which escapes us an external fact that symbolizes it and to study the former through the latter." The index, or sign of the conceptualized item, stands ideally in a one-to-one correlation with what it signifies (and the difficulty of establishing this relation is of course one of the critical problems of research). Since the index and its object are so related, one may ask for the grounds on which one is taken as the index and the other as the indexed variable. As Durkheim implied and as Suzanne Langer has indicated anew, the index is that one of the correlated pair which is perceptible and the other, harder or impossible to perceive, is theoretically relevant. Thus, attitude scales make available indices of otherwise not discriminable attitudes, just as ecological statistics represent indices of diverse social structures in a given area.

What often appears as a tendency in research for quantification (through the development of scales) can thus be seen as a special case of attempting to clarify concepts sufficiently to permit the conduct of empirical investigation. The development of valid and observable indices becomes central to the use of concepts in the prosecution of research. A final illustration will indicate how research presses for the clarification of ancient sociological concepts which, on the plane of discursive exposition, have remained ill-defined and unclarified.

A conception basic to sociology holds that individuals have multiple social roles and tend to organize their behavior in terms of the structurally defined expectations assigned to each role. Further, it is said, the less integrated the society, the more often will individuals be subject to the strain of incompatible social roles. Type-cases are numerous and familiar: the Catholic Communist subjected to conflicting pressures from party and church, the marginal man suffering the pulls of conflicting societies, the professional woman torn between the demands of family and career. Every sociological textbook abounds with illustrations of incompatible demands made of the multiselled person.

Perhaps because it has been largely confined to discursive interpretations and has seldom been made the focus of systematic
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research, this central problem of conflicting roles has yet to be materially clarified and advanced beyond the point reached decades ago. Thomas and Znaniecki long since indicated that conflicts between social roles can be reduced by conventionalization and by role-segmentation (by assigning each set of role-demands to different situations). 21 And others have noted that frequent conflict between roles is dysfunctional for the society as well as for the individual. But all this leaves many salient problems untouched: on which grounds does one predict the behavior of persons subject to conflicting roles? And when a decision must be made, which role (or which group solidarity) takes precedence? Under which conditions does one or another prove controlling? On the plane of discursive thought, it has been suggested that the role with which the individual identifies most fully will prove dominant, thus banishing the problem through a tautological pseudo-solution. Or, the problem of seeking to predict behavior consequent to incompatibility of roles, a research problem requiring operational clarification of the concepts of solidarity, conflict, role-demands and situation, has been evaded by observing that conflicts of roles typically ensue in frustration.

More recently, empirical research has pressed for clarification of the key concepts involved in this problem. Indices of conflicting group pressures have been devised and the resultant behavior observed in specified situations. Thus, as a beginning in this direction, it has been shown that in a concrete decision-situation, such as voting, individuals subject to these cross-pressures respond by delaying their vote-decision. And, under conditions yet to be determined, they seek to reduce the conflict by escaping from the field of conflict: they "lose interest" in the political campaign. Finally, there is the intimation in these data that in cases of cross-pressures upon the voter, it is socio-economic position which is typically controlling. 22

However this may be, the essential point is that, in this instance as in others, the very requirements of empirical research have been instrumental in clarifying received concepts. The process of empirical inquiry raises conceptual issues which may long go undetected in theoretic inquiry.

There remain, then, a few concluding remarks. My discussion has been devoted exclusively to four impacts of research upon the development of social theory: the initiation, reformulation, refocusing and clarification of theory. Doubtless there are others. Doubtless, too, the emphasis of this paper lends itself to misunderstanding. It may be inferred that some invidious distinction has been drawn at the expense of theory and the theorist. That has not been my intention. I have suggested only that an explicitly formulated theory does not invariably precede empirical inquiry, that as a matter of plain fact the theorist is not inevitably the lamp lighting the way to new observations. The sequence is often reversed. Nor is it enough to say that research and theory must be married if sociology is to bear legitimate fruit. They must not only exchange solemn vows—they must know how to carry on from there. Their reciprocal roles must be clearly defined. This paper is a brief essay toward that definition.


22 P. F. Lazarsfeld, Bernard Berelson and Hazel Gaudet, The People's Choice, New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1944, Chapter VI.
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30.0 OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit you should be able to

- understand the concept of reference group
- explain why human beings, in order to evaluate their role-performance and achievements, choose different reference groups: membership groups as well as, non-membership groups
- appreciate the continual possibility of an experience of relative deprivation and human restlessness because of human beings’ perpetual inclination to different reference groups
- look at your own biography, creatively and critically: how you choose your reference individuals and reference groups and accordingly, shape your life-style, worldview and behaviour.

30.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous unit you learnt about Merton’s contribution to functional analysis. This unit intends to make you familiar with the theory of reference group behaviour particularly, the way Robert Merton has elaborated and substantiated it in his famous book (1949) Social Theory and Social Structure.

To begin with, an attempt has been made to make you appreciate the concept of reference group, its many varieties in Section 30.2.

Then, you would come to know the determinants, structural, institutional, cultural and psychological factors that continue to stimulate human beings to choose different reference groups, membership as well as non-membership groups. This is elaborated in Section 30.3.

And, finally, you would learn the structural elements of reference group behaviour the possibility of observability and visibility of the norms, values and role-performance of group members, the impact of non-conformity and the dynamics of role-sets and status-sets.

30.2 CONCEPT OF REFERENCE GROUP

Not much need to be said about the fact that you live in groups. You are a social being and to live in a society is to live amidst relationships. What else is a group? It is a network of relationships.

As a student, for example, you belong to a group of other students with whom you continually interact. You know what kind of relationship you expect from your group members; you also know what others expect from you. In other words, the way you conduct yourself, the way you behave and relate is always being guided by the group you belong to. As a student you cannot conduct yourself unless your behaviour is being shaped by the patterned expectations of the group of students. This is what stabilises your identity as a student.

Likewise, you belong to a family. The family, as you already know, is an important primary group that shapes your behaviour and expectations. Unless you are absolutely rootless, you cannot think of your being without imagining yourself in series of relationships with your parents, brothers, sisters, cousins and colleagues.

You must, therefore, realise that to lead a normal existence is not to live in isolation. You live amidst relationships and you give your consent to the expectations of the groups to which you belong. Now we are close to an understanding of reference groups.
What is a reference group all about? A reference group is one to which you always refer in order to evaluate your achievements, your role-performance, your aspirations and ambitions. It is only a reference group that tells you whether you are right or wrong, whether whatever you are doing, you are doing badly or well. So one might say that the membership groups to which you belong are your reference groups.

The problem does not, however, end here. Life is more complex. Even non-membership groups, the groups to which you do not belong, may act like reference groups. This is not really very surprising. Because life is mobile and time and again you come to know of the lives and ways of those who do not belong to your group. At times, this makes you wonder and ask why it is that there are others who are more powerful, more prestigious than you.

It if, because of this comparison that you often tend to feel deprived. You aspire to become a member of a group to which you do not belong but which is more powerful, or more prestigious. As a result, this time in order to evaluate your achievements, performance, you refer to a non-membership group.

Take an example. You are a student. You remain burdened with your course materials and examinations. You are really working hard and you have no time to relax. Then you come to know an altogether different group, say, a group of cricketers who are as young as you are. Yet, you see that cricketers play cricket, go abroad, enjoy life, earn money, and newspapers write about them. The ‘success story’ of the group of cricketers fascinates you. While comparing yourself with them you feel that as a student you are deprived. The cricketers, then, begin to act like your reference group. As a result, you begin to give more time to cricket than to your course materials with a hope that one day you too would become a cricketer and lead that kind of life.

The fact, therefore, is that not solely membership groups, even non-membership groups act like reference groups. Human beings look at themselves not solely through the eyes of their group members, but also through the eyes of those who belong to other groups.

With these clarifications it would not be difficult for you to understand how Robert Merton evolves his theory of reference groups in his famous book *Social Theory and Social Structure* (1949).

### 30.2.0 Concept of Relative Deprivation

Merton’s understanding of relative deprivation is closely tied to his treatment of reference group and reference group behaviour. Essentially, Merton speaks of relative deprivation while examining the findings of *The American Soldier*, a work published in 1949. In this work an attempt was made to examine how the American soldiers looked at themselves and evaluated their role-performance, career achievements, etc.

Now reflect on the simple, yet meaningful finding of The American Soldier from which the meaning of relative deprivation will become clear:
“Comparing himself with his unmarried associates in the Army, the married man could feel that induction demanded greater sacrifice from him than from them; and comparing himself with the married Soldiers, he could feel that he had been called on for sacrifices which they were escaping altogether”. Herein we find the kernel of what Merton called relative deprivation. This is not surprising. Happiness or deprivation are not absolutes, they depend on the scale of measure as well as on the frame of reference. The married soldier is not asking, what he gets and what other married soldiers like him get. Instead, he is asking what he is deprived of. Now his unmarried associates in the army are relatively free. They don’t have wives and children, so they are free from the responsibility from which married soldiers cannot escape. In other words, married soldiers are deprived of the kind of freedom that their unmarried associates are enjoying. Likewise, the married soldier feels deprived when he compares himself with his civilian married friend. Because the civilian friend can live with his wife and children and fulfil his responsibility. The married soldier therefore, feels deprived that by virtue of being a soldier he cannot afford to enjoy the normal, day to day family life of a civilian.

It is precisely because of the kind of reference group with which the married soldier compares his lot that he feels deprived. Likewise, as another finding shows, “The overseas soldier, relative to soldiers still at home, suffered a greater break with home ties and with many of the amenities of life in the United States to which he was accustomed”.

An Indian student in a prestigious university in the United States may have sufficient reasons to feel happy. He has access to a better academic atmosphere - more books, more research materials, more seminars, and so on. But if he refuses to remain contented with this academic world and thinks of an alternative scale of evaluation which values above all else a home life with his parents, brothers and sisters then his ‘happiness’ would begin to disappear. So while comparing himself with his Indian friends enjoying the intimate company of their family members, he may feel deprived. This is what makes the study of reference group pretty interesting. Men and women always compare their lot with others. This explains their restlessness and continual search for change and mobility.
30.2.1 Concept of Group and Group Membership

Perhaps a study of reference group requires an elementary understanding of what a group is all about. Merton speaks of three characteristics of a group and group memberships.

i) First, there is an objective criterion, viz., the frequency of interaction. In other words, the sociological concept of a group refers to a number of people frequently interact with one another.

ii) A second criterion is that the interacting persons define themselves as members. In other words, they feel that they have patterned expectations or forms of interaction, which are morally binding on them and on other members.

iii) The third criterion is that the persons in interaction are defined by others as ‘belonging to the group’. These others include fellow members as well as non-members.

It is in this context that you should know how groups differ from collectivities and social categories. There is no doubt that all groups are collectivities, but all collectivities are not groups. The collectivities that lack the criterion of frequent interaction among members are not groups. Nation, for example, is a collectivity, not a group, because all those who belong to a nation do not interact with one another. Nation as a collectivity contains groups and sub-groups within it.

Again social categories are aggregates of social statuses, the occupants of which are not necessarily in social interaction. For instance, all those who have got the same sex or age or marital condition or income form social categories but not groups.

In other words, unlike collectivities or social categories, membership groups shape human beings’ day-to-day behaviour more clearly and more concretely. Group members are conscious of their identities, they are aware of what to do and what not to do. As a result, for them, group norms are morally binding.

30.2.2 Concept of Non-Membership

As Merton says, there is nothing new in the fact that men and women conform to their own group. But what makes the study of reference group particularly interesting is that “they frequently orient themselves to groups other than their own in shaping their behaviour and evaluations”.

It is at this juncture that Merton wants you to appreciate the dynamics of non-membership. It is true that non-members are those who do not meet the interactional and definitional criteria of membership. But, at the same time, as Merton says, all non-members are not of the same kind. Broadly speaking, non-members can be divided into three categories.

i) Some may aspire to membership in the group

ii) Others may be indifferent toward such affiliation

iii) Still others may be motivated to remain unaffiliated with the group.
Think of an example. Suppose your father is an industrialist owning a factory. Naturally, as far as the workers in the factory are concerned, you are a non-member. You do not belong to their group. There are, however, three possibilities. Suppose you are deeply sensitive, you have read Marx and you tend to believe seriously that it is the working class that alone can create a new world free from injustice and exploitation. In other words, despite being a non-member, you want to belong to the workers, share their experiences and, accordingly, alter your life-style. Then, as Merton would say, a non-membership group becomes a positive reference group for you.

Then, there is another possibility. You do not bother. You are contented with your contemporary existence and as a result the workers do not have any impact on your life. In other words, you remain a non-member and never do you want to belong to the group of the workers.

Now think of the third possibility. You remain a non-member, but instead of remaining indifferent you hate the workers, you feel that the workers are neither intelligent nor educated, and that there is nothing to admire in their culture. In order to retain your status and separate yourself from the workers, you evolve counter-norms. Then, the workers, Merton would say, constitute a negative reference group.

Check Your Progress 1

i) What is ‘relative deprivation’? Give an example. Write in about six lines.
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ii) Give an example of a non-membership reference group. Use about three lines.
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

30.2.3 Anticipatory Socialisation

Merton speaks of anticipatory socialisation in the context of non-membership reference groups. It is simple. It is like preparing oneself for the group to which an individual aspires but does not belong. It is like adopting the values, life-styles of a non-membership reference group. For an individual, says Merton, anticipatory socialisation ‘may serve the twin functions of aiding his rise into that group and of easing his adjustment after he has become part of it’.
Think of a living example and then what Merton says would become clearer to you. Suppose a village boy born in a lower middle class household accepts Doon School boys as his reference group. As a process of anticipatory socialisation he begins to emulate the ‘smartness’ of Doon School boys. Now if this village boy really succeeds in getting an entry into Doon School, his anticipatory socialisation would indeed be functional, it would be easier for him to adjust himself to his new role.

While Merton speaks of the possibility of functional consequences of anticipatory socialisation, he however, does not fail to see its dysfunctional consequences. If the system is very closed (and it is for you to see whether it is really so) then this lower middle class village boy would never get an entry into Doon School. In that case anticipatory socialisation would be dysfunctional for him. There are two reasons. First, he would not be able to become a member of the group to which he aspires. And secondly, because of anticipatory socialisation, imitation of the values of a non-membership group, he would be disliked by the members of his own group. As Merton says, he would be reduced to being a ‘marginal man’! That is why, says Merton, anticipatory socialisation is functional for the individual only ‘within a relatively open social structure providing for mobility’. By the same token it would be dysfunctional, in a ‘relatively closed social structure’.

Merton makes another interesting point. In a closed system the individual is unlikely to choose a non-membership group as a reference group. That is why, in a closed system where the rights, prerequisites and obligations of each stratum are generally held to be morally right, an individual even if his objective conditions are not good, would feel less deprived. But in an open system in which the individual always compares his lot with relatively better off and the more privileged non-membership reference groups he remains perpetually unhappy and discontented.

Activity 1

Look at your friends. And try to examine what kind of non-membership reference groups they choose. Write a note of about one page. Compare, if possible, your answer with those of other students at your Study Centre.

30.2.4 Positive and Negative Reference Groups

Reference groups, says Merton, are of two kinds. First, a positive reference group is one, which one likes and takes seriously in order to shape one’s behaviour and evaluate one’s achievements and performance. Secondly, there is also a negative reference group which one dislikes and rejects and which, instead of providing norms to follow, provokes one to create counter-norms. As Merton says, “the positive type involves motivated assimilation of the norms of the group or the standards of the group as a basis for self-appraisal; the negative type involves motivated rejection, i.e., not merely non-acceptance of norms but the formation of counter-norms”.

It is not difficult to think of an example. Imagine reaction of the colonised to their colonial masters. Now you would always find some “natives”
who get hypnotised by the success story of the colonisers, they follow their life-style, speak their language, emulate their food habit. In other words, for them, the colonisers act like a positive reference group.

But then again you would find some natives who hate the colonisers for their exploitation, arrogance, and brutality. Instead of emulating their norms, they create counter-norms in order to separate themselves from the colonisers. In other words, for them, the colonisers act like a negative reference group.

Check Your Progress 2

i) Which of the following statement is true?
   a) Under all circumstances, anticipatory socialisation is functional for the individual.
   b) Anticipatory socialisation is functional in a closed social structure.
   c) Anticipatory socialisation is functional only within a relatively open social structure providing for mobility.

ii) What is the difference between positive and negative reference groups?
    Write in about four lines.

30.3 DETERMINANTS OF REFERENCE GROUP

It is necessary to know the factors that determine one’s choice of reference groups. That is why, Merton speaks of innumerable possibilities, the way men choose reference individuals, select among different membership groups and finally even their choice of non-membership group. Merton goes on to elaborate on the determinants that stimulate the same individual to choose different reference groups for different purposes. An understanding of all these determinants would definitely help you to comprehend the dynamics of reference group behaviour.

30.3.0 Reference Individuals

It is necessary to remember that men select not only reference groups, they select reference individuals also. This is because individuals with their charisma, status, glamour often attract people. For instance, cricketers as a group may not have much appeal to you, but Sachin Tendulkar as an individual does. Thus, in spite of the fact that cricketers as such do not constitute your reference group, Sachin Tendulkar may, however, become a reference individual.

The reference individual has often been described as a role-model. Yet, says Merton, there is a difference. The concept of role-model can be thought of as more restricted in scope, denoting a more limited identification with an individual in only one or a few selected roles. But the person who identifies himself with a reference individual will seek to “approximate the behaviour and values of that individual in his several roles”.
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In other words, when you accept Sachin Tendulkar as a reference individual, you tend to identify yourself with the innumerable roles and habits of Sachin Tendulkar, the way he speaks and smiles, the kind of clothes he wears, the way he deals with women, the way he acts like a model! As Merton says, biographers, editors of ‘fan magazines’ and gossip columnists’ further encourage people to choose their reference individuals.

Take up a glossy magazine at random. You will see that the columnists do not write solely about the professional activity of a film star, a cricketer, or a musician but they also write about their “affairs”, their “private lives”. The assumption is obvious. When a celebrity is chosen as a reference individual, one tends to accept everything he or she does, from their hair style to their food habit.

### 30.3.1 Selection of Reference Groups among Membership Groups

You belong to innumerable groups, right from your own family to a neighbourhood club, to a caste group, to a political party, to a religious organisation. The question is do you take all groups seriously while shaping your behaviour or evaluating your achievements and role-performance? As you know, not all membership groups are equally important, only some of them are selected as reference groups by you.

How do you select? A question of this kind cannot be answered unless you know that there are different kinds of membership groups. As Merton says, a “suitable classification” of groups is therefore necessary. Merton evolves a provisional list of twenty six group properties.

For instance, Merton says, groups differ widely in the degree of distinctness with which membership can be defined, ranging from some informal groups with indistinct boundaries to those with clear-cut and formalised processes of “admission” to membership.
Again group may differ on the degree of engagement that the group encourages or promotes among its members. There are many other properties on the basis of which groups can differ; expected duration of the group, its open or closed character, degree of social differentiation, and degree of expected conformity to the norms of the group.

Now once you understand the nature of non-membership groups, it is for you to decide how and why you select some of these as reference groups. You need examples. Your engagement with your family members is much more than, say, with the members of a film club and so it is quite likely that, as far as the major decisions of life are concerned, not the film club, but your family is likely to serve as a reference group.

Likewise, a membership group which is not going to last for long (for instance, a class of undergraduate students which is not going to last for more than three years) is unlikely to be chosen as a reference group. But, instead, a group, which is, really going to last, a kinship, or a caste group, or a professional group, does indeed serve as a reference group. This is perhaps the reason why there are many for whom not their college friends (college is, after all, a temporary affair) but their caste or kinship groups play a decisive role in shaping their lives. A Brahmin boy, despite being a student of a modern institution, prefers to marry a Brahmin girl!

### 30.3.2 Selection of Non-membership Groups

You must understand why and under what circumstances men choose non-membership groups as their reference groups. According to Merton, there are primarily three factors. First, the selection of reference groups is largely governed by the capacity of certain groups to ‘confer some prestige in terms of the institutional structure of that society’. This is simple. Not all groups are equally powerful or prestigious in the society. For instance, it has often been found that the university teachers in India often compare their lot with the IAS Officers. In other words, for the university teachers, the IAS officers become a reference group. The reason is simple. In terms of the institutional structure of modern Indian society, the IAS officers enjoy more power, more prestige than the university teachers do. The non-membership group that does not have much power or prestige hardly becomes a reference group.

Secondly, it has to be examined, what kind of people generally accept non-membership groups as their reference groups. As Merton says, it is generally the “isolates” in a group who may be particularly motivated to adopt the values of non-membership group as ‘normative frames of reference’. The reason is obvious. The ‘isolates’, because of their sensitivity or rebelliousness or because of their intense urge for mobility, do not remain contented with the groups to which they belong. As a result, it is more likely that they would be stimulated to adopt the values of non-membership groups. For example, Merton speaks of ‘the disenchanted member of the elite’ who adopts the political orientation of a class less powerful than his own.

Thirdly, as has already been discussed, a ‘social system with relatively high rate of social mobility’ will tend to make far widespread orientation to non-membership groups as reference groups. This is naturally so for
only in an open system people come to know of groups other than their own and feel tempted to alter their positions continually.

Activity 2

Draw a list of possible reference individuals you may like to choose in order to give a new meaning to your life. For example, a film star, a politician, a cricketer, etc. Write a note of one page. Compare, if possible, your answer with those of other students at your Study Centre.

30.3.3 Variation in Reference Groups for Differing Values and Norms

Why do you choose a reference group? There may be many reasons. For instance, you choose the Gandhians as your reference group because you feel that the Gandhians are a dedicated lot and you accept their politico-economic ideals. But that does not mean that you give your consent to everything that the Gandhians do. You may not agree with their ‘conservative’ attitude towards life - brahmacharya, vegetarianism etc. Regarding your life-style, food habit or sexual morals, you may take the liberals as your reference group.

That is why, says Merton, “it should not be assumed that the same groups uniformly serve as reference groups for the same individuals in every phase of their behaviour”

So, ultimately, the choice of reference groups depends on the nature and quality of norms and values one is interested in. The group that serves as a reference group for one’s political ideal may not have any meaning as far as one’s religious ideals are concerned. It is, therefore, not difficult to see that the same individuals who vote for the Communist Party may have positive inclination towards a religious institution like the Ramakrishna Mission!

30.3.4 Selection of Reference Groups among Status-categories or Sub-groups involving Sustained Interaction

Think of a student’s dilemma, having two identities. First, she is a member of a status category of students. Secondly, she is also a member of a sub-group along with her parents, husband, brothers, sisters and friends as co-members.

Now is it always reasonable to assume that the student’s union may provoke her to boycott classes in defiance of her sub-group’s opinions. Because of her direct and sustained interaction with the members of her sub-group - parents, husband, brothers, sisters and friends - she may eventually be convinced that it is not correct to boycott classes no matter what the provocation. In other words, not her status-category (student as a different group), but her sub-group becomes a reference group, as far as the question of student politics is concerned.

In other words, the selection of reference groups is complex. That is why, while speaking of voting behaviour, Merton says that a formal organisation
like a trade union as a whole serves as a potential reference group for only some members of the union, while for others immediate associates in the union serve as the reference function.

This, however, does not mean that a sub-group (a primary group such as, the family for instance) always serves as a reference group. Merton says when conflicting value orientations obtain in the primary group, its mediating role becomes lessened or even negligible and the influence of the larger society becomes much more binding.

You can perhaps experience the truth of this statement from your own life. There may be divergent opinions on love marriage in your own family. Your parents perhaps dislike it, your elder brother is ambivalent, and your sister gives her consent to it. Under these circumstances, it is quite likely that instead of relying on your own family, you tend to give your consent to what your generation thinks, the way young boys and girls like you think of marriage. This explains a phenomenon called ‘generation gap’.

Check Your Progress 3

i) What are the factors behind the selection of non-membership reference groups? Write in about five lines.

...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................

ii) Is it true that a ‘status-category’ always serves as a reference group? State your reasons. Write in about five lines.

...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................

30.4 STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF REFERENCE GROUPS

Not to know the structural elements of reference groups is to miss a great deal. Without this awareness you would not be able to appreciate the fullness of Robert Merton’s contribution to the study of reference groups. He questions how, for example, the structure of a group allows its authorities and members to have knowledge, partial or complete of the norms, values and role-performance. Merton demonstrates how non-conformity to the in-group (which is not the same as deviant behaviour) shows the possibility
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30.4.0 Observability and Visibility: Patterned Avenues of Information about Norms, Values and Role-performance

It is quite obvious that while comparing one’s lot with that of others one must have some knowledge of the situation in which those others find themselves. In other words, as Merton says, the theory of reference group behaviour must include some treatment of channels of communication through which this knowledge is gained.

Before you go further, think of a concrete situation. Suppose as a student you belong to an institution having its own norms and values. Naturally, you would like to behave and orient yourself according to the norms and values of that institution. The question you can no longer escape is whether your role-performance can be compared to that of others in the same institution.

But how do you really know how other group members are performing? How do you really know what sort of norms and values others have accepted? It is really difficult to have complete knowledge of these norms and of actual role-performances. Your own friends, other students or co-workers in the same institution may not always be willing to tell you what they are really doing and how seriously they take the norms and values of that institution. So it all depends on the structure of the group. Perhaps in a democratic or egalitarian group in which members are free and open, uninhibited communication is possible and it is easier to have knowledge of the actual happenings of the group. But does it always happen this way?

It is at this juncture that Merton raises an important point. Not everyone can have equal knowledge. Generally those in authority have substantial knowledge of these norms, far greater than those held by other individual members of the group. Merton believes this happens because both norms and role-performance have to be visible if the structure of authority is to operate effectively. The head of your institution and other authorities have access to a series of mechanisms through which they observe the students and have better knowledge of their actual role-performance.

Yet, Merton says, there is a limit to the degree of visibility and observability. There is also the “need for privacy”. For example, the student members are likely to resist if the university authorities exceed their limits and try to keep themselves informed about every detail of student life. What is, therefore, needed is a “functionally optimum degree of visibility”.

So, as you can see it is very difficult to have complete knowledge of the norms and values of a group as well as of the actual role-performance of its members. The impossibility of complete visibility is likely to make you somewhat skeptical or uncertain about the norms and values of the membership group.
Perhaps one tends to feel that there is a gap between the ideal and the real. But this uncertainty or disillusionment about one’s own membership group does not prevail while one looks at non-membership groups. This is what is meant by the saying that the grass appears greener on the other side of the fence. Generally, the outsiders tend to develop unrealistic images of non-membership groups.

Think of a simple example. As non-members, there are many Indians who believe that the Americans have resolved all their problems, and that there is no scarcity, or corruption in America. But this is not true since we can tell from a closer look that American society too has its own problems. There is a high crime rate there with a rising rate of divorce, delinquency, etc.

### 30.4.1 Non-Conformity as Type of Reference Group Behaviour

The study of reference group is going to make you aware of another structural consequence, the impact of non-conformity.

First, you should understand what non-conformity is all about. Non-conformity to the norms of an in-group is equivalent to conformity to the norms of an out-group. But, as Merton says, non-conformity should not be equated with deviant behaviour. There are many differences between the two.

First, unlike the criminal, the non-conformist announces his dissent. Secondly, the non-conformist is not an opportunist. They challenge the legitimacy of the norms and expectations and reject them. But the criminal does not have the courage to reject their legitimacy. He does not agree that theft is right and murder virtuous, he or she simply finds it expedient to violate the norms and evade them. Thirdly, the non-conformists believe that they are gifted with a ‘higher morality’ and want to alter the norms of the group accordingly. The criminal does not have, however, any such vision of morality.

The experiences of the non-conformists in the context of non-membership reference groups are likely to have structural implications for the membership group. In Merton’s view, the non-conformists are often considered to be ‘masters’. They are felt to have courage and have demonstrated the capacity to run large risks.

The fact that the non-conformist “tends to elicit some measure of respect” implies that the membership group begins to become uncertain about itself, about its norms, and values. The non-conformists conformity to the non-membership group is the beginning of conflict and tension in the membership group. It is in this regard that one can say that the non-conformists with their conformity to the non-membership reference group begin to initiate the possibility of change and conflict in their own membership group.

### 30.4.2 Role-sets, Status-sets and Status Sequences

The study of reference group behaviour needs an understanding of the dynamics of role-sets, status-sets and status-sequences. Suppose, for
example, the teachers as a reference group attracts you, and you intend to become a teacher. Not surprisingly then, you should try to understand what the status of a teacher implies, the kind of people he or she has to continually interact with, the difficulties involved in the process of fulfilling his or her responsibility.

It is in this context that Merton speaks of role-sets. Merton says that a particular social status involves not a single associated role, but an array of associated roles. This is called role-set. For example, the single status of a teacher entails not only the role of a teacher in relation to the students, but also an array of other roles relating the occupant of that status to other teachers, the authorities, the parents of the students, etc.

An understanding of role-sets is important. It makes you realise how difficult it is to satisfy everyone in the role-set. It is in this context that Merton speaks of, ‘structural sources of instability in the role-set’. The basic source of disturbance in the role-set is the structural circumstance that anyone occupying a particular status has role-partners who are ‘differently located in the social structure’. A teacher’s role-set, for example includes not solely his or her professional colleagues, but also the influential members of the school board. Now what the influential members of the school board expect from the teacher need not coincide with what the professional colleagues expect from the teacher. And this is the source of conflict.

But Merton says that there are ways to minimise the degree of conflict. First, not all role-partners are equally concerned with the behaviour of those in a particular social status, so the occupant of a particular status need not bother much about the expectations of those who are not directly involved.

Secondly, the occupant of a status does not engage in continuous interaction with all those in his or her role-set. For instance, while teaching in the classroom the teacher is engaged only with the students, not with other members of the role-set. This ‘exemption from observability’, as Merton would argue, helps the teacher to avoid a conflict that may emerge because of divergent expectations from role-partners.

Thirdly, the occupant of a social status is not alone, there are many like him or her. And as Merton says, occupational and professional associates constitute a structural response to the problems of coping with the power structure and with the conflicting demands made by those in the role-set of the status.

Not solely role-sets, even status-sets constitute a problem that needs to be understood in- the context of reference group theory. But what is a status-set?

The same individual may find himself or herself in different statuses: teacher, husband, mother, father, brother, sister, political worker etc. This complement of social statuses of an individual may be designated as his or her status-set. Each of the statuses in turn has its distinctive role-set.
The fact that one occupies not a single status, but a status-set makes one’s task difficult. It is not always possible to reconcile the demands of all the statuses one is occupying. For instance, a politician, because of his commitment to a larger public cause may not do Justice to his other statuses, the status of a husband or the status of a father. Therefore if for instance, the politicians become your reference group, then you must know of the conflict inherent in the status-set of a politician and the possible ways by which such conflict could be resolved.

Merton suggests that there are many ways of avoiding the tension in the status-set. First, people are not perceived by others as occupying only one status. Even an employer, Merton would argue understands that an employee is not just an employee, he is a father, a husband, and a son. That is why, an employee who is known to have experienced a death in his immediate family is held to “less demanding occupational requirements”.

Secondly, there is something called empathy, which helps you to sympathetically understand the lot of others. Empathy serves to reduce the pressures exerted upon people caught up in conflicts of status obligations. Because everyone faces the same problem as they all have a status-set, there is a sense of shared destiny, which facilitates the development of empathy.

Thirdly, the components of status-set are not combined at random. This form of combination reduces the possibility of conflict. According to Merton, “Values internalised by people in prior dominant statuses are such as to make it less likely that they will be motivated to enter statuses with values incompatible with their own”.

This is an interesting point to note in the context of reference group theory. An example would make it clear. Suppose you are born and brought up in a family with a culture of learning. Let us understand that because of this family socialisation you become a scholar. Now it is unlikely that with such a background, you would choose to become an army officer because you realise how difficult it would be to reconcile your two statuses, the status of an army officer and the status of a scholar. Perhaps you would like to become a professor and then it would not be difficult for you to reconcile your two statuses, the status of a professor and the status of a scholar! In other words, behind the choice of a reference individual or the desire to occupy a status lies a design, a symmetry. So all statuses in the status-set need not necessarily be in conflict with one another.

**Check Your Progress 4**

i) Why does Merton say that a ‘non-conformist’ is not a criminal? Write in about six lines.

...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
ii) Which of the following statements are true?

a) All role-partners remain equally concerned with the behaviour of those in a particular social status.

b) It is empathy that, to a large extent, reduces the pressures exerted upon people caught up in conflicts of status obligations.

c) The components of a status-set are necessarily combined at random.

30.5 LET US SUM UP

To conclude we can safely say that the study of the reference group behaviour is important chiefly because

i) it helps you to understand when and why men compare their lot with that of others and, how this helps to shape their behaviour, life-styles, and role-performances.

ii) it helps you to understand when and how membership and non-membership groups serve the function of reference groups.

iii) it helps you to examine the structural consequences and implications of reference group behaviour, how a relatively open social system stimulates men and women to choose non-membership groups as their reference groups and, as a result, how non-conformity to the in-group causes the possibility of change, conflict and further mobility.

30.6 KEYWORDS

**Colonial Masters** The colonisers often think that they are great masters, great educators; it is their duty to ‘civilise’ the world! That is ‘the white man’s burden’

**Generation Gap** Sociologically speaking, it means the conflict between the young and the old, how their values, morals, ideals differ.

**Worldview** Generally, it is assumed that each social group, be it a gender group or a caste or a class or an ethnic group or a nationality, has its own distinctive ways of looking at the world. As a result, one’s worldview implies one’s political attitude, religious belief, cultural ideal - in short a set of ideas about the world and the society. Worldviews differ from group to group and helps in distinguishing one group from the other.
30.7 FURTHER READING


30.8 SPECIMEN ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Check Your Progress 1

i) If a human being compares his or her destiny with others - as they often do it is quite likely that, at times, they may feel relatively deprived because others may look happier, more powerful, more prestigious than they may. An example is the experience of a bright Indian scientist who, while comparing his lot with another Indian scientist settled in the United States, begins to feel deprived of many infrastructural facilities conducive to research.

ii) When a college teacher in order to evaluate his status, power or prestige in the society compares himself with the IAS officers, he, as Merton would argue, is choosing a non-membership group as his reference group.

Check Your Progress 2

i) C

ii) A positive reference group is one that a person accepts with admiration and, accordingly, internalises its values and norms. But a negative reference group is one that a person hates and rejects and, instead of accepting its norms, evolves counter-norms to distinguish his or her separate identity.

Check Your Progress 3

i) When a non-membership group appears to acquire more power and prestige in terms of the institutional structure of the society, it is selected as a reference group. Moreover, the isolates, i.e., those who feel discontented and marginalised within their membership groups are provoked on account of this alienation to select non-membership groups as their reference groups.

ii) No, it is not true that a ‘status-category’ always serves as a reference group. As Merton demonstrates, a status-category, being too large and too impersonal may not always have a direct impact on its members. Instead, a sub-group, which is characterised by sustained interaction among its member is likely to be accepted as a reference group.
Check Your Progress 4

i) A non-conformist is not a criminal because, unlike a criminal, a non-conformist does not hide his or her dissent or disagreement. While a criminal is weak and is an opportunist, a non-conformist is courageous enough to challenge the norms and values he/she rejects and questions their legitimacy. Moreover, unlike a criminal, a non-conformist is gifted with a ‘higher morality’ out of which he/she intends to create a new value system.

ii) b